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Augmented and mixed reality experiences are increasingly accessible due to 
advances in technology in both professional and daily settings. Technology continues to 
evolve into multiple different forms, including tablet experiences in the form of 
augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) using wearable heads-up displays 
(HUDs). Currently, standards for best usability practices continue to evolve for MR HUD 
two-dimensional user interfaces (2D UI) and three-dimensional user interfaces (3D UI). 
Therefore, research on evolving usability practices will serve as guidance for future 
development of MR HUD applications.  
The objective of this dissertation is to understand what gestures users intuitively 
make to respond to a MR environment while wearing a HUD. The Microsoft HoloLens is 
a wearable HUD that can be used for MR. The Microsoft HoloLens contains two core 
gestures that were developed to interact with holographic interfaces in MR. Although 
current gestures can be learned to generate successful outcomes, this dissertation provides 
a better understanding of which gestures are intuitive to new users of a MR environment. 
To understand which gestures are intuitive to users, 74 participants without any 
experience with MR attempted to make gestures within a wearable MR HUD 
environment. The results of this study show that previous technology experience can 
influence gesture choice; however, gesture choice also depends on the goal of the 
interaction scenario. Results suggest that a greater number of programmed gestures are 
needed in order to best utilize all tools available in wearable HUDs in MR. Results of this 
dissertation suggest that five new gestures should be created, with three of these gestures 
serving to reflect a connection between MR interaction and current gesture-based 
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technology. Additionally, results suggest that two new gestures should be created that 





CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Altered reality is common in today’s society, with diverse applications in virtual 
reality (VR), including games, simulation, and entertainment (Cipresso, Giglioli, Raya, & 
Riva, 2018; Girvan, 2018), and augmented applications on tablets using augmented 
reality (AR). More recently, devices have been developed for mixed reality (MR) in 
which virtual images are integrated into the physical worldview of the user. Such 
applications are common in aircrafts where heads-up displays (HUDs) are used to project 
information on the window of the aircraft (Allen, 2008). However, unlike HUD systems, 
MR wearable devices act as an extension of the user’s physical world. A wearable MR 
HUD that is attached to a user moves with the user as a system and tracks movement and 
whole-body gestures (Stein, 2019). To interact in MR environments, users may gesture 
with hand or whole-body movements or use vocal sounds with programmed vocal 
commands (Taylor, 2016; Jana, Sharma & Rao, 2017; Stein, 2019). Understanding and 
implementing intuitive gestures that can be utilized by users in MR environments is one 
aspect of generating a positive experience for users (Bowman, McMahan & Ragan, 
2012). The results generated by this work suggest that additional gestures should be 
programmed and tested that can be utilized by users to interact with digital objects in an 
MR HUD environment.  
Currently, wearable HUDs provide three areas of altered reality: VR, AR, and 
MR. VR transports a person to a digital space and immerses them in a digital experience 
(Noor, 2016; Bekele, Pierdicca, Frontoni, Malinyerni, & Gain, 2018). AR layers digital 
elements on top of physical reality (Hachman, 2016; Noor, 2016; Bekele et al., 2018). 
MR integrates digital elements into the physical world (Bekele et al., 2018; Leonard & 
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Fitzgerald, 2018). Some experts have grouped all three of these altered reality concepts 
under the term “extended reality” (XR) (Dodevska & Mihić, 2018). An additional term, 
physical reality (PR), is not a part of altered reality but is used to describe the physical 
world space with no technology superimposed on a user’s view. Each version of altered 
reality (VR, AR and MR) exists on its own platform. However, in the future, 
consolidation of technology may enable hardware to create a single altered reality 
experience in which a single device may be used to transform an experience between PR, 
VR, AR, and MR (Pell, 2017). In fact, the most recent VR headset, Oculus Quest, may be 
close to providing such a single solution. The 2019 Oculus Quest provides users a 
grayscale view of PR when outside of the programmed VR grid space (Roettgers, 2019). 
Currently, although an augmentation of the PR in the Oculus Quest does not exist, this 
ability does exist within the MR device, the Microsoft HoloLens.  
The Microsoft HoloLens is a wireless wearable holographic computer (Taylor, 
2016; Leonard & Fitzgerald, 2018). The HoloLens provides freedom of mobility to the 
user, which allows the user to physically move around in PR (Noor, 2016; Leonard & 
Fitzgerald, 2018). When utilizing the HoloLens, the user sees PR while interacting with 
digital elements integrated within the PR space. The HoloLens augments the PR 
worldview. Since the HoloLens is a working MR HUD with interactive 3D and 2D UIs in 
MR, it is useful for testing research questions focused on interactions within a wearable 
MR HUD. The next section discusses the objective and significance of this research as 




1.1 Objective and Significance 
MR makes it possible to incorporate digital elements in a PR space, which 
generates an environment where new ideas for learning and communication can be 
explored. For example, in the Spring of 2018 and 2019, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) hosted a weeklong collaborative challenge for college 
students (Student Team to Participate in NASA, 2019). The NASA Spacesuit User 
Interface Technologies for Students (NASA S.U.I.T.S.) collaboration requested colleges 
and universities to submit proposals focused on the creation of a HoloLens-based 
application that would be used to provide NASA astronauts with improved training 
scenarios for EVA (extravehicular activities) missions. Selected proposal groups moved 
forward with the challenge of creating an application to test with NASA astronauts at the 
Johnson Space Center located in Houston, Texas. This example represents one possible 
use for MR HUDs in PR experiences. However, while the purposes for MR HUD 
interfaces exists, additional data is needed to understand how to create successful user 
experiences when using 2D and 3D UI within a MR HUD. The research questions 
described in the next section provide the rationale for conducting research in the area of 
MR HUD UI creation and experience. 
1.1.1 Research Questions 
This dissertation focuses on the following research questions.  
1.) What gestures are intuitive to new users when provided the opportunity to 
experience a MR HUD? 
2.) What influence does previous technological experience have on gesture 
choices made by new users during MR HUD experiences? 
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3.) Should MR developers consider current technology-related gestures and 
tasks when designing MR experiences for MR HUD applications, or do 
MR HUD applications exist independently? 
These research questions provide a focal point for this dissertation. Based on 
testing and analysis results, answers to these research questions are discussed in Chapter 
5 of this dissertation. The following sections address HoloLens specifications and explain 
theories of human computer interaction (HCI) that are pertinent to MR environments. 
1.2 Definitions of Main Terms 
 
Physical Reality (PR): PR represents the view of the physical world without digital 
elements that a user experiences.  
Virtual Reality (VR): VR is an experience in which the user is completely immersed in 
a digital environment. 
Augmented Reality (AR): AR overlays digital elements onto PR and is comprised of 
three different categories: screen, heads-up display, and projection-based environments.  
Mixed Reality (MR): MR integrates digital elements within PR.  
Heads-up display (HUD): A HUD displays digital elements to the viewer and is 
typically worn on a user’s head.  
Microsoft HoloLens: MR wireless wearable holographic computer that displays 
interactive holograms controlled by gesture and voice commands.  
Holograms: Traditional holograms are 2D or 3D images that are rendered by the 
interference of laser light. The term “hologram” refers to any 2D or 3D digital image 
presented to a viewer in the context of PR (Tomlinson, 2018).  
Two-Dimensional User Interfaces (2D UI): A digital graphical user interface (GUI) 
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that exists in MR as a two-dimensional interactive interface.  
Three-Dimensional User Interfaces (3D UI): A digital graphical user interface (GUI) 
that exists in MR as a three-dimensional interactive interface.  














Figure 1.1: Microsoft HoloLens 
 
The Microsoft HoloLens is a wearable computer that provides the user with the 
ability to interact in MR in the PR world space. Through holographic integration in the 
form of both 2D and 3D UIs, the HoloLens contains the needed components to 
implement MR experiences. An image of an individual using the HoloLens is shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 The following list contains the key components of the HoloLens (Taylor, 2016; 
Jana et al., 2017): 
Cameras: The HoloLens contains multiple cameras. Four cameras are used to scan 
the environment and collect data. The HoloLens also has a depth camera that uses 
infrared vision to draw digitized surroundings that represent measurements of distance 
and spatial depth. The HoloLens also contains a still camera that functions as a high 
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definition video camera plus an environment-understanding camera that facilitates head-
tracking and surface reconstruction, which makes it possible to place holograms in the 
PR. 
Sensors: In addition to four sensors used with the environment-understanding 
cameras, the HoloLens includes an ambient light sensor that detects the quality and 
intensity of environmental light. These sensors provide the user the ability to interact 
within the field of view provided by the HoloLens.  
Lenses: The cameras in the HoloLens provide scanned information of the PR, which 
prompts the lenses to project digital elements into the eyes of the user. This lens 
projection is part of what makes the use of HoloLens function as an MR environment and 
experience. When light is transmitted from a camera in the HoloLens, it passes through 
the lenses and is reflected in the eyes of the user.  
Speakers: The HoloLens contains two speakers that create spatial sound in 3D 
environments. The location of the speakers facilitate integration of the environment for 
the user, while still providing the ability to hear existing sound in the PR to the user.  
Microphones: The HoloLens contains four microphones. Each microphone can 
reflect environmental sound and the sound of a user’s voice.  
Processing Units: A graphics processing unit (GPU), a central processing unit 
(CPU), and a holographic processing unit (HPU) operate the HoloLens. (Taylor, 2016) 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU): The IMU captures movement of the user’s head 
while operating the HoloLens. The IMU calculate positions such that holograms are 
viewed in the correct place relative to the user’s view (Taylor, 2016). 
Additional Elements: The battery of the HoloLens lasts for three hours. The HoloLens 
can be connected via Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Cortana acts as a personal assistant to users within 
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the HoloLens. Cortana can help with a number of tasks including opening applications, 
controlling settings, taking a photo, or recording a video. Lastly, a headband and adjustment 
wheel on the back of the HoloLens are used to adjust the fit for the user.  
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter provides a basis for discussing best practice guidelines for 
development of MR HUD gestures. This chapter is organized into six different sections. 
(1) Section One: Interacting With Holograms; this section provides an overview of how 
holograms add to the integration of technology and to the physical world. (2) Section 
Two: Mixed Reality in the Microsoft HoloLens; this section provides an overview of how 
to interact with programmed 2D and 3D UIs in the HoloLens. (3) Section Three: Three-
Dimensional User Interfaces Best Practices. This section discusses information relevant 
to the development of 2D and 3D UI gesture interactions. (4) Section Four: Models and 
Theories in Human Computer Interaction. This section discusses current methodologies 
for human and computer interactions and provides examples of MR HUD experiences. 
(5) Section Five: Gestures in Mixed Reality Heads Up Displays. This section discusses 
how gestures fit into user interactions in MR HUDs and explains gesture uses and types. 
(6) Section Six provides a conclusive overview of the literature review and provides 
insight into the subsequent chapter of this dissertation.  
The majority of the information presented in the literature review was found using 
Google Scholar. Additionally, many articles exist in Iowa State University’s Academic 
Repository. Finally, since only a limited number of articles have been written on this 
subject, textbooks devoted to user experiences and emerging technologies provided the 
most recent and direct knowledge of this topic. Initial search terms included “intuitive 
gestures in mixed reality,” “user experience in three-dimensional environments,” “natural 
gestures in technology use,” and “creating purposeful augmented environments.” Related 
areas of research included communication through gestures, evolving gestures in human 
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development, emotional reaction to emerging technology, future theories of augmented 
technology, societal inclusion of wearable devices, and creating purposeful three-
dimensional environments in mixed reality and understanding purposeful uses of MR 
applications. 
2.1 Interacting with Holograms 
 While experiencing MR and interacting with holograms, users create memories 
based on interaction. It has been theorized that by actually implementing a task physically 
in an altered reality via VR, AR, or MR, the user forms a tangible memory of the 
experience. Rubin (2018) suggested that if an individual participates in a virtual activity, 
then the user is physically doing this activity and experiences an embodied presence by 
bringing the user’s whole body into the space. MR interactions via holographic 
integration provide a way to include the digital UIs while also experiencing the physical 
elements of PR. Thus, although these experiences were digitally altered, they may be as 
real as traditional experiences encountered in the PR. However, how a user reacts to an 
MR experience may influence one’s ability to experience an embodied presence. The 
next section explains current interactions within the HoloLens to provide an overview of 
interaction possibilities in current MR HUDs.  
2.2 Mixed Reality in the Microsoft HoloLens 
Currently, there are five ways to interact with holograms while using the 
HoloLens, which include, gaze, gesture, voice, spatial audio, and spatial mapping 
(Taylor, 2016; Odom, 2017; Jana et al., 2017).  
Gaze operates similarly to how a computer mouse moves around on a traditional 
computer screen. In the HoloLens, the user’s head serves as a selection indicator similar 
to a computer mouse and the cursor is visible as either a closed circle or an open circle. 
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The closed circle is the default while the open circle indicates that the system is ready to 
interact with a digital object. When using the HoloLens, users may move their head to 
point with the gaze cursor, which follows the user’s point of view even if the user’s body 
is moving. A user may interact with a hologram via the cursor depending on the type of 
interaction that is associated with the holographic interface.  
The HoloLens contains two core gesture movements: bloom and air tap (Taylor, 
2016; Odom, 2017; Jana et al., 2017). The bloom gesture is used to display the main 
menu of the HoloLens. To perform the bloom gesture, the user turns their wrist toward 
the sky in an upward direction. Additionally, the user needs to pinch together the thumb 
to the index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers at the same time. The bloom part of the 
gesture is executed by pulling these fingers together and then extending them outward 
while keeping the palm facing up. A user may use the bloom gesture to display the main 
menu that lists HoloLens applications, which include adjustments to device settings, 
browsing photos and other files in the HoloLens database, and searching the Web. The 
air tap gesture is equivalent to a traditional computer mouse click. To perform the air tap 
gesture, the user needs to tap their index finger and thumb together while gazing at the 
object they would like to select.  
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 show a visual example of the programmed gestures. The 





Table 2.1 HoloLens Gesture Air Tap 
 
  
Air Tap Gesture and Movement, Microsoft HoloLens 
 
Table 2.2 HoloLens Gesture Bloom 
 
 
Bloom Gesture and Movement, Microsoft HoloLens 
 
2.2.1 Voice Commands in the Microsoft HoloLens 
Voice is another means of interaction in the HoloLens MR environment. The 
HoloLens contains a number of preprogrammed voice commands that can be used when 
creating HoloLens applications. The following list shows the most common voice 





3. Face Me; 
4. Bigger/Smaller; 
5. Hey Cortana, go to start; 
6. Hey Cortana, shut down; 
7. Hey Cortana, move <app name> here” (Jana et al., 2017, p. 47) 
 
“Select” is the voice command equivalent to the air tap gesture. The command “Hey 
Cortana, go to start” is used to display the main menu, which is equivalent to the bloom 
gesture. While the elements listed above represent generic voice commands, multiple 
additional voice commands may be needed depending on the purpose of the application. 
For instance, the HoloLens application entitled Holograms allows users to place a 
hologram within their space. To remove a hologram, the user must gaze upon an X icon 
and say the word “remove”. Remove is programmed as a voice command within the 
Holograms application interface; however, it is not programmed as a generic voice 
command for the HoloLens system. This dissertation does not evaluate voice commands; 
however, voice commands are an area of interest for future MR HUD research.  
2.3 Three-Dimensional User Interfaces Best Practices 
To understand best practices for user experiences within a MR 2D or 3D UI, it is 
important to understand how interactions within MR HUDs and 2D or 3D UIs may 
influence the overall user experience.  
When interacting within a virtual space, telepresence is a possibility. Telepresence 
systems enable a user in a PR location to feel as if they were in a different location. 
Telepresence exists in VR; however, if designed properly, telepresence should exist at a 




Sometimes, technology interactions do not create a telepresence experience. For 
example, Hartson and Pyla (2012) claim that a user sitting at a computer is essentially 
“doing computing” (p. 3). In this example, the user is aware that they are working at a 
computer and thus decided to experience technology in this way. However, when 
immersed in a MR experience with a HUD such as the HoloLens, the goal is not to feel 
as if one is wearing a computer, but to have a telepresence experience. To achieve this, 
the UIs must feel like part of the PR and, more importantly, the actions toward those UIs 
should feel natural. For example, in VR, a user has the ability to move their arms and 
body in a natural way similar to moving in PR. If a user were to play a VR game of 
baseball, the user may have the ability to swing a digital baseball bat similar to how one 
would swing an actual baseball bat in PR.  
In MR, the user has the ability to react naturally to the environment at all times 
since their environment is an altered perception of the PR, but how the UIs respond to 
this natural movement is often a source of confusion. 
To achieve successful telepresence within MR, designers and developers of 2D 
and 3D UIs should consider human physiology, response, and actions (Bowman, Kruijff, 
LaViola, Jr., Poupyrev, 2004). There are a number of guidelines that should be 
considered when developing UIs for MR HUDs.  
The first guideline suggests the user experience designer consider how MR UIs 
may provide new ways of creating more efficient tasks (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson & 
Pyla, 2012). These tasks may be executed in ways not currently associated with existing 
PR movements. For example, the current bloom gesture used with the HoloLens provides 
a way for users to display the main menu. The bloom gesture does not represent an 
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existing movement associated with a daily PR motion. Creating only realistic interactions 
that are consistent with what one would encounter in PR limits streamlined integration 
within MR experiences (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson & Pyla, 2012; Bowman et al., 
2012). In an MR experience, augmented digital elements integrated within the PR may 
offer new solutions.  
To further understand this concept, consider the following example: A user 
wearing an MR HUD is looking for a path that leads to a specific location. The MR HUD 
device is equipped with an MR path finding application. If the user wanted to use the MR 
path finding application, the user could potentially navigate through the PR by following 
an MR visual augmentation of this path. The holograms within the MR space do not exist 
in the PR outside of the MR HUD; however, the augmented path provides a more 
efficient way of finding the way to a destination.  
Additionally, within MR, the user may potentially see things that otherwise would 
be unavailable without augmentation. For instance, a user that has X-ray vision could see 
through a physical wall into a digital rendition of the physical space if the data for the 
physical space existed in digital form within the MR HUD. This guideline suggests that 
actions that are physically impossible should be considered when creating working UIs 
within MR. MR provides an opportunity to integrate previously impossible elements into 
someone’s MR experience. 
While the first guideline suggests that using augmentation may potentially 
streamline a task, the second guideline suggests that limitations may need to be 
considered (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson & Pyla, 2012). For example, consider an 
architectural or interior design MR application that is used to position digital furniture 
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upright on the floor within the PR. In this example, gravity plays a role in designating 
where furniture should exist in the PR. However, an augmented application does not 
require a user to follow PR physics rules; thus, elements may not be originally associated 
with a PR rule of gravity. However, the second guideline suggests that certain 
applications may require interaction limitations based on the purpose of the application. 
In this example, if users could place the digital furniture in any location (e.g., on the 
floor, in the floor, hanging from the ceiling, or floating in space), the purpose of the 
application may fail, if the purpose was to create a realistic space within PR. 
The third guideline suggests the user experience designer to design for user 
comfort (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson & Pyla, 2012). When experiencing a MR UI, 
users are asked to move around within their PR space and interact in the MR 
environment. Thus, it is important that interactions with the UIs of an MR environment 
consider how users may use their body parts for the purposes of interaction. 
 Since MR UIs are mostly gesture- or voice-based, the user should not strain when 
performing these interactions; otherwise, the interaction may not be successful or at least 
may interrupt the telepresence of an experience (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson & Pyla, 
2012). The following example further explains this concept. Previous research discovered 
that prolonged vertical arm movement may cause “gorilla arm effect” in VR users 
(Raymond, 1996, Jang, Stuerzlinger, Ambike & Ramani, 2017, p. 3328). Users who are 
asked to move their arms vertically for a long period of time may feel additional weight 
on their arm during the experience, which may have an impact on the quality of their user 




In this example, compromised physical comfort results in a poor user experience. 
Since MR 2D and 3D UIs require similar three-dimensional and often vertical 
movements, the concept of user comfort needs further exploration.  
Finally, a fourth design consideration relates to user demographics. Physical 
characteristics, age, and cognitive ability all play a part in understanding how to create 
successful MR UI experiences. For instance, the physical height of a user may impact the 
usability of an MR UI. In this example, if a user is of short stature with short arms, the UI 
should have the ability to adjust to the new user. This adjustment may consist of a 
repositioning of the UI or providing the user with the ability to adjust the settings of the 
experience prior to use (Bowman et al., 2004). Similarly, age may play a role in similar 
physical constraints, due to size and mobility. However, age also influences how a user 
responds to the UI. Children may require different interactions than adults to 
accommodate a child’s attention span. Additionally, certain adults may require different 
settings for viewing and interacting within the MR UI. This example illustrates, in a 
similar way, how an older adult population may require the ability to change the interface 
settings on a smartphone; similar setting adjustments may be needed in MR UIs 
(Bowman et al., 2004; Smith & Chaparro, 2015). Many of these MR UI development 
areas require additional research in order to generate definitive results. By conducting 
additional testing on MR UIs and interaction methods, it may be possible to create 
stronger user experiences. In the next section of this dissertation, user action and 
conceptual model theories of user experience are discussed in order to provide guidance 
for evaluating example scenarios in MR HUD UIs.  
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2.4 Models and Theories in Human Computer Interaction 
The following section explains two user experience concepts: the Gulf of 
Execution and The Gulf of Evaluation (Norman, 2013). The final sections of Chapter 2 
discuss user action models and conceptual models with examples from the HoloLens. 
2.4.1 The Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of Evaluation 
The concepts of the Gulf of Execution and Gulf of Evaluation are useful for 
understanding user experiences within MR using the HoloLens. The gulf framework 
suggests that a user can achieve a goal by first taking a step to use a system. Next, the 
user creates a plan of action and then the user executes the selected actions required by 
the system to accomplish the goal (Norman, 2013; La Viola Jr., Kruijff, McMahan, 
Bowman & Poupyrev, 2017). However, “if the actions required by the system do not 
match the user’s intentions, the user’s goal will not be obtained” (LaViola Jr. et al., 2017, 
p. 85).  
The Gulf of Execution represents the possible inability to reconcile the way a user 
wants the system to work and the requirements needed for the system to work (Norman, 
2013; LaViola Jr. et al., 2017). The following example provides insight into both the Gulf 
of Evaluation and the Gulf of Execution. 
In this example, a user is trying to move an existing 3D UI in an MR application. 
The user wishes to select the 3D holographic UI and move it to another location in the 
MR. To select an object in the HoloLens, one must use the air tap gesture or the voice 
command “select.” However, if the user wants to point at the object to select it, their goal 
of executing this action will fail. Similarly, if the user thinks that the word “choose” is 
the voice command for selecting holograms, the user may be confused when this 
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command does not execute properly. If the user assumes a particular gesture or voice 
command to be correct but the system requires a different command, the system will not 
select and move the 3D hologram. Hence, the user has not accomplished the goal. This 
example describes a gap in the Gulf of Execution in which the user thinks one gesture or 
voice command is correct, but the system requires a different gesture or voice command.  
Users may learn programmed gestures or – in the case of the HoloLens – system 
gestures and voice commands. Users may develop a routine over time and – given 
enough time with a system – may come to understand programmed gestures as a common 
occurrence. However, as stated by Cohen and Bacdayan (1994): “frequently repeated 
action sequences may also give rise to sub optimality” (p. 554). Thus, it is possible that 
learning a programed gesture will not always represent the most efficient usability path. 
When first interacting with a new system, the user must rely on semantic knowledge; i.e., 
general knowledge of objects, word meanings, facts, and relationships (Patterson, Nestor 
& Rogers, 2007). If the user has knowledge that does not connect with a programmed 
interface, a user must close the Gulf of Execution through trial and error.  
In contrast to the Gulf of Execution, the Gulf of Evaluation is the gap between 
how a system actually works and how the user thinks the system works (LaViola Jr. et 
al., 2017). Thus, if the steps required by the system are confusing, then it is difficult for 
the user to evaluate whether their intentions regarding the use the system are adequate for 
finishing the task.  
The example in Section 2.4.1 of this dissertation should be considered in 
reference to the following discussion. In this example, the user is trying to move a 3D 
holographic UI from one location to another in MR. Although the interface in this 
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example did not respond to the user in a way that appeared natural to them, the interface 
should nonetheless suggest clues as to the proper way to interact. This process defines the 
use of affordance to design and develop user experiences.  
According to affordance, how a control operates an interface should be obvious 
(Pucillo & Cascini, 2013). In this example, affordance is not present because it is not 
obvious what gesture or voice command the user should utilize. However, if a user 
understands the purpose of an MR UI but does not understand how to control the MR UI, 
it lacks affordance.  
The HoloLens provides a few affordances in terms of selection. For instance, if a 
user gazes at an interactive interface, a part of the interactive portion of the interface 
highlights a signal for the user so that they can “select” that option. Although this may 
work when using the gaze option of the HoloLens, it is not always so simple when using 
gestures to navigate the space. The ability to select a hologram using gestures relies on 
the use of the air tap gesture. When using the air tap gesture, there is a lack of affordance 
since the user does not have a way of knowing whether they are making the correct air 
tap gesture to select the object. In this case, the interface lacks an affordance that may 
otherwise help users (especially new users) by providing the correct gesture to execute. 
There are four types of affordances: cognitive, physical, functional, and sensory 
(Hartson & Pyla, 2012) A cognitive affordance is defined as a plan of action, which helps 
users decide what to do next. For example, in the HoloLens, the user may know that it is 
possible to remove holograms from the MR environment with the X icon or the remove 
option located at the top of a holograms dialog box. A physical affordance is the ability 
of the system to help the user perform the necessary physical actions. The ability to ask 
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holograms to “face me” in the MR environment is an example of a physical affordance. 
A functional affordance is the part of a system that helps the user accomplish a more 
difficult task. An example of a functional affordance is the use of a search bar or an 
assistant within a system. Cortana acts as the functional affordance of the HoloLens; 
however, Cortana is not helpful with certain tasks. For instance, if a user is unable to find 
the correct gesture for an application within the HoloLens and asks Cortana for help, 
Cortana sends the user to an Internet search engine rather than providing the answer.  
Finally, a sensory affordance provides sensory indicators to the user. In the HoloLens, 
there are multiple uses for sound as a sensory affordance to suggest that a UI is selected 
or deleted. Similarly, visual animations within the HoloLens UIs are examples of sensory 
affordances.  
The next section discusses user experience theories in order to provide further 
analysis of current MR UI experiences by explaining user action models and theory.  
2.4.2 Seven Stages of Action  
Another user experience theory is based on the user action model proposed by the 
user experience expert Donald Norman, termed the seven stages of action (Norman, 
2013). Norman states that the seven stages of action are: “What do I want to accomplish?, 
What are the alternative action sequences?, What action can I do now?, How do I do it?, 
What happened?, What does this mean?, Is this okay? Have I accomplished my goal?” 
(Norman, 2013, p. 70). 
The previous example from Section 2.4.1 of this dissertation provides guidance 
that can be used to understand the seven stages of action. In the previous example, a user 
attempts to select a holographic UI in MR and move it to another location. The first 
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question of the seven stages of action asks, “What do I want to accomplish?”; the user 
wants to select the hologram and place it in a location in MR. The second question “What 
are the alternative action sequences?” depends on what the user wants to do once the 
hologram is successfully selected. Perhaps they want to move and place the hologram in 
a new space; however, they do not know how to execute this action. The user could ask 
Cortana for help with moving and placing a hologram in the new space; however, if 
Cortana does not help, then the seven stages are not complete. Thus, this example failed 
after just two questions in the seven stages of action.  
Assume that, hypothetically, the user was able to move past question two of the 
seven stages of action. The third question “What action can I do now?” suggests that the 
user knows that they can place the hologram. Thus, selecting a hologram was one action 
and understanding the possibilities is another action, which are followed by executing the 
third action consisting of actually moving and placing the hologram in a location in MR. 
The fourth question asks, “How did I do it?” Question four depends on whether the user 
knows how they completed the action or whether they accidentally did so without really 
knowing the process. If a person accidentally completed an action, they might say, “Well, 
I don’t know what I did, but okay, that works!” Although this may provide a positive user 
experience, the same scenario may not provide a positive experience the next time the 
user attempts to execute the same task. The fifth action “What happened?” relates to the 
fourth action. If a user does not know what they did or how they did it, they will not 
really know what happened. This confusion leads to the sixth action, “What does this 
mean?” In this example, the user mat have selected a hologram; however, they would 
like to move and place it. During this described task, feedback in the form of an 
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affordance should suggest the next plan of action to the user. This feedback provides the 
answer to “What does this mean?”. Feedback could be visual, auditory, or haptic 
depending on the situation. The last action “Is this okay? Have I accomplished my goal?” 
provides a concluding response to the user. If the user is still attempting to place their 
hologram in their space and that was their initial goal, then no, the goal was not 
accomplished; however, if they planned to select a hologram as a goal and that goal was 
completed, then the action is finished. 
2.4.3 Seven Principles of Design 
Another concept relevant to strong user experience design includes Norman’s 
seven principles of design. Norman lists the following as part of the seven principles of 
design: “discoverability, feedback, conceptual model, affordances, signifiers, mappings, 
constraints” (Norman, 2013, p. 72). An example of a new user experience is described 
below to provide insight into understanding the seven principles of design and the 
guidance provided.  
In this example, a user wishes to command the HoloLens to display a 2D or 3D 
UI main menu in MR. The user is not accustomed to the HoloLens or MR HUDs; thus, 
they may not know how to respond. Currently, in order to display the main menu in the 
HoloLens, the user must perform the bloom gesture. The other available option for 
interacting with the main menu is to use the voice command, “Hey Cortana, go to start.” 
The concept of discoverability suggests that when users are utilizing a system, 
they should understand and have the ability to discover the needed tasks that are required 
to operate and explore the UI interactions programmed in a device (Norman, 2013). The 
HoloLens currently has a tutorial that provides an explanation for using gestures. This 
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tutorial is provided the first time that the HoloLens is used. Unfortunately, although this 
tutorial is displayed when the user uses the HoloLens for the first time, once a user 
interacts in the HoloLens, the tutorial exists solely as an interface choice. If a new user 
interacts within the same HoloLens and needs direction, they must learn from a previous 
user the tasks required to view the tutorial. While the tutorial provides good suggestions 
for using programmed gestures, the tutorial does not provide a list of system vocal 
commands. In this case, discoverability works well in some areas but not well for other 
areas. 
The next principle, feedback, suggests users receive needed response on the 
actions and tasks attempted and performed. For instance, if a user would like to display 
the main menu and has successfully discovered the bloom gesture or the programmed 
voice command of “Hey Cortana go to start”, they should now have feedback on this 
action. Currently, visual feedback of this action is provided by the visual representation 
of the main menu in the field of view in front of the user; additionally, there is an added 
sound affordance that signifies that the action is complete. However, what the device 
does not offer is help in the form of feedback for all tasks, including the initial display of 
the main menu. For instance, one cannot ask, “Hey Cortana, how do I display the main 
menu of the HoloLens?” without again being directing to a search engine on the Internet. 
Similarly, the system does not provide sound-based feedback indicating that a wrong 
gesture was made or visual cues as to what a correct gesture may be for this task.  
The third principle, the conceptual model, suggests that the user has control over 
the system and the ability to move forward with the attempted tasks. This principle pairs 
with the fourth principle, affordances, which suggests that the system contain elements 
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that provide indicators as to what action or actions are possible within this system. It is 
important to note that affordances and feedback are different concepts. While feedback 
provides reactions to tasks already completed, affordances provide insight into possible 
tasks the user may perform. In this case, the conceptual model works if the user 
understands the needed to complete a task since, if they understand, they now have 
control over how to display the main menu UI and how to make it disappear from view. 
If a user does not know these elements before using the HoloLens, they must learn them 
or the interface will not respond, thereby failing to comply with all of the concepts 
currently under discussion. For example, if a user wishes to place a main menu within 
their space, an affordance should exist to tell the user if that is an option. Again, the 
affordance may be visual, auditory, or haptic.  
The next two principles, signifiers and mapping, provide further information to 
the user. In this example, if the action is successful, the system will provide the correct 
signifier for a successful action. Signifiers, similar to feedback, reflect affordances that 
alert the user of a possible task. Additionally, mapping of the action is useful to the user 
if they would like to see the main menu in front of them. However, the main menu can 
only be viewed on its own and can mask the view of other elements in the view of the 
user. It is not possible to place the main menu in a scene. Instead, one must always 
display the main menu or force it to disappear each time they would like to view the main 
menu. 
Finally, the last principle is constraints. Constraints provide rules and guidelines 
that are placed by a system for the user. Currently, the main constraint is that a user must 
use a specified gesture to display the main menu and must use the specified system voice 
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command. According to this principle, by providing such constraints, the user interprets  
the system. However, this principle does not suggest that the constraint is the best 
solution; however, it is an option, which simplifies the process and possibly provides a 
more useful solution. 
2.4.4 Conceptual Models 
While models of user action provide guidance on interactions that happen 
between a user and a system, conceptual models reflect how the expectations of the user 
match the expectations of the system.  
There are two types of conceptual models: the designer’s model, which explains 
how a designer understands a system from the perspective of creation, and the user’s 
model, which explains how a user understands a system. Designers have freedom in the 
process of designing user interactions; however, the goal for designers is to create a 
system that is intuitive and responsive to the tasks asked of the user (Rosson & Carroll, 
2002).  
The Gulf of Execution reflects the possible shortcomings in aligning the 
perception of the user with the actual expectations of the designed system. In the example 
from Section 2.4.3, display a main menu in the HoloLens, the Gulf of Execution is the 
gap that happens when a designer’s conceptual model and a user’s conceptual model do 
not line up. The Gulf of Evaluation describes the user’s conceptual model in relation to 
the system in its current state (Norman, 2013).  
When developing an interface or system, designers and developers of user 
experience conduct research which  may alter their final execution for a system. 
However, users only have their own experiences and interactions with the system to form 
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their perception of the system. If the design of the 2D UI or 3D UI is not responsive to 
the user’s interaction perception, then the conceptual model is incorrect.  
To illustrate this concept, consider the following example: an augmented 
environment within the HoloLens where a user is trying to “select” an object by tapping 
on it with the air tap gesture. If only a few objects in the scene can be selected, then the 
user may be confused as to which object they can interact with and which object does not 
contain interactivity. If this is the user’s first time interacting in this environment, there is 
a chance they may form a conceptual model that suggests specific types of holograms 
will always be non-interactive. Similarly, if a user learns that a gesture works with one 
2D UI or 3D UI, the user may expect the same gesture to work with all similar 2D or 3D 
UIs within an MR environment. In this example, the designer has the responsibility of 
ensuring the user that the environment conveys the correct interactive suggestions.  
2.4.5 Usability, Embodied Interaction, and Ergonomics 
The last section on theory and framework describes embodied interactions and the 
concept of ergonomics. Rubin (2018) suggested that an embodied interaction uses our 
familiarity with the PR to reflect our experience in a digital world. Embodied interaction 
explains how systems can reflect the physical and social responses of a user (Dourish, 
2001). Thus, in MR, embodied interaction refers to how users react to the experience of 
MR UIs in a PR space.  
 “Ergonomics is the study of human beings in their working environment” 
(Pheasant & Haslegrave, 2005, p. 4). The principle of ergonomics claims that if a product 
does not physically fit the needed elements to execute an interaction, then it is a failure, 
regardless of whether other design guidelines were successful. Currently, in order to 
interact within the HoloLens, users must utilize the system gestures bloom and air tap for 
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all gesture-related activities. Certain applications, such as the HoloLens-based MR game 
entitled RoboRaid, require the user to use air tap almost exclusively while experiencing 
the application. RoboRaid is a MR game in which users can turn their living room into an 
interactive game experience. Consider the four design guidelines for ergonomics: 
clearance, reach, posture, and strength (Pheasant & Haslegrave, 2005; Tannen, 2009). As 
a guideline, clearance ensures that there is enough room between objects for the user to 
move around a space without accidentally colliding with something. In VR, this concept 
is used to establish a space for the user to interact freely without colliding with PR 
objects. In MR, the PR is the interaction space; thus, clearance toward other objects may 
not be a concern for all UIs. To understand this concept, consider the following example 
described below. 
The purpose of the RoboRaid application is to shoot alien robots that are coming 
out of holographic walls (physical walls that exist in the PR space). This game integrates 
PR to react to MR by allowing already existing walls to act as barriers, which allows 
clearance barriers within the PR space to be used.  
The reach element in ergonomics ensures that the user has the ability to operate 
the controls of a system. This can be a concern when using smartphones with reference to 
screen size. If a smartphone is too large, it may be difficult for a user to reach the buttons 
using one hand (Xiong & Muraki, 2014). Reach issues also exist in MR 2D and 3D UIs, 
particularly with body-referenced controls. If a user is shorter than average and a control 
is located at arm length of the user, then this user will struggle to reach the control. In 
MR interactions within the HoloLens, reach is also an issue when using the air tap 
gesture. For example, in RoboRaid, the gesture most widely used is air tap, since this is 
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how the user shoots robots (with holographic lasers coming from their hands). If a person 
does not correctly perform the gesture, then this person cannot interact with the game UI. 
Users with limited use of any of their fingers or movement of their hands would have 
difficulty with this gesture. One has the option to say, “select” repeatedly when shooting, 
although this element may interfere with the telepresence of the game.  
Another design guideline is to ensure that the user remains comfortable 
throughout the experience. Because MR 2D and 3D UIs usually involve and require a 
broader range of body movements than traditional UIs, it is important that designers 
consider comfortable posture as a design requirement. A variety of postures may be 
comfortable depending on the user and the extent of the interaction. For example, sitting 
postures may be comfortable for short durations; however, if a user is required to sit and 
turn their body in multiple directions for a long duration of time, then this may become 
an uncomfortable posture. Similarly, standing postures or postures that require a user to 
repeat a movement may lead to fatigue if the user is required to perform these postures 
for a long duration (LaViola Jr. et al., 2017).  
Strength is the focus of the final ergonomics design guideline, which pertains to 
the amount of force required to operate a control (Pheasant & Haslegrave, 2005). The 
HoloLens is not concerned with strength since holograms have no weight and gestures or 
vocal commands do not require strength. However, a user’s endurance while using the 
HoloLens is a possible concern; however, little research has been performed regarding 
this specific issue.  
Many ergonomic issues also relate to concerns about accessibility within MR 
HUDs. The final design rule is the concept of accessibility. This rule applies to both the 
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Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of Evaluation. If a MR 2D or 3D UI does not function for 
a diverse set of users, the system excludes users due to disabilities or other limiting 
conditions.  
2.4.6 Accessibility in MR HUDs  
For the HoloLens and other MR applications, accessibility continues to be a 
concern. Currently, if someone is visually impaired or struggles with mobility, use of the 
HoloLens may not be possible. Accessibility continues to be a major problem for many 
MR UIs. However, efforts to improve accessibility to MR UIs continue to be made. 
“Researchers have found evidence that a crosshair rendered in the same position on the 
user’s display improves stability for users with balance impairments,” (LaViola Jr. et al., 
2017, p. 107). Even with recent efforts, more needs to be done so that MR HUDs can be 
purposeful for all audiences. 
In the next section, these theories are discussed in the context of 2D and 3D UIs 
in MR environments that are specific to the Microsoft HoloLens.  
2.5 Gestures in Mixed Reality Heads Up Displays 
 Gestures are a form of natural interactions in the PR. Gestures have the ability to 
communicate in more ways than words (Tversky, 2011). With movements and 
expressions, gestures can express abstract meanings, personality, and moods. To 
understand how gestures work, it is important to understand different types of gestures. 
LaViola Jr. et al. (2017) described the following gesture types: “mimic, symbolic, 
sweeping, sign language, speech-connected, surface-based and whole body” (p. 400 – 
401). Explanations for these different gesture types are discussed below. 
Mimic gestures: Mimic gestures are used to describe a motion or component. Mimic 
gestures may mimic an action performed in the PR.  
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Symbolic gestures: Symbolic gestures are gestures used in daily life to portray positive 
or negative responses. Additionally, symbolic gestures are learned movements through 
communication. Symbolic gestures often signify actions, such as suggesting that one 
needs to be quiet by putting a finger to their mouth and other learned responses (Xu, 
Gannon, Emmorey, Smith & Braun, 2009). 
Sweeping: Sweeping gestures are used on menus or other forms of UIs on desktop 
systems. Sweeping gestures represent sweep-like interactions within graphical menus and 
systems. Sweeping gestures may also include movement across any 2D or 3D interface.  
Sign Language: Sign language represents the use of organized gestures and postures 
used to communicate with a hearing-impaired demographic. 
Speech-connected hand gestures: Speech-connected gestures are spontaneous gestures 
performed unintentionally during speech and communication. 
Surface-based gestures: Surface-based gestures are used on touchscreen surfaces. 
Typically, surface-based gestures are used on 2D surfaces, such as tablets and 
smartphones. 
Whole-body-interaction: Whole body motions may be categorized into other categories; 
however, because of the use of other parts of a user’s body to gesture, these gestures are 
categorized in their own category. Common whole-body gestures include movement of a 
user’s arms, legs, torso, or head (LaViola Jr. et. al., 2017). 
Additionally, there are different kinds of gestures. The different kind of gestures 
discussed in this dissertation include iconic, deictic, and metaphoric. Iconic gestures 
represent the size and shape of an object. If a user uses their hands, fingers, or other 
whole-body movements to indicate the shape of a circle or size of an object, this gesture 
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is categorized as iconic (LaViola Jr. et al., 2017). Deictic gestures describe directional 
movement (LaViola Jr. et al., 2017). For example, a pointing gesture and a directional 
swipe gesture are categorized as deictic. Metaphoric gestures convey abstract concepts 
(LaViola Jr. et al., 2017). Examples include pinching, balancing, and comparison-related 
gestures.  
2.5.1 Design and Implementation of Gestures in Mixed Reality Environments 
The implementation of gestural interaction in MR depends on the type of device. 
For example, in the HoloLens, the device is programmed to only see gestural movements 
corresponding to specified hand movements. For example, if a user positions their hand 
with the palm facing away from them and their index finger pointed to the sky with their 
other fingers folded down, the user has placed their hand in a “ready state” (Gestures, 
2019; Newnham, 2018, p. 18). This concept is designed to be an indicator that 
understands when a gesture is executed and completed while also ignoring other hand 
movements not associated with a gesture. Otherwise, daily human movements may be 
mistaken as unwanted gestures.  
2.6 Literature Review Conclusions 
 The preceding chapter discussed multiple theories and principles related to 2D and 3D UI 
development of MR gestures (Bowman et al., 2004; Hartson and Pyla, 2012; La Viola Jr. 
et al., 2017). Guidelines suggested including replicating actions that users execute in the 
physical world for MR environments, providing purposeful limitations when needed 
while also considering other ways to interact in MR not associated with PR limitations, 




 This chapter addressed the importance of Norman’s Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of 
Evaluation when designing UIs for MR environments (Norman, 2013). These ideas 
prefaced the discussion of Norman’s seven stages of action, followed by the seven 
principles of design (Norman, 2013). Finally, development of gesture uses addressed 
current gesture types and possible concerns with accessibility (LaViola Jr. et al., 2017).  
 The next chapters describes the testing of users in a MR environment, which provides 




CHAPTER 3: MIXED REALITY INTUITIVE GESTURES TEST  
3.1 Testing Overview and Parameters 
The study entitled Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test gathered data regarding 
which gestures are intuitive to users without previous MR HUD experience. Seventy-four 
participants participated in the test. Part one of the test provides data regarding gesture 
choices for all 74 participants. Part two focuses on developing a more detailed 
understanding for why specific gestures are selected and whether previous experience 
with technology influences gesture choices. The information presented below explains 
both parts in detail. See Appendix A for Institutional Review Board (IRB) study 
approval.   
3.1.1 Testing Parameters Mixed Reality Intuitive Gesture Test Part One and Two 
To participate in the tests, all participants filled out a screening survey prior to 
being accepted into the testing environment. The parameters that were used to decide 
who was able to participate in the test are listed below.  
1) Participants must not have any prior experience with the Microsoft HoloLens or 
wearable MR devices. 
2) Participants must be over the age of 18. 
3) Participants must not have impaired vision that has not been corrected by medical 
technology. 
4) Participants must not be hearing impaired that has not been corrected by medical 
technology. 
5) Participants must not have a history of seizures or epilepsy. 
6) Participants must have the ability to move their head, arms, and hands. 
7) Participants must speak English fluently. 
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Participants who did not meet these parameters did not participate in the test. 
Since these tests focused on how a user interacts from the first time a user experiences 
MR in a wearable HUD, it was important for participants to be new users of MR HUDs. 
The HoloLens and similar MR HUDs provide visual and auditory experiences; thus, 
users cannot have uncorrected visual or hearing impairments. Similarly, participants 
needed to have the ability to move their head, arms, and hands. There is currently no 
history of seizures or epilepsy in MR; however, there is a risk that this may be a concern; 
thus, users without a history of seizures or epilepsy participated in the study, in order to 
protect their health and well-being.  
3.1.2 Testing Environment 
The location of testing parameters provided a constant environment for testing. 
 1) Each location included two video cameras that recorded from different angles. Video 
Camera 3 recorded from the viewpoint of a third person looking directly at the 
participant. Video Camera 2 recorded from the viewpoint of a second person looking at 
the participant from the side. Video Camera 1 recorded from the participant’s first-person 
point of view through the HoloLens Device Portal (See Figure 3.1).  
2) Each location included a quiet conference room or office that provided the participant 
with a chair to sit on while wearing the HoloLens, if needed.  
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Figure 3.1: Testing Environment 
 
3.1.3 Testing Procedures 
Prior to testing, the principal investigator provided potential participants with a 
survey that determined if they meet the requirements for participating in the study. 
Selected participants signed a digital consent form. Additionally, the selected participants 
viewed an appointment link to select a testing time and date. Once in the testing 
environment, participants signed a printed consent form. See Appendix A to view the 
survey and consent forms.  
Prior to testing, the principal investigator provided guidance on how to wear the 
HoloLens. It is important to note that the principal investigator had the ability to see in 
real-time what participants saw in the HoloLens with the HoloLens Device Portal. As 
needed, the principal investigator intervened to help the participant. Similar to the 
Windows Device Portal, the HoloLens Device Portal is a server, which is connected to 
the web browser on a PC when running on the same network. The HoloLens Device 
Portal allows viewers to see what the user is seeing and provides the opportunity to 
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record audio and visual experiences. For the purpose of this study, the HoloLens Device 
Portal captured both audio and video with a first-person view. 
Participants were tested one at a time. Prior to the start of the study, the principal 
investigator assisted participants place the HoloLens on their head and securing the 
device according to Microsoft's recommendations. 
3.1.4 Test Script 
BEGIN SCRIPT: “Welcome to the study. I am pleased you have agreed to be a part of 
this research. Please know that your identity will remain anonymous during analysis of 
this study. Your participation is voluntary. If at any time during the study you would like 
to stop, please let me know and you may end your participation. The Microsoft HoloLens 
is a mixed reality wearable device. (Show HoloLens) This technology allows us to view 
and interact with digital elements within our physical world space. In this study, you will 
have the opportunity to view a hologram and interact in the way that is most natural to 
you.  
Please know there is not a correct or incorrect way to interact with the holograms 
for this study. It is most important to move in a way that is natural to you. During the test, 
I will ask you to gesture in a way that is natural to you. A gesture is a movement of your 
arms or hands. An example of a gesture used in an everyday situation is waving to a 
friend with your hand or hands. In order to view the world through the Microsoft 
HoloLens, it is important to adjust the device to fit your body. I will now show you the 
proper way to wear the HoloLens device. 
(Show in person how to wear the device) 
1. Please place the device on your head and adjust the headband up. (Demonstrate). 
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2. Slide the headband back. If needed, (demonstrate). 
3. Turn the adjustment wheel to tighten or loosen the headband as needed. 
(Demonstrate). 
4.  Make sure the headband sits level on your forehead, just below your hairline, 
with the device arms above your ears. The HoloLens should rest upon the ridge of 
your nose comfortably. (Demonstrate). 
 Now you try and I will walk you through the same steps. (Go through the steps with the 
participant wearing the HoloLens) 
 In front of you, you should be able to see what appears to be a window with 
darkness around. This window is your view into the holographic world. If you look in 
front of you, you will see a hologram of a globe. Can you see the globe? (Please note that 
the principle investigator can see what they see as well) Above the globe is a 2-D menu 
with a number of other images on it. Can you see the menu? (Once again, the PI can see 
this; however, it helps to ask to be sure). - Once the participant has agreed that yes, they 
can see everything correctly and the PI is satisfied with what they are seeing on the 
Hologram Portal, the study can commence 
We can now begin the test. I will ask you six questions. Please remember to 
gesture and interact in a way that is natural to you. There is not a correct way or 
incorrect way to interact with the holograms. It is possible that you will not see a change 
in the hologram after interacting. If this happens, this is perfectly all right and you are 
encouraged to continue to interact in a natural way.Thank you again for your 




3.1.5 Testing Questions 
The following six questions represented three different scenarios of interaction in 
MR HUDs.  
1.) Scenario 1 asked participants to display a holographic main menu in their 
space. Question 1 was included in Scenario 1. In this scenario, participants 
provided insight into how a user augments their environment without an 
affordance.  
2.) Scenario 2 asked participants to interact with a 3D holographic interface. 
Questions 2-4 were included in Scenario 2 and asked users to select, resize, 
and remove the 3D holographic interface, which provided insight into how 
users interact with a holographic 3D UI that exists in the PR.  
3.) Scenario 3 asked participants to interact with a holographic 2D UI. Scenario 3 
included Questions 5 and 6, both of which asked participants to interact with a 
holographic 2D UI that exists in their physical space.  
The six questions are listed below: 
1.) Using gesture(s), please attempt to display a holographic main menu in your 
space. 
2.)  Using gesture(s), please attempt to select the hologram. 
3.) Using gesture(s), please attempt to resize the hologram to a size different from 
its current size. 
4.) Using gesture(s), please attempt to remove the hologram from your space. 
5.)  Using gesture(s), please attempt to select a new hologram from the menu. 
6.) Using gesture(s), please attempt to scroll down the same 2-D menu to view 
additional holograms choices. 
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For a visual of the holographic 3D UI and holographic 2D UI used in the study, please 
see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. These figures show the holograms used in the study. 
 
 
The elephant hologram 
displayed to the left is a 3D 
hologram where participants 
may choose to select, remove, 
and resize using a number of 
gestural ways. Only one gesture 
works, as it is the only current 
programmed gesture. The 
working gesture is air tap.  






The menu displayed to the left is a 2-D 
holographic menu that participants 
interacted with during the study. 
Participants were prompted to choose a 
different hologram and scroll to 
different holograms using this interface.  
Figure 3.3 Two-Dimensional Hologram  
Each test lasted between 15-20 minutes. Prior to analysis, recordings were categorized 
based on participant number to protect the identity of each participant. Prior to analysis, 
these recordings were edited with identifying factors that were blurred and audio was 
removed using the program Adobe Premiere Pro. 
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3.1.6 Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test Part Two 
In part two, additional questions were included in the pre-qualification survey in 
order to gain more information regarding whether previous technology experience 
influences gesture choice. Part two testing contained additional data, which included 
documentation of participant’s use of a dominant hand, computer use, type, smartphone 
use, type, VR experience, Microsoft Kinect experience, gaming experience, and type.  
3.2 Testing Methodology and Data Collection 
Prior to data collection, research was conducted regarding standard qualitative 
methodology, which provided guidance for testing. Creswell and Poth (2018) suggested 
that a case study is defined as qualitative research where the principal investigator 
approaches a specific question and explores the question by integrating different types of 
data. There a variety of different data gathering forms, including audiovisual recordings, 
interviews with participants, and recorded observations during testing (Creswell and 
Poth, 2018). For this test, case study research concepts provided guidance on recording 
gesture responses and categorizing gesture movements and intentions by taking notes and 
audiovisual recordings. Additionally, case study research provided guidance on gaining 
additional information through exit interviews and questions. This study modeled an 
intrinsic case study approach focused on one specific case (gesture use in MR HUDs) in 
three different scenarios.  
 Categorization of each gesture provided further information that helped to 
accurately record gesture use. These results ultimately provided data regarding gesture 
consistency, variety, and a number of other factors that spanned a series of participant 
data. The gestural responses that were categorized included the following: 
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1. Type of gesture: Mimic, Symbolic, Sweeping, Sign Language, Speech-Connected, 
Surface-Based, Whole Body Interaction. 
 
2. Class of gesture: (Iconic, Deictic, Metamorphic) 
 
3. Pose classification: (Folded, Open, Fist) 
 
4. Fingers used to create gesture: (Index, Middle, Ring, Pinky, Thumb) 
 
5. Palm: (Supination or Pronation) 
 
6. One hand or two hand gesture 
 
7. Repeated or singular movement 
 
8. Additional Notes 
 
Chapter 2 discussed the type of gesture and class of gesture; however, the following 
sections discuss other categorical factors of gestures.  
3.2.1 Gesture Categories 
Pose of Gesture 
There are three different poses for gestures: folded, open, and fist (Bonansea, 
2009). A folded gesture is created by folding one or two hands by connecting the fingers 
to the thumb. An open hand gesture corresponds to when the hand is open and the fingers 
are extended. A fist gesture corresponds to when all fingers are closed to form a fist 
(Bonansea, 2009). 
Fingers Used to Create Gestural Movements (index, middle, ring, pinky, thumb). 
During analysis, which fingers of a participant’s hand or hands are used is 
documented. In addition, the relationship between each finger and other fingers provides 
insight into gestures. For example, if a participant decided to gesture by crossing two 
fingers, the crossing of these fingers indicates a noted gestural movement, as does the use 




Supination and pronation describe two different positions of a hand. Supination is 
when the palm of the hand is facing upward toward the sky. Pronation is the opposite 
position – when the palm is facing downward toward the ground (Soubeyrand et al., 
2017). During testing, gestures that were perpendicular to the ground were categorized as 
both supination and pronation. See Table 3.1 for clarity.  





One Hand or Two-Hand Gesture 
Whether the user used one or two hands was recorded during testing, which 
provided a stronger visual explanation of the gesture that was used.  
Repeated or Singular Movement 
Repeated gestures were categorized during testing, which helped to understand 
patterns of gesture use and gesture choice. 
Additional Notes 
Additional notes were recorded to provide more detailed explanation of the results 
in a written descriptive manner. The notes served as a reference for qualitative data that 
was transcribed by the principal investigator in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4: TESTING RESULTS 
4.1 Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test Part One 
The age range of the participants in The Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test, part 
one, was large, ranging from 18–74 years, with 74 participants total.  
Figure 4.1 shows a visual representation of the age of participants. 
 
 Figure 4.1: Age of Participants  
 
Since this dissertation focuses on users that are new to MR HUDs, it is important 
that the participants did not have previous experience within a MR HUD environment. 
Thus, prior to testing, all participants provided responses regarding previous experience 
with MR. None of the participants had previous experience with MR in a wearable HUD 
environment. However, 39 participants experienced AR through a mobile device, while 




              Figure 4.2: Previous Use of Augmented Reality  
4.1.1 Analysis  
 Part one of the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test asked 74 participants six 
questions based on three different scenarios. Each scenario provided information on how 
participants interact toward MR UIs in a wearable HUD environment. The following 
scenarios were based on existing UIs within MR HUD environments using the HoloLens.  
Scenario 1: Interaction with an unknown MR UI.  
In the Microsoft HoloLens, in order to view and interact with the main menu, the 
UI requires a user to form a bloom gesture. The menu is not a consistent part of the 
experience; however, it will appear via gesture or voice. This scenario provided data that 
facilitated understanding of how new users of MR HUD environments naturally respond 
to an unknown interaction with a MR UI. Question 1 of this scenario asked participants to 




Scenario 2: Interaction with a 3D holographic interface.  
Currently, applications in the HoloLens contain both 3D UIs and 2D UIs in MR. 
Scenario 2 asked participants to select, resize, and remove a 3D holographic interface 
placed in their space. Asking these three questions (Questions 2–4) provided a stronger 
understanding of how users interact with 3D UIs.  
Scenario 3: Interaction with a 2D holographic interface.  
Menus, search engines, and other applications continue to be displayed in the 
HoloLens as a form of 2D UI. In this scenario, participants interacted with a 2D 
holographic menu by selecting a hologram or scrolling for additional holograms. 
Questions 5 and 6 provided the basis for testing Scenario 3. 
4.1.2 Data Measurements  
Part one of the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test recorded all gestures made in 
response to the six question. Categorization of these gestures provided information 
regarding type of gesture, class, fingers used, number of hands used, and whether a 
gesture was repeated. Once finalized, the top three most commonly used gestures in this 
test by the 74 participants provided data regarding natural gesture choices and provided 
patterns that were analyzed. The following sections contain data of each scenario with an 
explanation of the most common gestures in each scenario and question.  
Question 1, Scenario 1: Using gesture(s), please attempt to display a holographic main 
menu in your space. 
Question 1 asked participants to use a gesture to display the main menu UI. This 
scenario did not provide participants with an augmented element to interact with; rather, 
participants decided how an augmented menu existed in an MR environment.  
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Currently, in the HoloLens, the main menu screen is displayed by using the bloom 
gesture. During testing, no participants discovered the bloom gesture, which suggests that 
the bloom gesture is not a natural gesture, but rather a learned gesture. The following 
table shows visual representation of the most common gesture choices among the 74 
participants for Question 1.  
Table 4.1 Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 1, Question 1 
Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 1, Question 1 
   
One Hand Swipe: 19 Tap and Pull : 7 Two Hand Out: 7 
       
For Question 1, 19 participants used the one hand swipe gesture in which they 
swiped their and out and across their body to display a main menu hologram. When asked 
why the swiping motion was natural, reasons varied by user. Three participants stated that 
this is what they would typically do on computer screens, while five participants stated 
they felt they needed to swipe from somewhere into their view, thereby physically 
moving a menu into their line of sight. Other participants who used a swiping motion 
provided a number of different reasons, including swiping was similar to smartphone use; 
it made sense for making a menu appear; and swiping was similar to something they saw 




Seven participants used the tap the air and pull-down gesture to cause the main 
menu to display. All seven participants said this movement represented how they would 
pull a menu down on their phone or tablet. Seven other participants used two hands to 
make the swipe gesture in order to cause the holographic menu to be displayed in their 
space. The seven participants who chose to swipe with two hands all indicated that they 
felt they needed to bring the menu into their space from somewhere. 
Question 2, Scenario 2: Using gesture(s), please attempt to select the hologram.  
Questions 2–4 were part of Scenario 2, interaction with a 3D UI. For these three 
questions, participants attempted to select, resize, or remove a holographic elephant 
placed within their space. The following table provides a visual representation of the 
most common gestures that were used for Question 2.  
Table 4.2 Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 2, Question 2 
Most Common Gesture Choices, Question 2 
   
Tap: 14 Grab: 12 Two Hand Lift: 11 
 
The current programmed way to “select” or move a hologram is to perform the air 
tap gesture in the HoloLens. During testing, 14 of 74 participants used a similar tapping 
motion to select the 3D hologram. Of these 14 participants who tapped the 3D hologram, 
three said they did so because of the influence of previous technology experiences. An 
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additional three participants said this gesture was similar to how they would point at 
everyday things, which is suggestive of a daily or symbolic interaction as a possible 
influence. 
A similar number of participants used a grabbing gesture to select the hologram, 
with 12 participants using grab to select the hologram and move it. Nine of the 12 
participants who grabbed at the hologram with one hand said they did so because it made 
sense based on everyday actions or based on what they would normally do, which is 
suggestive of a daily activity interaction. Finally, 11 participants used two hands to select 
the hologram and “lift it up.” Seven of the 11 participants used the lift gesture with two 
hands to select the hologram claimed they did so based on a normal interaction, which is 
also suggestive of a daily interaction influence.  
Question 3, Scenario 2: Using gesture(s), please attempt to resize the hologram to a size 
different from its current size. 
Table 4.3 Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 2, Question 3 
Most Common Gesture Choices for Question 3 
   
One Hand Pinch: 21 Two Hand Resize: 19 Two Hand Pinch: 13 
 
The table above provides a visual representation of the most common gesture choices for 
Question 3. Currently, a gesture for resizing a hologram is not programmed into the 
HoloLens; however, it is possible to air tap on the resize button of a hologram and pull 
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on the corner of the hologram to resize it. To do so, however, one must first master the 
air tap gesture. If the user is unable to use the air tap gesture or does not know it exists, 
the user cannot resize the hologram. During testing, the most common gesture for this 
question was a one-hand pinch gesture, with 21 participants using this option. Eleven of 
the 21 participants said they chose a one-hand pinch gesture because it reminded them of 
their experiences with gesturing on their phone or tablet. In addition, 19 participants 
resized the hologram with a motion that is similar to the one-hand pinch, in which the 
two hands gesture was used to resize the hologram.  
Question 4, Scenario 2: Using gesture(s), please attempt to remove the hologram from 
your space.  
 Question 4 was the final question in Scenario 2, interaction with a 3D UI. In this 
question, participants gestured to remove the 3D hologram from their space. The 
following table provides a visual representation of the most common gesture choices for 
Question 4.  
Table 4.4 Most Common Gesture Choices, Scenario 2, Question 4 
Most Common Gesture Choices, Question 4  
 
  
Swipe Away: 38  Toss: 14  Drag and Drop: 4  




Over half of participants used the swipe away gesture to remove the hologram; 38 
participants used this gesture. Fourteen participants used the toss gesture to throw the 
hologram into an imaginary trashcan. The third most common gesture that was used is 
similar to the toss gesture, but lacks an indicator that shows where the hologram was 
tossed or in this case, dropped. Four participants used the drag and drop gesture to select 
or grab the hologram and to drop it off to the side.  
Question 5, Scenario 3 Using gesture(s), please attempt to select a new hologram from 
the menu. 
Scenario 3 asked participants to interact with a 2D holographic interface, which is 
similar in appearance to a touchscreen device such as a smartphone or tablet but exists in 
mid-air in front of the participant. The following table provides a visual representation of 
the most common gestures used for Question 5.  
Table 4.5 Most Common Gesture Choices, Scenario 3, Question 5 




Point : 51 Two Finger Tap: 4 Blink: 4 
 
 Question 5 had the largest common gestural response among all the questions and 
scenarios, with 51 participants using a pointing gesture with their index finger to “select” 
the hologram from the 2D menu. This gesture choice is similar to the air tap gesture, but 
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without the tap component. In fact, participants in this category used the tap or point 
gesture by moving their index finger up and down. Of the 51 participants who tapped in 
this way, 28 declared that their gesture choice was influenced by previous gesturing 
experience with smartphones or tablets.  
The second most common gesture was a 4-participant tie between a two-finger tap 
with index and middle fingers and an augmented blink motion in which participants 
claimed they would look at the menu with an exaggerated blink to select a hologram.  
Question 6, Scenario 3: Using gesture(s), please attempt to scroll down the same 2-D 
menu to view additional hologram choices. 
The final question asked participants to scroll on the same 2D holographic 
interface from Question 5. The following table provides a visual representation of the 
most common gesture choices for Question 6.  
Table 4.6 Most Common Gesture Choices, Scenario 3, Question 6 
Most Common Gesture Choices for Question 6  
   
Tap Scroll: 37 Two Finger Scroll: 13 One Hand Scroll: 11 
 
Currently, the HoloLens offers an air tap and hold gesture movement in order to 
scroll. In this example, users must first master the air tap, then hold their index finger and 
thumb together to scroll. Throughout testing, none of the participants discovered the air 
tap and scroll movement, which suggests that this movement is a learned movement and 
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is not necessarily a natural gesture movement. Similarly, a one finger tap and scroll 
gesture was used by 37 participants. Of these 37 participants, 25 said that their gesture 
choice was influenced by previous experiences with technology. Twelve participants 
used a two-finger scroll to move up and down in the interface. Eleven participants 
decided to swipe up and down with their entire palm to scroll.  
Gesture Type 
 In addition to learning which gestures were most common for each question and 
scenario, categorizing gestures provided further insight into what types of gestures are 
most common. The figure below shows the distribution of gesture types.. Overall, five 
different gesture types were used by the 74 participants. The selected categories were 
based on data gathered through research with guidance from La Viola Jr. et al. (2017). 
Gesture types in the study included whole-body, sweeping, symbolic, surface, and mimic 
gestures.  
 Scenario 1: Main Menu Display. In Scenario 1, the type of gesture varied across 
the participants, with 31 mimicking an action while 23 participants used a sweeping 
motion to display the menu.  
 Scenario 2: Interaction with a 3D Holographic Interface. Scenario 2, 
(Questions 2 -4) asked participants to interact with a 3D hologram. Over half of the 
participants used a mimicking gesture for Question 2, with 50 participants using a gesture 
that fits this category. In Question 3, over half of the participants (53 participants) used a 
surface type gesture. Results of question 4 were similar in number, with 30 participants 
using a sweeping gesture and 27 participants using a mimic gesture.  
 Scenario 3, Interaction with a 2D holographic interface. In Scenario 3, 
(Questions 5 and 6), participants interacted with a 2D holographic UI. Both questions had 
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a large number of participants who used a surface-based gesture: 48 participants in 
Question 5 and 60 participants in Question 6. Figure 4.3 shows a visualization of the 
gesture types. 
Figure 4.3 Gesture Type Questions 1- 6 
Further categorization of all participants in part one can be found in Appendix B. 




4.2 Results for Mixed Reality Intuitive Gesture Part Two 
 
4.2.1 Results and Analysis  
             Part two of the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gesture Test focused on the reasons for 
gesture choices. This section evaluated qualitative data in the form of interview 
responses, descriptions of gesture movements, and coded data. Data in part two focused 
on identifying influence-based gestural patterns and provided a better understanding of 
how previous use of technology influences gestural responses.  
4.2.2 Causation Coding Data and Results  
 Coding data prompts a deeper more detailed reflection of the data. For the Mixed 
Reality Intuitive Gesture Test, 74 participants responded to six different questions via 
gesture, which generated a large amount of qualitative data.  
In order to achieve a better understanding of the qualitative data, causation coding 
was used to provide focus on the influence of each gesture. Causation coding is a method 
that discovers the causal beliefs in the participant data by evaluating the qualitative data. 
The data provide insight into both the reason and why an outcome occurred (Miles, 
Huberman, & Saldana, 2014).  
 The data for this test represented two different cycles of coding. The first cycle of 
coding assigned the data to categorical groups. The groups reflect patterns found in the 
data and are also reflective of previous research conducted on the subject matter. The 
second cycle of coding assigned the data into subgroups. To understand the evaluated 
data, four different categories were established to represent the qualitative data. These 
categories were based on a literature research, and patterns found throughout data 
reading. The selected categories for the first cycle of data codes represented four 
categories, which are listed below.  
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Previous Technology Experience. Technology influence ranged from 
smartphones and tablet use, computer and laptop experience, or VR and gaming. Other 
technology such as wearable technology or use of the Internet were also part of this 
category. Examples of gestures influenced by technology include swiping, pinching, and 
tapping. These gestures were listed as being influenced by previous technology unless 
specified by the participant. For example, if a participant swiped at a hologram, then 
verbally claimed that the swiping motion mimicked the actual physical movement of 
swiping at an object, then it would be categorized in a different category.  
Daily Activities. This category contained responses suggested by participants as 
things they would do daily or for a specific task. For example, if a participant chose to lift 
up the 3D UI animal hologram in a way that was similar to how they would react to a 
living animal, they would be doing so in a way that replicates a daily activity or 
movement. In order for a gesture to qualify as a daily activity, the principal investigator 
first decided whether the gesture belonged in another category. For example, if a 
participant chose to lift a hologram, then this gesture was categorized as a daily influence 
and did not qualify as technology influence, since there is not a gestural reason to lift in 
current technology outside of MR or VR experiences. However, in order to categorize a 
lifting gesture as being technology influenced, the participant should suggest VR or 
another technology-related influence by either providing an explanation or during the exit 
survey. Otherwise, the assumption reflected a daily activity-based influence. 
Science Fiction and Augmentation. During testing, some participants referenced 
science fiction movies or television shows as a reason for their gesture choice. For 
example, participants cited the science fiction films Minority Report and Iron Man as 
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being gestural influences. Another form of influence was augmentation. Examples of 
augmented gestures included gestures similar to the current bloom gesture or gestures not 
based on a daily activity or other more concrete influence. These influences, while often 
technology-based, reflected a category different than technology, since current 
technology may not exist for this influence. Thus, science fiction and augmentation 
belong to the same category, since science fiction gestures are also theoretical and may 
not exist in current society. For consistency, augmentation was used to describe gestures 
not based on PR movements.  
Symbolic or Learned Response. The final category of gesture influence focused 
on symbolic or learned gestures. These gestures are related to societal norms where 
gesture use reflects a form of learned language. For example, babies learn at a young age 
that pointing is a gesture used to focus one’s attention on an object or another person. 
Thus, pointing is a symbolic gesture (Honig, 2004; Cohen & Billard, 2018). Other 
examples of communicative symbolic-based gestures in this test included waving, 
beckon, or a stop-hand motion.  
At times, participants stated that they did not know exactly why they used a 
specific gesture. Symbolic gestures are part of societal learning and communication that 
transfer information via common phrases and responses (Xu et al., 2009). Responses such 
as, “It just felt right,” or “It made sense to me” are learned responses. Thus, these phrases 
and others provided a basis for categorizing symbolic or learned gestures. However, some 
exceptions exist. For example, considering that symbolic gestures are theoretical, if a 
participant used a pointed gesture but then claimed that the gesture was influenced by 
pointing at their smartphone, then the gesture represents a technology-based gesture, 
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since the participant provided further insight. If a participant pointed at a hologram 
without any explanation as to why, then the gesture was categorized as symbolic, since 
the participant may not know why they pointed, which suggests a learned response.  
4.2.3 Second Cycle Categorization 
 After first cycle coding, the need for a second cycle of categories provided further 
insight. Results of first cycle coding r suggested the need for a more specific technology-
influenced category. Results from this study suggested technology-use subgroups include 
smartphone, tablet, and computer use and that science fiction/augmentation subgroups 
include T.V. and movies. Study results did not suggest that a subcategory is needed for 
daily or symbolic categories. Table 4.7 lists code words and phrases used to categorize 
each gesture choice. 
          Table 4.7 Code Words Gestural Influence Categories 





























































A list of all categories, abbreviations, and definitions used for coding are shown below in 
Table 4.8. The definition column provides a detailed description of the category. 
     Table 4.8 Code Definitions and Abbreviations 
Category Abbreviation  Definition 
Technology TECH 
Technology relates to any gesture influenced by some form of 
technology. Examples include; smartphones, tablets, computers, 
internet, ext. 
Daily Activities DAILY 
Daily activities describe gestures influenced by a daily 
movement. Examples include, throwing something in the trash, 
turning a wheel, picking up an object, ext. 
Symbolic SYMB 
Symbolic represents learned gestures or gestures acquired 
through societal norms. Examples include; pointing, stop, 
waving, ext. 
Science Fiction SCIFI Science fiction describes gestures influenced by science fiction films, television, or books. 
Smartphone S-PHONE Smartphone represents all modern touch screen cellular phone devices. 
Tablet TAB Tablet represents all modern touchscreen tablets. Smartphones are not included in this category. 
Computer COMP Computer represents all computer types. Laptops, desktop computers, and similar types are all included in this category. 
Augmented AUG 
Augmented represents movements or interactive gestures within 
the HoloLens that do not currently exist outside of an augmented 
environment. Examples include eye tracking, holographic 
presence, ext. 
Television TV Television represent all gestures influenced by television shows and movies and includes all television genres. 
Movie MOV Movies represent all gestures influenced by any movie genre. 
Movement MOVMT Movement describes any gestural motion that completes a gesture. 
Social Media SOC 
Social media represents all gestures influenced by any form of 
social media. Examples include; Facebook, Twitter, Snap Chat, 
ext. 
Scroll SCRL Scroll describes the up or down movement of a gesture. 
Scroll Down SCRL DWN Scroll down solely describes the down movement of a gesture. 
Scroll Up SCRL UP Scroll upward solely describes the up movement of a gesture. 
Select SELECT Select represents the selection of a hologram or object. 
Swipe SWP Swipe describes the motion created by a gesture moving in one direction. Swipe may be up, down, across, or diagonal. 
Remove REMOVE Remove is the taking away of a hologram or object. 
Resize RESIZE Resize is changing the size of a hologram or object. 
Grab GRB Grab is the act of motion performed to pick up or lift an object or hologram. 
Toss TOSS Toss is the act of motion to remove or throw a hologram or object. 
Point PNT Point is the act of directing either a singular digit or whole hand toward a hologram or object. 
Pinch PINCH Pinch is the act of movement bringing closer either fingers or hands in a repetitive motion. 
Tap TAP Tap is the act of quickly pointing or touching a hologram or object. 
Double Tap D-TAP Double tap is tapping in two equally distributed tapping movements. 
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     Table 4.8 (continued) 
Blink BLK Blink is the closing of eyes to focus, select or scroll on a hologram or object. 
Double Blink D – BLK Double blink is blinking twice in an equally timed manner. 
Trashcan TRSHCN Trashcan represents either a literal trashcan or a virtual trashcan. 
Upward UPWD Upward is the act of moving in an upward direction. 
Downward DNWD Downward is the act of moving in a downward direction. 
Shake SHK Shake is the act of moving an object or gesture in repetitive motion quickly. 
Head Tap HEAD-TAP Head-tap is the act of selecting, scrolling or choosing a hologram or object with one’s head by nodding. 
Wave WAVE Wave is the back and forth movement of one’s hand. 
Whole Hand WHL HAND Whole hand is using one’s entire hand for a gesture. 
Lift LIFT Lift is the act of picking up an object or hologram. 
Shape SHP Shape is forming a shape in the chosen gesture. 
Click CLK Click is a representation of tap in virtual or technology form. 
  
The following format was used as a type of order for coding each question. Six 
groups that were based on the six questions provided the first categorization. Table 4.9 
shows the categorization and coding for each participant. In this example, code words 
were bolded and code phrases explained information for second cycle coding. “The + 
symbol refers to variables mentioned by the participant connected to parts of the 
causation sequence; the > symbol means, “leads to”” (Miles et al., 2014, p. 79). 
The following code reads this way: “Choose something on phone” leads to technology 
and smartphone influence, which leads to pointing being used as a form of gesture. Thus, 
this participant claimed that their previous use of technology and smartphones influenced 
their choice of pointing at the 2D holographic interface. This gesture was categorized in 
the technology use category, followed by second cycle coding as technology use by 
smartphone. All coding data for all participants can be found in Appendix C. 
Table 4.9 Coding Example 
43 Participant reached out toward 2-D menu and pointed with their right 
index finger to choose a hologram. They said this is how they would 
choose something on a phone.  
“CHOOSE 
SOMETHING ON 
PHONE” > TECH 





4.2.4 Results of Coding Data 
 Beginning with Question 1, Scenario 1, the largest category of influence for 
Question 1, Scenario 1 was daily activities. Participants in this scenario commonly 
selected the pull and push gestures, which suggests that participants were thinking that 
they could pull or push a menu into their space. Twenty-one participants cited technology 
use as being an influence, and 19 users suggesting that science fiction or augmented 
elements were influences. Question 1, Scenario 1 was more theoretical than the other 
scenarios, since participants did not have an existing UI to focus a gesture upon.  
 
                   Figure 4.4 Coded Gestural Influence, Question 1, Scenario 1 
 
 Scenario 2, Questions 2–4, are shown in the graphs below. Based on the data for 
Scenario 2, participants were influenced the most by technology and daily activities, with 
additional influences from science fiction and augmentation. Therefore, based on 
interactive responses, interacting with a 3D holographic interface generated variation. 
Question 2 asked participants to select a 3D holographic interface. Participant 
responses ranged from physically attempting to move the hologram by lifting or grabbing 
the hologram or using augmentation to select the hologram. For example, other gestural 
responses for Question 2 included tapping or pinching the hologram. Nonetheless, 
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gesture choices such as pointing and beckoning toward the hologram suggested that 
participants felt that the hologram was part of their PR; thus, telepresence was achieved. 




Figure 4.5 Coded Gestural Influence, Question 2-4, Scenario 2 
 
Responses to Question 3 were primarily related to technology use, with 59 
participants gesturing in a technology-influenced response. Pinching with either one or 
two hands was the most common choice for gesture among those influenced by previous 
technology experience in Question 3.  
Data for Question 4 suggested that there is a close balance between technology-
related gestures and daily activity-related gestures. For example, participant responses in 
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this category often mixed technology-related interactions with a daily interaction. An 
example of this is the concept of removing an object via a virtual trashcan. While some 
participants suggested a drag and drop or remove gesture that are based on the use of a 
virtual trashcan by smartphones and computers, other participants suggested tossing the 
hologram into a physical trashcan outside of the system or tossing the hologram to the 
side of the interface.  
Scenario 2 showed an overall close balance between technology use and daily 
activity influence, which suggests that some interactions with a 3D holographic UI reflect 
more daily activity-based gestures, while other interactions were similar current 
technology-based gestural uses.  
  Results of Questions 5 & 6, Scenario 3, interaction with a 2D holographic 
interface, mainly showed a technology-use related influence, with 53 participants 
suggesting that technology was an influence for Question 5. Additionally, for Question 6, 
63 participants scrolled on the 2D holographic UI using technology-influenced gestures; 
however, participant interactions varied. For example, Question 5 asked participants to 
select a different hologram from the menu. Participants selected point, tap, and poke 
gestures in order to choose a different hologram, which suggests that there were multiple 
ways to complete this action. In addition, how participants scrolled in Question 6 varied. 
Participants scrolled with one finger, two fingers, whole hand, or even with eyes, which 
suggest that there are multiple scrolling options. Figure 4.6 shows a visual of data 




Figure 4.6 Coded Gestural Influence, Question 5-6, Scenario 3 
 
 In the next section, preliminary information and data generated in part two of the 
Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test were statistically analyzed to evaluate whether 
specific types of technology use influenced gesture choices.  
4.2.5 Preliminary Information Part Two 
Part two generated additional preliminary information regarding previous 
technology use. The graphs below represent the data that are based on the 37 participants 
37 that responded to the part two preliminary survey.  
 
 
Figure 4.7 Previous Smartphone Type and Computer Type 
All participants in part two are regular users of smartphones; 23 participants use 
an iPhone and 14 participants use an Android phone.  
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Similar to phone type, additional information on computer use and type was 
gained. The participants in part two of this study claimed to be mostly PC users, with 32 
participants claiming they are PC users while two participants claimed they use Mac and 
PC equally. Only two of the 37 participants claimed to be more comfortable with Mac 
computers. Additional information included previous video game experience, VR 
experience, and Microsoft Kinect use. Of the 37 participants, two participants did not 
play videogames. Some participants suggested that they use more than one console; thus, 
the total number of video games add up to more than 37 in the video game explanation 
displayed in Figure 4.8.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Video Game Use and Type 
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Finally, participants provided answers as to whether they have previous VR and 
Microsoft Kinect experience. Figure 4.9 shows a visual of VR and Microsoft Kinect use.  
 
  
Figure 4.9 Previous Virtual Reality and Microsoft Kinect Use 
Overall, most participants did not have any experience with either of these 
platforms. Thirty participants had no VR experience; 28 participants had no Microsoft 
Kinect experience, while four participants were unsure of what the Kinect is used for.  
4.2.6 Fisher’s Exact Test 
 The second cycle coding of qualitative data suggested that technology influenced 
all tested scenarios (Scenario 1, 2, and 3); however, different scenarios suggested that 
technology had a stronger influence on gesture choice. Causation coding data suggested 
that participants who cited technology as an influence on gesture choice often 
additionally said that previous experience with smartphone use or computer use 
influenced their gesture choice. Participants in this study did not cite VR, Kinect, or other 
forms of gaming as a technology-related influence on their gesture choice. In addition, 
participants in the tested group lacked significant experience with VR or the Microsoft 
Kinect. While many participants did play video games, participants did not suggest that 
video game experience had an influence on gesture choices. Thus, the categories of VR, 
Kinect, or video game use were not included in the statistical analysis.  
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Based on results of the survey, all participants used a smartphone, with 
smartphone type corresponding to either iPhone or Android phone types. Coding of 
qualitative data showed that previous smartphone experience was the most significant 
technology-related influence among technology influenced gestures. However, the 
question remained as to whether a specific type of smartphone use influences gesture 
choice differently.  
This section discusses data regarding whether it was more likely that an iPhone 
user or an Android user were influenced by smartphone use when gesturing in an MR UI. 
To discern if there was an association between technology types, a Fisher’s Exact Test 
was used to generate information as to whether the two nominal variables were 
associated.  
Analysis in this section categorized data into Scenarios, 1, 2, and 3 that were 
discussed in previous chapters. Briefly, Scenario 1 described results from Question 1, 
display of an unknown 3D UI. Scenario 2 described results from Questions 2–4, 
interaction toward a 3D UI. Scenario 3 described results from Questions 5 and 6, 
interaction toward a 2D UI.  
 Other statistical tests were explored, such as the Pearson’s Chi-square Test for 
Association; however, in order to interpret results generated by the Person’s Chi-square 
Test for Association, expected counts for the test group must be greater than five (Laerd 
Statistics, 2016). During data analysis, the expected count of Scenario 1 was not greater 
than five; thus, the Fisher’s Exact test was a better choice for statistical analysis. The 
Fisher’s Exact Test was calculated using SPSS software. For testing purposes, counting 
the nominal variables of iPhone users and Android users provided a base for this test. 
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Next, causation coding of a participant’s qualitative data generated counts for technology 
influence. Causation coding separated gesture influence into one of the following 
categories: daily, tech, symbolic, and science fiction/augmented.  
4.2.7 Assumptions for Fisher’s Exact Test 
 Two assumptions were needed in order to move forward with the Fisher’s Exact 
Test. One assumption stated that the test must contain two variables that are measured at 
the categorical level (Laerd Statistics, 2016). This test contained two variables, iPhone 
and Android use, both measured at the categorical level. The second assumption stated 
there needs to be an independence of observations (Laerd Statistics, 2016). For this test, 
whether a participant used an iPhone or Android phone did not influence or relate to one 
another. Additionally, whether technology had an influence on gesture choice is 
circumstantial based on the specific participant and their previous experiences with 
technology. Data that were generated by the Fisher’s Exact Test was measured as a yes or 
no result. Results generated by causation coded data suggested that technology 
corresponding to smartphones or computers was indeed an influence and therefore was 
thus counted as “yes” for the corresponding question or scenario recorded. Results 
obtained from the causation coded data suggested that technology was not an influence 
and were thus counted as “no” for the question or scenario recorded.  
Data results suggested that both smartphone and computer technology had an 
influence on gesture choice; however, data generated by this study were based on 
participants that had iPhone and PC experience or Android and PC experience, since only 
two participants of the 37 participants claimed to be comfortable with only Mac use. 
Thus, for data clarity, results of the Fisher’s Exact test reflected the correlation between 
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participants who had iPhone and PC experience and those who had Android and PC 
experience. Since only two participants had only Mac experience, there was not enough 
data to evaluate the correlation between both Mac and iPhone users and Mac and Android 
users. Thus, all data for this portion of the test were based on 35 total participants, with 
21 of them being iPhone and PC users and 14 of them being Android and PC users.  
The Fisher’s Exact test calculated significance values of the data. If the results 
suggested were associated with a small significant value (p < 0.05), this suggested that 
there was an association between the two variables of iPhone or Android smartphone use. 
However, if the significant value was large (p > 0.05), this suggested that there was not 
an association between the two variables (Laerd Statistics, 2016). The null hypothesis of 
this study is stated below. 
 H0: no association between use of smartphone or computer type and  
gesture choice influenced by previous technology use.  
 
 According to previous qualitative causation coding data, gesture choice that was 
influenced by previous technology varied by scenario, but not necessarily by the type of 
previous technology use. Thus, this theory suggested that smartphone and computer type 
were not associated regarding whether selected gestures were influenced by previous 
technology use. However, coding data suggested that general use of smartphones and 
computers use influenced gesture choice. Table 4.10 represents results from the Fisher’s 








Table 4.10, Fisher’s Exact Test, Scenario 1, (table provided by SPSS Software)  
 
 
These data were based on 14 Android users and 21 iPhone users (see the "Total" 
column) and a comparison between 25 participants and 10 participants whose gesture 
choices indicated that they were influenced by previous use of technology.  
Of the 14 Android users, 11 indicated that previous technology use influenced 
their selection of gesture (that is, 78.6% indicated that technology use was an influence). 
In comparison, 14 of the 21 iPhone users claimed the same indicator. According to the 
results, 66.7% of iPhone users indicated that previous technology use had an influence on 
gesture selection for Scenario 1. The results suggested that the influence of previous 
technology was 12% lower for iPhone users as compared to Android users.  
 Table 4.11 shows the results of statistical significance testing for the Android 





Table 4.11, Fisher’s Exact Test, Statistically Significance Scenario 1, (table provided by SPSS Software) 
 
  For the Fisher’s Exact Test, p < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant result; 
however, p > 0.05 indicates that a results is not statistically significant. In this example p 
= 1.000, which satisfies p > 0.05, thus, the result was not statistically significant. The two 
variables of iPhone and Android use were independent; i.e.,  there was no association 
between these two variables. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and the 
alternative hypothesis cannot be accepted.  
Scenario 2, Questions 2-4, interaction with a 3D holographic interface 
 Table 4.12 shows the Fisher’s Exact Test results for Scenario 2. To find 
significance based on the scenario, these results were combined with the qualitative 
causation coding from Questions 2-4. Combining the three questions from each group of 








Table 4.12, Fisher’s Exact Test, Scenario 2, table provided by SPSS Software 
 
 Of the 42 Android users, 24 of them indicated that previous technology use had 
on influence on gesturing (57.1%). In comparison, 34 of the 63 iPhone users claimed the 
same indicator. According to these results, 54.0% of iPhone users indicated that previous 
technology use had an influence on gesturing in Scenario 2. In Scenario 2, a slightly 
higher percentage of Android users (57.1%) were influenced by previous technology. 
Table 4.13 provides information on whether there was a statistical significance between 






Table 4.13, Fisher’s Exact Test, Statistical Significance Scenario 2, (table provided by SPSS Software) 
 
                 The results suggested that the two variables were independent; i.e., there was no 
association between the two variables. Therefore, for Scenario 2, one cannot reject the 
null hypothesis and cannot accept the alternative hypothesis. 
Scenario 3, Questions 5 and 6, interaction with a 2D holographic interface 
 Table 4.14 shows the results of the Fisher’s Exact Test for Scenario 3. These 
results were combined with qualitative causation coding from Questions 5 and 6 in order 
to find significance based on the scenario. There were 28 Android users and 42 iPhone 
users in this sample of participants, with 61 (87.1%) participants and nine (12.9%) 
participants, respectively, who indicated that their gesture choices were influenced by 
previous technology. These data suggest that previous technology had a strong influence 
on gesturing in this scenario. Additionally, 25 (89.3%) Android users and 36 (85.7%) 








Table 4.14, Fisher’s Exact Test, Scenario 3, (table provided by SPSS Software) 
 
Similar to Scenarios 1 and 2, results for Scenario 3 suggested that the two 
variables were independent; i.e., there was no association between these two variables. 
Therefore, one cannot reject the null hypothesis and cannot accept the alternative 
hypothesis. See Table 4.15 for data regarding the statistical significance of whether there 
was a correlation between iPhone and Android users in Scenario 3.  




4.2.8 Summary of Results  
Analysis of the data for the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test provided 
information on multiple areas of interest. The first analysis discussed qualitative data and 
explained causation coding. The results for this group of participants suggested that 
gesturing was influenced more by the type of scenario as compared to previous 
experience with technology. For example, Scenario 1, Question 1 provided information 
regarding how participants responded to gesturing toward an unknown UI. This scenario 
generated the most varied results in reference to gesture influence, with 31 participants 
citing daily activities as an influence, 21 participants citing previous technology 
experience as an influence, and 19 participants suggesting that augmentation or science 
fiction had an influence on gesture choice. These results contrasted with results from 
Scenario 3, Questions 5 and 6. Results for this scenario suggested that previous 
technology had a strong influence, with 53 participants in Question 5 and 63 participants 
in Question 6 both citing technology as their primary influence for their gesture choice.  
These results were consistent with results found in the literature research. 
According to Bowman et al. (2004), one of the best ways to adapt new user interfaces is 
to reference interactions found in the physical world. Results from the Mixed Reality 
Intuitive Gestures Test suggest that certain scenarios prompted physical world gestures as 
a natural response to MR. The best example was described in Scenario 2, Questions 2-4, 
in which participants were asked to interact with a 3D UI in MR. The results suggested 
that a combination of both technology and daily interactions was the strongest influence 
in Scenario 2. For example, Question 2 asked participants to gesture to select the 3D 
hologram. Participants largely responded by gesturing in a way that mimicked daily 
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activities, with 42 participants selecting this route. However, in contrast, Question 3 of 
Scenario 2 asked participants to gesture to resize the same 3D hologram. Results for this 
question suggested that there was a technology-related influence, with 59 participants 
choosing to gesture in a way that was influenced by previous technology. Finally, 
Question 4 of Scenario 2 asked participants to remove the 3D UI from their space using a 
gesture. Results for this question were split, with 30 participants choosing to gesture in a 
way that was influenced by technology and 38 participants choosing to gesture in way 
that was influenced by daily activities. Thus, Scenario 2 suggests that it is the scenario 
and purpose of the interaction that reflect a natural gestural response and not necessarily 
the UI itself. The same 3D UI prompted varying results of gestural influence; the reason 
behind these gesture choices was influenced by the interaction as a whole.  
Bowman et al. (2004) claimed that simulating reality is a key factor in designing 
user experiences for UIs. One could suggest, based on this concept, that designing UIs in 
MR that reflect current technology UIs may in fact be referencing current PR 
interactions, since technology such as smartphones, computers, and forms of altered 
reality have become or are becoming a common way to interact in society (Sease, 2008; 
King, 2017; Pell, 2017;). This idea is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5 of this 
dissertation.  
Finally, analysis of the data for the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test provided 
information regarding whether specific technology use was statistically significant in 
reference to previous technology use and gesture choice. Statistical analysis of data 
regarding whether iPhone or Android users in this test were more or less influenced by 
their previous smartphone use when choosing a natural gesture in MR was conducted. 
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The null hypothesis indicated that there was not a statistically significant difference 
between the two variables (iPhone and Android), based on results from previous 
qualitative data suggesting that scenarios, not technology type, had a stronger influence 
on gesture choice. According to the results, the two variables are independent; i.e., there 
is no association between the two variables. Thus, one cannot reject the null hypothesis 
for any of the three scenarios.  
However, data suggested that technology influence was indeed a positive 
influencing factor of all scenarios based on the 35 participants tested in this group. 
Collectively, a larger percentage of participants who are Android users claimed to have 
been influenced by previous technology. In comparison, a slightly smaller percentage of 
iPhone users indicated that technology was a factor that influenced gesture choice. The 
results from this particular group of participants suggested that this concept is true for all 
scenarios. However, it is important to note that there were more iPhone users than 
Android users in the test group. Future recommendations based on this study suggest that 
this concept should be tested with a larger group of participants with equal numbers of 
iPhone and Android users.  
The final chapter of this essay, chapter five, discusses final thoughts, perspectives 




CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION 
This dissertation explored the evolving user experience practices for wearable MR 
HUD UIs. A better understanding of the existing user experience methodologies was 
gained by referencing UX practices for interactive 2D and 3D UIs and also classic 
methodologies (Bowman et. al., 2004; Norman, 2013; La Viola Jr. et al. 2017). 
By focusing on the influence of gestures, this dissertation generated data 
regarding intuitive gesture responses and interpretations (Xu et al, 2009; Rempel, 
Camilleri, & Lee, 2014; La Viola Jr. et al. 2017). The Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures 
Test performed in this dissertation used a Microsoft HoloLens, which is a currently 
available MR HUD, to generate data regarding natural gesture responses in three current 
MR UI scenarios (Taylor, 2016; Noor, 2016). The results provided information regarding 
gesture influence and gesture choice for each scenario based on the tested population. 
This chapter is organized into five different sections. The first section (1), 
research questions, addresses research questions that were asked as a basis for research 
and direction. This section discusses the research questions in detail and provides 
examples based on study results generated in this dissertation. The second section (2), 
framework, evaluates suggested practices for MR UIs based on literature resources and 
data results. The third section (3), study limitations, discusses the limitations of this study 
and provides suggestions for further research and for future studies. The fourth section 
(4) conclusive statements, provides an overview of the results and suggestions, which 
leads to the fifth and final section (5), future directions, suggestions of future directions 





5.1 Research Questions, Results, and Reflection 
Prior to testing, the following research questions were used as a basis for discussion: 
1.) What gestures are intuitive to new users when provided the opportunity to 
experience a MR HUD? 
2.) What influence does previous technological experience have on gesture 
choices made by new users during MR HUD experiences? 
3.) Should MR developers consider current technology-related gestures and 
tasks when designing MR experiences for MR HUD applications, or do 
MR HUD applications exist independently? 
Research Question 1 (RQ1) asked what gestures are intuitive to new users when 
provided the opportunity to experience an MR HUD. Results of RQ1 suggest that a 
natural gesture choice is based on both previous experiences (technology, daily, science 
fiction and symbolic) and also on the scenario task. For example, in Scenario 1, Question 
1, display a main menu, participants selected gestures with different influences. 
Causation coding data for this scenario generated varying results with a similar number 
of participants who cited technology and science fiction as being influencers of their 
choice of gesture. Additionally, the largest number of participants cited daily activities or 
daily movements as being influences of their choice of gesture. Since results of gesture 
influence varied for this scenario, there may be various reasons for why a specific gesture 
was selected when an MR UI was displayed without a known interface. Results from this 
testing group support this theory; however, more research is needed. In response to RQ1, 
the most common gesture for Scenario 1, Question 1 was a swiping gesture; however, the 
reason for using the swiping gesture varied across the participants, which suggested that a 
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swiping gesture was influenced by different factors. Table 5.1 shown below provides the 
number of participants who selected the swiping gesture.  
     Table 5.1, Most Common Gesture Choice, Scenario 1, Question 1 
Most Common Gesture Choice  
for Scenario 1, Question 1 
 
One Hand Swipe: 19 
 
In Scenario 2, Questions 2–4, participants were asked to interact with a 3D UI in the 
MR HUD. Results for this scenario suggested that there was a combination of gesture 
influences as well as for Question 2 (choose a 3D UI), suggesting that gesture choice is 
influenced by daily activities, while Question 3 (resize a 3D UI) was more strongly 
influenced by previous technology use. The most common gestures for Question 2 were 
tap and grab. Results of data coding suggested that participants felt that they could tap or 
grab the 3D UI in a similar way as to how they would interact with a physical creature in 
PR. In contrast, results of data coding for Question 3 of Scenario 2 (resize a 3D UI) 
suggested that previous technology had a much stronger influence. In fact, all three of the 
most common gestures for Question 3 (pinch, two-hand pinch, two-hand resize) 
commonly cited previous smartphone and computer use as being a technology influence. 
However, Scenario 2 responses varied, similar to the varied responses for gesture 
influence in Scenario 1, Question 4 of Scenario 2 (remove a 3D UI). Also, the most 
common gesture choice for Question 4 was a swiping gesture, with similar data regarding 
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the influence of previous technology use on gesturing, while also suggesting that some of 
the participants were influenced by daily activities or science fiction. Thus, a number of 
common gestures were selected in Scenario 2, Questions 2–4, as shown in Table 5.2.  
Table 5.2, Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 2, Questions 2 -4 









Swipe Away: 38 
 
Scenario 3, Questions 5 and 6 provided coding data results that suggest that both 
questions (select and scroll on a 2D UI) were strongly influenced by previous technology. 
Current 2D UIs in MR for the HoloLens appear and react similarly to current existing 
touch screen devices, such as smartphones and tablets. However, a 2D UI in MR may be 
placed in any direction and with any size within the users PR. Results for Question 5 
(select a 2D UI) and Question 6 (scroll on a 2D UI) indicated that that the most common 
gesture was a one finger point or tap and a one finger tap and scroll, respectively. The 




Table 5.3, Most Common Gesture Choices for Scenario 3, Questions 5 and 6 





Tap and Scroll: 37 
 
The results of RQ1, what gestures are most natural to new users in MR, suggested that 
the tap, swipe and pinch gestures were the most common choices among the tested 
scenarios. However, what influenced these gesture varied.  
Research Question 2 (RQ2) addressed one of these influencing factors and asked 
what influence previous technology experience has on gesture choices in MR HUD 
scenarios for new users. To more fully understand this question, data gathered from the 
participants’ previous technology experiences served as a guide for understanding the 
gesture results. Participants in part two of the Mixed Reality Intuitive Gestures Test were 
asked which type of smartphone they typically used in addition to previous technology 
experiences. Results of qualitative coding followed by statistical analysis with the 
Fisher’s Exact Test suggested that previous technology does influence gesture choices in 
MR. However, as indicated by the results of the Fisher’s Exact Test for this test group, 
the percentage of gestures influenced by previous use of technology in terms of Android 
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or iPhone use was not statistically significant. Table 5.4 shows the most common 
gestures displayed by both iPhone and Android users in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3.  
Table 5.4, Most Common Gestures by iPhone and Android Users 
Tap Swipe Pinch Lift 2-Hand Resize 
     
67 Participants 32 Participants 29 Participants 11 Participants 11 Participants 
 
 According to the results, tap, swipe, and pinch were the most common gesture 
choices in all scenarios selected by those participants who provided data on smartphone 
choice. Additionally, lift and a 2-hand resize gesture were cited as common gestures used 
by the participants who provided data on smartphone choice.  
The final research question, Research Question 3 (RQ3), asked whether MR 
developers should reference current technology-related gestures and tasks when 
designing MR experiences for MR HUD applications, or whether MR HUD applications 
should exist independently. 
Based on the results, the gesture chosen largely depends on the interaction. For 
example, during Question 4 testing, participants attempted to remove a hologram; 
however, currently, a remove gesture is not programmed into the interface; thus, 
participants chose to swipe or toss the 3D UI away. Those who chose to swipe or toss the 
3D UI stated that they felt they needed to physically move the hologram out of their 
space, or they felt they needed to throw away the 3D UI in either a virtual trashcan or a 
physical trashcan. This concept provides a foundation for discussions on the use of 
metaphors in current technology. Sease (2008) claimed that the use of metaphors in 
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current technology provide a way for users to better understand the interface that they are 
working with. For example, concepts such as mail for email, address book, and even the 
use of a mouse are based on PR elements that provide a reference for the user. During 
testing in MR for Question 4, participants used the metaphor of a trashcan to remove the 
hologram. While some participants referenced the digital metaphor of a trashcan found 
on current computer systems, other participants chose to reference a physical trashcan in 
their space. Since MR integrates with PR, it is possible that both digital and physical 
metaphors are blended in this scenario. Participants are referencing an element they 
understand (trashcan) to better interact with an interface they are currently unaccustomed 
to working with. One could suggest that the concept that users think that there should be 
a trashcan (either virtual or physical) in MR is a current gap in the Gulf of Execution 
(Norman, 2013). More on this concept is discussed in section 5.2 of this chapter.  
Another commonly used gesture in current technology include the ability to pinch 
to resize gesturally. Currently in MR in the HoloLens, a user has the option to use air tap 
and then navigate to the resize option on the interface or remove an object via the X icon. 
However, once again, this requires first learning the air tap gesture before proceeding. 
Based on research in this study, a pinching gesture may be a solution for resizing. Since 
this is not a current gesture, no participants were successful at executing this scenario.  
Finally, tap was the most common gesture choice among participants with 
previous technology experience and was the most common gesture choice for Question 5 
of Scenario 3. However, while this gesture is similar to the air tap gesture, there are 
differences. For example, the air tap gesture requires use of one’s index and thumb. 
Participants who tapped a gesture did so with their index finger positioned at a slightly 
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pointed angle. This suggests that while the air tap gesture may work as a learned gesture, 
similar gestures exist, which may be more natural to users.  
In conclusion regarding RQ3, whether MR developers should reference current 
technology-related gestures and tasks when designing MR experiences for MR HUD 
applications, again, largely depends on the scenario. Results from Scenario 3 would 
suggest that yes, developers should reference current technology when designing MR 
experiences for MR HUD applications; however, results from Scenario 1 suggest that 
technology does not exist for all scenarios; instead, developers may need to look to daily 
activities, science fiction, or symbolic societal areas of influence when designing UIs for 
MR HUD applications.  
Also, Scenario 2 suggests there may be areas where both technology and other 
influences make sense. As previously discussed, certain technological metaphors rooted 
in PR (mail, address books, mouse) were used as a way for users to better understand an 
unfamiliar interface. Results from Scenario 2, Question 4 support this theory since both a 
digital and physical trashcan were suggested as reasons for gestural responses to remove 
a 3D UI. However, in the same scenario, participants chose either a technology related 
response (pinching to resize) or a daily activities response (lifting the 3D UI) as a natural 
gesture response to interacting with a 3D UI. The next section of this chapter discusses 
this concept in further detail, with explanations based on previous research from the 
literature.  
5.2 Framework and Best Practices in User Experience for MR UIs 
 During testing, participants enjoyed the freedom to interact within an interface 
without boundaries. McGonigal (2011) claimed that it is important for a user to have the 
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ability to participate in an experience based only on their own motivation and direction. 
In the studies performed in this thesis, no tutorials, instructions, or guidance the 
interactive choices made by participants. By approaching new technology in this manner, 
human interaction is the sole indicator for how an interface could react to its user. 
McGonigal’s (2011) Wholehearted Participation Theory suggests that when a user is 
forced to choose a learned command and not a natural one, they are not fully participating 
in the experience. This may also interfere with the telepresence of the experience.  
When immersed in an MR experience with a wearable HUD such as the 
HoloLens, the goal is not to feel like one is wearing a computer, but instead to have 
telepresence within that experience. To do this, the developed UIs and gestures must feel 
like part of the PR and, more importantly, the actions toward those UIs should feel like 
natural movements that make sense to the user. However, it is also important to consider 
that gestures are not rooted in everyday actions or technology related experiences. By 
creating only realistic interactions true to what one would encounter without MR, it is 
possible that unnecessary limitations are created. Thus, gestures that make sense 
symbolically in society may be solutions for fast-tracking interactions for specific 
scenarios, especially in scenarios similar to Scenario 1 (display a main menu) where 
performed action reflect primarily augmentation.  
Once a person realizes that they must react according to a computer, the computer 
becomes the focal point for the experience. When testing, participants did not react in a 
pre-determined way; rather, they reacted according to their own experiences within a 
specific scenario. Frustration appeared only when it became apparent that the gesture 
they thought was intuitive to a particular interaction did not actually act in the way the 
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user previously considered. A gap currently exists between the Gulf of Execution and the 
Gulf of Evaluation in MR HUD experiences within the HoloLens. When participants 
gestured in a manner that was intuitive to them during testing, they did not choose a 
gesture that is currently programmed into the application, which led to a gap in the Gulf 
of Execution. As previously discussed, when participants gestured in Scenario 2, 
Question 4 (remove a 3D UI), many participants attempted to swipe or toss away the 3D 
UI. Some participants chose to do so by swiping their palm in a way similar to how one 
would swipe on a smartphone, while others chose to grab and toss the 3D UI into either a 
virtual or a physical trashcan. Sease (2008) suggested that the use of metaphors in new 
technology should be based on existing elements in the physical world. The use of 
metaphors provides guidance to a user for closing the gap in the Gulf of Execution. For 
instance, metaphors may be useful for creating the opportunity for the user to become 
accustomed to the new interface. If a trashcan existed or if a toss or swipe gesture existed 
within the system, it is possible users may have experienced less confusion.  
However, in the case of the current MR HUD, a lack of response to the user for 
interactions that do not exist also contribute to the confusion. Once the user selected a 
gesture not programmed in the application, frustration continued due to the lack of 
affordances within the system. Adding affordances such as cognitive, physical, 
functional, and sensory to MR HUD interfaces may improve the overall user experience.  
Similarly, the results suggested that there is a gap in the Gulf of Evaluation when 
interacting in MR. During testing, Scenario 3, Questions 5 (choose a 2D UI) and 6 (scroll 
on a 2D UI) generated data that support the theory that there is a gap in the Gulf of 
Evaluation. For example, data suggested that the tap gesture was the most common 
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gesture in all scenarios and additionally was the most common gesture in Scenario 3. The 
tap gesture, although similar to the air tap gesture, is not the same gesture. For instance, 
participants who chose to tap a 2D or 3D UI did so by using only their index finger. 
Instead, the air tap gesture requires the use of both the index finger and the thumb. One 
problem was the fact that, sometimes, participants would accidentally trigger a response 
with a tap gesture when a response should not have been triggered since the current 
programmed gesture was not actually executed. Since the Gulf of Evaluation assesses 
how well a system responds to the interaction with a user, this example suggests that 
additional evaluation is needed to understand exactly how specific gestures may respond 
to the current system and additionally suggests that it may be useful to consider other 
gestures.  
Use of the seven stages of action and the seven principles of design as indicators 
for whether an interface generated a successful user experience was discussed in the 
literature review conducted as part of this dissertation. Based on the test results, the 
current MR environment does not react to a user’s natural inclinations, which makes it 
impossible for these stages and principles to end. For instance, during Scenario 1, 
participants attempted to display a main menu in several ways. No participants were able 
to successfully display the main menu. In terms of the seven stages of action, the first 
question, “What do I want to accomplish?” has an answer: the participant wants to 
display a main menu. However, the second question, “What are the alternative action 
sequences?” is confusing to the participants because they do not know how to display a 
main menu and no affordance exists to help them. Thus, this example fails the seven 
stages of action. During testing, several participants asked the principal investigator if a 
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specific gesture was allowed. For example, all participants who chose to blink as a form 
of gesture first asked the principal investigator if blinking counted as a gesture. This 
suggests that natural gesturing within MR HUDs may consist of more gestures than 
previously considered. In terms of the seven stages of action, question three, “What 
action can I do now?” falls within this example. Participants may not know what they can 
do in an MR HUD; thus, without an affordance or an explanation, new users may require 
additional guidance to interact within certain scenarios.  
In Scenario 3, Questions 5 and 6 asked participants to interact with a 2D 
holographic menu. While no participants successfully used the programmed air tap 
gesture for selection, results showed that similar gestures such as tap or point were 
selected. The confusion in this example is that, sometimes, while participants did not 
choose the programmed air tap gesture, some participants accidentally selected a 
hologram after multiple attempts. In terms of the seven stages of action, the questions of 
“How do I do it?”, “What happened?”, and “What does it mean?” are all concerns. For 
example, if the interface reacted to an incorrect gesture for one action but failed to 
comply for another action, the participant may be confused as to what they did, how it 
happened, and what the interaction meant. 
Finally, the final stage of action, “Is this okay? Have I accomplished my goal?” 
relates to what the initial goal was. For Scenario 1, the goal was to display a main menu. 
For Scenario 2, the goal was to select, resize, and remove a 3D UI. For Scenario 3, the 
goal was to select and scroll on a 2D UI. If these actions were completed, an affordance 
should provide the user with an indicator. This was not the case for the participants, since 
the participants chose gestures that were natural to them; however, these gestures did not 
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exist within the HoloLens interface. Thus, user goals were not accomplished. The next 
section of chapter five discusses limitations of this study and suggestions for future 
research.  
5.3 Limitations of the Study  
It is important to describe the limitations of this study that may have impacted the 
results. One such limitation was the creation of both a part one and part two of study 
results. While both sections contain important information regarding the collective 
results, the study may have benefited from gaining additional information from previous 
technology use from those who participated in part one of the test, thus providing more 
data to reflect gesture influences. Additionally, statistical analysis in part two compared 
gesture influence from use of smartphone type (iPhone and Android). However, this 
dissertation did not analyze gesture influence of other technology use among participants. 
This dissertation did not find patterns in gesture response from participants who were not 
asked about previous technology experience (part one) and data from participants who 
provided information about previous technology experience (part two). However, future 
studies may benefit from further investigation in this matter.  
The participants in this study were of a variety of ages; however, the responses of 
many participants to technology comfort and technology use were similar . This study 
would benefit in the future by using equal numbers of participants in each category in 
order to make direct comparisons. Conversely, it is important to note that the current 
demographic for MR HUDs has not yet been determined, and it may be possible that a 
random selection of participants would provide a stronger representation of a future MR 
HUD demographic. However, in order to acquire stronger comparative data, equal 
numbers of participants that use different types of technology (smartphone type, 
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computer type, ext.) may provide new information for future studies. Finally, this study 
was conducted in different areas of the United States, with parts of the study testing 
participants currently located in central Iowa and additional testing of participants 
currently located in Boise, Idaho. Participants were not asked from where they originated; 
however, many of the participants either identified as college students, transplants to a 
new city, or suggested they were passing through the testing location. Thus, a variety of 
participants originating from various parts of the United States and other countries were 
tested in this study. Additional information on participant origination may provide further 
insight into gesture choices, which would generate new information in future studies.  
5.4 Conclusive Statements and Suggestions 
This study suggests that additional gestures are needed within MR HUDs in order 
to create an intuitive interface for user experiences. Research suggests that including new 
gestures such as tap, swipe, toss, pinch and lift would provide better user experiences 
when gesturing in a MR environment.  
Table 5.4.1. New Gesture Suggestions in MR HUD Systems and Applications 
Tap Swipe Pinch Toss Lift 




The gestures of tap, swipe, pinch, toss, and lift were selected based on testing 
results. For example, tap was the most common gesture in all scenarios, with 65 
participants across all scenarios choosing a tapping gesture. Similarly, in Scenario 1, 
Question 1, tap and pull were one of the top three gestures; however, in order to master a 
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tap and pull gesture, one must first test the usability of a solo tapping gesture. This same 
concept follows the reason the second highest gesture tap and scroll is not listed as a new 
gesture option. Since one must first master the tapping gesture, it is important to test the 
validity of the tapping gesture before adding a gesture movement.  
Next, data suggests the swiping gesture to be a gesture of consideration for a 
number of scenarios including display a main menu (Question 1), remove a 3D hologram 
(Question 4), and scroll on a 2D menu (Question 6). Thus, the creation of a swipe gesture 
may provide multiple scenario uses; however, testing is needed to understand more in 
order to gain insight to which type of scenario or scenarios a swipe gesture may benefit 
most. The third proposed gesture, pinch, was commonly selected both as a one-hand and 
two-hand pinch in Scenario 2, Question 3. While two-handed gestures are another area to 
consider, research suggests that new gestures should first be tested for one-handed use for 
clarity and consistency, since two-handed gestures may require further analysis. The 
concept of including a pinch gesture reflects the recommendations based on the results 
but also from the literature research. As previously discussed, it is recommended to 
reference existing interactions in new technology (Bowman et al., 2004; Sease, 2008; 
Hartson and Pyla, 2012). The concept of a pinch gesture references current use of 
smartphones and tablets. Smartphones were cited as the most common influence of 
technology in all scenarios; thus, results suggest a pinch gesture may be useful to test in 




The fourth proposed gesture, toss, is suggested since other gestures were different 
than the tossing gesture; however, they also had the same proposed outcome. For 
example, to remove a hologram, several participants tried to drag and drop, push away, 
or grab and move a hologram to the side or to a virtual or physical trashcan. The most 
common choice for removing a hologram other than swipe was a tossing gesture. Thus, it 
is important to test how participants respond to a gesture primarily based on a daily 
activity for removal.  
The fifth gesture choice, lift, was additionally influenced by daily interactions. 
While a number of participants chose to lift or swipe up with two hands to display a main 
menu in Question 1, a number of participants chose to pick up the hologram in Question 
2 and pick up and set aside in Question 4. Thus, lift, similar to toss, may be used in 
different scenarios. For this reason, further testing of the lift gesture may provide insight 
toward more detailed natural gesture choice. The specific movements and visual looks of 
the newly proposed gestures have not been determined and represent an area for future 
study. The future directions described in the final chapter of this dissertation demonstrate 
how this research is important for gaining more information about developing successful 
user experiences for MR 2D and 3D UIs in wearable HUDs.  
5.5 Future Directions 
Results of this dissertation provide a number of areas for future evaluation. One 
such direction is related to the development of new gestures based on conclusive data, 
including tap, swipe, toss, pinch, and lift. After developing these gestures, additional 
testing may provide information regarding the success of gesture performance among 
additional users. In addition, testing with new and existing gestures in different scenarios 
may provide insight into what gestures are most useful based on interaction needs.  
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New users who are within accessibility standards prompt MR UI interaction and 
additional testing (Cometti et al., 2018). Currently, little testing has been performed on 
gesture endurance or prolonged gesture use. Thus, the new gestures of tap, swipe, toss, 
pinch and lift, along with the current existing MR UI gestures of air tap and bloom, may 
need to be altered in order for users that have accessibility concerns to successfully 
interact within a MR HUD. Previously, in section 2.4.5 of this dissertation, discussion of 
embodied interaction and ergonomics provides a basis for understanding good user 
experiences for a wide demographic of users. Ergonomics is the study of how well a 
product fits a user during use. According to the results of this dissertation, current MR 
HUDs such as the HoloLens have created an MR experience that – while intriguing to 
new users – creates frustration in natural human interactions. Guidelines for ergonomics 
are clearance, reach, posture, and strength (Pheasant & Haslegrave, 2005; Tannen, 2009).  
Users with hand ailments such as arthritis may find that certain gestures are difficult 
to perform, indicating a conflict exists in current ergonomics. It is possible that future 
MR HUDs will require user-based settings for successful user experiences. Additionally, 
the concept of repeatedly performing a gesture may in turn indicate future ailments in 
joints or hands. For instance, sign language interpreters often need to gesture for long 
periods of time. Through repeated gestures and movements, it is possible that sign 
language interpreters may experience pain in their hands and wrists (Rempel, Camilleri & 
Lee, 2014). This same challenge could potentially exist in MR if someone repeats a 
gesture many times. While this was not tested for this dissertation, this is an area of 




This direction brings up a few new research questions.  
 1.) Do current gestures of bloom and air tap in MR cause discomfort when 
performed repeatedly? 
2.) Would the new gestures tap, swipe, toss, pinch and lift cause discomfort when 
performed repeatedly? 
According to Remple et al., (2014) “Comfortable hand postures includes straight 
wrists with palms facing one another or rotated slighting toward the floor” (p. 731). 
However, “the least comfortable position includes wrist postures where the wrist extends 
more than 45 degrees.” (Remple et al., 2014, p. 731) The current gesture of air tap uses a 
strong angled wrist flexion, suggesting it may not be a gesture that can be used for 
extended periods of time. Therefore, testing ergonomics and the accessibility of existing 
MR UI interactions and proposed gesture interactions may provide insight into future 
studies and future indicators that could be used to develop and execute best practices for 
MR UI user experiences. There is a need to conduct research that extends beyond hand or 
arm movements in MR. As previously discussed in section 5.2 of this dissertation, a 
number of participants used blinking or scrolling with their eyes to select or move a 
holographic object. If this was possible, it may be possible for MR to include users who 
lack arm or hand mobility, which would expand accessibility to an even larger 
demographic of users. The 2019 release of the HoloLens 2 suggests new directions in eye 
tracking. Eye tracking allows users to interact without moving their head (Stein, 2019). 
Thus, participants who used their eyes as a form of gesture may be on the right track 
toward new ideas in MR development. Through further eye tracking and eye movement 
testing, one could potentially create an interface that solely involves a person’s eye 
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movements. The requirement would be the ability to see and blink. Through future 
studies and new directions, this topic may provide multiple areas of research moving 
forward. The next and final section of this chapter provides closing statements of this 
dissertation. 
5.6 Chapter Summary and Closing Statement 
The stage is set for passage into the augmented age. Further testing and development 
are needed, but the transition should be seamless, since developers are placing their focus 
and consideration on users, how they live, and how they naturally interact with 
technology in the context of gestures. 
For successful MR HUD experiences, this dissertation suggests MR UIs and 
interactions should be designed to augment peoples’ lives based on how they live 
naturally; i.e., people should not have to change their way of life to fit the technology. 
Data on intuitive gestural choices for MR UIs was generated in this dissertation. In 
addition, results of MR scenarios suggested that are various reasons that impact gesture 
choice. Results of this dissertation suggest that user experience developers and designers 
should consider the specified MR interaction scenario. New MR users require additional 
affordances, guidance, and feedback when interacting in MR in order to have successful 
user experiences (Mahmud, Hasan, Abdullah-Al-Tariq, Kabir & Mottalib, 2018). Also, 
data from this dissertation suggests that new gestures and additional testing are needed in 
order to best utilize the tools provided by MR HUDs, with the goal of achieving a natural 
telepresence in MR through the interaction of MR HUD UIs. By considering current 
technology use, daily activities, science fiction, and symbolic understanding, interactions 
in MR UIs have the potential to bridge the gap between the digital world and physical 
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APPENDIX B: TEST RESULTS 
 
Participant 1 
Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
Participant opened their palms and moved them upward to display the main menu.  
2: Select 3D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right hand to select it.  
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All  Two Pronation No 
 Participant said, “I would select with my right hand similar to how I previously tried and 
then I would pinch to resize.” 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram and swiped from right to left with their 
left hand to remove the hologram, They said, “Similar to a phone”. 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Repeated 
Twice 
 Participant chose to tap with their left hand to select a hologram. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All Two Pronation No 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination 
& Pronation 
No 
Participant pointed with their right hand and karate chopped the main menu to appear.  
They suggested they would, “Bring it down in front of them.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 With their right hand, the participant attempted to grab the hologram. They said, “I would try 
to actually grab it.”  
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All  Two Pronation Twice 
 Participant moved both hands in a pinching motion to resize hologram. They said, “This 
is how I would do so on a phone.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Fist All Two Pronation No 
 Participant took both hands and grasped over the hologram to collapse it. 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Repeated 
Twice 
 Participant chose to tap with their right hand to select a hologram from the 2D menu.  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Repeated 
Twice 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant pulled the menu down with their right index finger. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
  With an open palm, the participant tried to lift the hologram with both hands. 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All  Two Pronation Twice 
 Participant moved both hands back and forth to resize the hologram. They resized the 
hologram by moving their hands in a diagonal together.  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from left to right with their right hand to remove the hologram.  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped the menu with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Repeated 
Three Times 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and then moved up. They let their 
hand stay in one position for a moment. They asked, “Will this click?”. 
 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 With two hands in an open position, the participant tried to pick up and move the hologram. 
 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open Index & All  Two Supination & 
Pronation 
Twice 
 The participant moved their right hand toward the hologram and pinched to resize, then they 
used both hands to try to move it. They repeated this motion twice.  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from left to right with right palm in full swipe motion to remove 
hologram. They said, “I would swipe like on a tablet.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & 
Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index and middle finger to point to the 2D holographic 




6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Folded Index, Middle 
All 
One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped their right index and middle finger to scroll down, 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 
Participant pointed with their right index finger to click a button. 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index & 
Middle 
One Pronation Three Times 
 Participant pointed with their right index and middle fingers to choose the object. 
 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All  Two Pronation No 
 Participant tapped at the object with their right index and middle finger and then with two 
hands together tried to pull it apart to resize. 








5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 
 Participant tapped at the 2D menu to select an object. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Folded Middle One Pronation Twice 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Iconic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
Participant used their middle and index finger to select and then swipe up. 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their middle and index finger to select the object. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Middle & Thumb  One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pinched with their middle finger to their thumb to resize the object. 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation  No 





5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
  Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their right index finger to select an object. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant moved their right hand to pull down the menu.  
2: Select 3D Symbolic Iconic Open  All One Supination No 
 Participant formed a stopping motion with their right hand to select the hologram. 
 
 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Metamorphic Open All  Two Pronation Twice 
 Participant used both hands to resize the hologram by moving back and forth to resize 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Fist All One Pronation & 
Supination  
No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with their right hand and then closed their hand over 







5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant pointed with their right index, middle, ring and pinky finger with open palm to 
select an object from the menu. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant moved their right index finger in a diagonal from bottom right to top left to 
display a main menu. 
2: Select 3D Symbolic Mimic Folded  Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their left index finger to select the object. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All  One Supination No 
 Participant pinched the hologram with their left hand to expand its size. 
 
 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from right to left in a sweeping motion. 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger, then moved around the menu. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Thumb One Pronation No 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 
Participant pointed with their left index finger to point to a menu location. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation Twice 
 Participant grabbed the hologram with their left hand. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All  Two Pronation Twice 
 Participant pinched the hologram to expand its size with both hands. 
 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination 
& Pronation 
No 
 Participant used two hands to lift the hologram and move it away. 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select the hologram. 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Iconic Open All One Supination Three Times 
Participant waved their hand to make the main menu appear. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant pinched at the hologram to select it with their right hand.  
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All  Two Supination No 
 Participant moved both hands out to resize the hologram and then back in again. They 




4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant used their right hand to grasp the hologram and then said they would drop it 






5: Select 2D Mimic Iconic Fist All One Pronation No 
 Participant reached out with their right index, middle and ring finger 
where the curser is and then closed their hand to a fist to select. They 
said, ”Like on a tablet.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded All One Pronation No 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All Two Pronation No 
Participant used both hands and said, “I would pull down the menu to make the main 
menu appear.” 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose the hologram. 
 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Middle and 
Thumb 
 Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 





4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant said they “swipe and erased” from left to right and said they would  “push the 
hologram away.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped on the 2D menu with their right index finger. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination Twice 
Participant swiped with their left hand from left to right to make the main menu appear. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two  Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant grabbed at the hologram and then lifted with two open hands. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Iconic Open W  Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 





4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
 Participant grabbed at the hologram with their right hand and then tossed it away to the 
side. 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped on the 2D menu with their right index finger. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
 Participant tapped on the hologram menu with their right index finger and 
then scrolled up with their right thumb. They said they would tap it as if it is 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant pulled down with their left hand from up to down. 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation  No 
 Participant tapped at the hologram with their left hand. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index  Two Pronation  No 





4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation  No 







5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their right index finger to choose a hologram from the 2D menu. They 
said, “I’m trying to click it like a computer, but nothing is happening.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Deictic Open All One Supination No 
Participant moved their right palm upward in a sweeping motion to display the menu. 
They said, “I would swipe up or down because that is what I do on my iPhone.”  
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation  No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram.  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All  One Pronation  Three Times 




4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation  No 
 Participant tossed the hologram to the side.  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 
 Participant pointed at the menu with their right index finger to select the hologram. 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant pulled both of their hands out in a parallel manner to open up a main menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant lifted their right palm out to have the hologram position on their palm. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All  One Pronation  No 




4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from right to left to remove the hologram, They said, “Like a phone.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant chose to make the menu appear by putting their hands together and pushed 
their palms out. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Fist All One Pronation No 
 Participant grabbed at the hologram with their right hand and with a fist motion pulled the 
hologram back to them. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All  Two Pronation to 
Supination 
No 




4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 




5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index  One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select a hologram  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
Participant lifted their right hand to display the menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination 
to Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to drag the hologram toward them with both hands. 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open to 
Folded 
All  One Pronation to 
Supination 
Three Times 




4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to drag and drop to remove the hologram with their 
right hand. They asked if there was a virtual trashcan they could toss 





5: Select 2D Surface 
 
Iconic Open All  Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to click with their right index finger and then drag the hologram next to 





6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & 
Middle 
One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
Participant lifted their right hand to display the menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination 
to Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to use both hands to grab the hologram and move it over to the side. 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index & 
Thumb 
Two Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram with both hands. They used their thumb 
and index finger to resize.  
 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation to 
Supination 
No 




5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic  Folded Index  One Pronation No 




6: Scroll 2D Mimic Deictic Open All One Supination Three Times 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
Participant used two hands to pull open the main menu by placing hands at alternating 
positions.  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to hold their right hand over the hologram and then retrieved it by 
pulling back. They said, “I would hold to confirm and select it.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Deictic Folded Middle & 
Index 
One Pronation No 
 Participant said, “I would point to the corner of the hologram with my fingers and I would 
drag from the corner to resize the hologram like a computer.”  
 
 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe to the left to move the hologram to the side. 
5: Select 2D Mimic Iconic  Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab the hologram and pull it toward them with their 
right hand. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & 
Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to scroll up or down with their right hand using their middle and index 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation  No 
Participant held up their left hand and pulled down to open the main menu. 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index  One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right index finger to select it.  
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving them back and forth. 
They said, “I would also use two hands to rotate the hologram in the same way.”  
 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch and toss away the hologram with their right hand, and tossed 
to the right and said, “Trashcan or something similar.”  
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram. They said, “I would 
point at it and then move my hand down to where it should go.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right hand to select it 
and then scrolled with their right thumb and index finger. They said, “The 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination  No 
Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right hand to open the main menu. 
They said, “It was similar to swiping away.”  
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index  One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram to select it with their right index finger. 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 




4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right palm. They said, “Similar to 
tech.” 
5: Select 2D Mimic Deictic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to choose a hologram from the 2D menu by pinching with their right hand 
and then moving it over horizontally and down. 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination  No 
Participant chose to swipe back and forth from right to left with their right hand to open the 
main menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All  Two Pronation & 
Supination 
Twice 
 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with both hands simultaneously and quickly bring 
their hands back toward their body.  
3: Resize 3D Surface Deictic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to try to pinch the hologram with their right hand to resize. 
 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to remove the hologram by swiping it to the side to move it. 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 
 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right index finger. They said, “This is 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant pulled open the main menu with alternating palms.   
2: Select 3D Mimic  Iconic Open All One Pronation  No 
 Participant said, “I would try to pick up the hologram normally and grab it.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant said, “I would base it on how I would resize on a computer so I would go over to 
the hologram and pull at it with two fingers.” 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
  Participant said, “It would make sense to pick it up and put it to the side.” 
 
5: Select 2D Whole Body Iconic None None None None No 




6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to line up their head with the hologram choice, point at it with their right 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
Participant swiped back and forth from right to left with their right hand saying they would 
“swipe.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab at the hologram to pick it up.  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to pull out with two hands to resize and then retract by putting their 
hands back together. They said, “This is similar to a tablet.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation & 
Supination 
Twice 
 Participant chose to tap and select the hologram with their right hand and toss 
it out.  
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Iconic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Metaphoric Open All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant crossed hands and then pulled them apart in a square shaped by their index 
finger and thumb to create a menu. 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right middle and index finger. 
3: Resize 3D Surface Iconic Open Thumb & 
Index 
Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pinch their hands together and then again formed the square shape 
with their index and thumb to resize the hologram. 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to tap and grab with their right hand and then toss the 
hologram to the right.  
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index & 
Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped with their right index and middle finger together to choose from the 
hologram. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Ring & Middle One Pronation No 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Metaphoric Open All One Pronation No 
Participant pinched out with their right hand to display the menu.   
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab the hologram with their right hand and pull back.  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch with two hands to resize the hologram 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded 
& Open 
All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to select the hologram with their right hand by pinching and then 
smacked their right hand with their left hand to remove the hologram.  
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
Participant chose to swipe back and forth from right to left using their right hand to display 
a main menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Deictic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch at the hologram with their right hand. 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Deictic Folded All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pinch their hands together and then apart to resize the 
hologram. 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation  Twice 
 Participant chose to double-tap with their right index and middle finger to 
select the hologram and then toss it away to the right.  
 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant chose to pull the menu down. They said “boom” when finished. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
 Participant chose to try to lift the hologram with their hands. They said , “I would lift the 
hologram as I would a dog.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metaphoric Folded 
& Open 
Index & All One & 
Two 
Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to select the hologram with their right index finger and 
then used two hands to resize the hologram. They said, “This is similar to 
how I would do so on a Mac keyboard.”  
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab the hologram and toss it to the side 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to click with their right index finger to select a hologram. They said, “It is 
like on a computer.” 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to scroll up with their right index finger to scroll up. They said, “It was 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Metaphoric Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant pulled alternating hands display a main menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index, Middle, 
Thumb 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch the hologram with their right index, middle and thumb and then 
turned their wrist to move the hologram. 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Middle & Thumb One Pronation  No 
 Participant used their right middle finger, thumb to pinch to resize the hologram.  
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Middle, Index,  
Thumb 
One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to grab and turn the hologram; however, this time reverse the direction 
they turned their hand, “Like a knob.” 
5: Select 2D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch with their left hand at an upward angle and then pull 
it back to them by bending their wrist toward them. 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Fist All One None No 
Participant used their right hand and formed a fist. They said, “I needed to make the main 
menu appear.” 
2: Select 3D Surface Metaphoric Folded Index, 
Thumb 
One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to use their right index and thumb to double click, they said, “It is like a 
computer.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation  No 
 Participant used two hands to pinch the hologram to make it larger or smaller. 
 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to select in the same way from question two by double tapping their index 
and middle finger and then chose to toss away the hologram. 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Iconic Folded Index and 
Thumb 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to click with their right index and thumb. They said, “This feels natural like 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to click to select the scroll bar with their right index and thumb 
and then scrolled with their hand pinched. They said, “This makes sense 
because it is similar to how one would click on something with a mouse before 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant pushed out with two hands to display the main menu. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch the hologram to select it and pick it up.  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use both hands to pinch and resize the hologram. They said, “Similar 
to a phone.”  
 
 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Folded Middle & 
Index. 
One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram out of the way with their middle and index fingers. 
They said, “It was like a phone.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped with their right hand to choose a different hologram from the 2D menu. 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant lifted their hand to display the main menu.  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use their right hand to grab the hologram. 
3: Resize 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All Two Supination  No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to sweep out and resize the hologram.  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram away with their right hand from right to left to move 
the hologram out of the way   
 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 





6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Fist All One Pronation No 
Participant used a fist to display the main menu. They said, “I felt like it was similar to how a 
computer where there are options on the right-hand corner, so it made sense to make a fist 
to call those options.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to select and hold the hologram in a clicking motion. They 
said, “It is like a mouse click.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamo
rphic 
Open All Two Pronation  No 




4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 





5: Select 2D Surface Iconic Folded Thumb, Index 
& Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to select by clicking the hologram with their thumb and index and middle 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Open  & 
Folded 
All & Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to scroll with their open hand up and then scroll with their 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant used their right index finger to point, draw a square and then circle where 
they wanted their menu screen to appear. 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to grab the hologram and pick it up saying they did not 
want it to slip out of their hands. 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 




4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram away. 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped at the hologram with their right index finger to select it.  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping  Deictic Open All One Supination No 
Participant chose to lift up with their right hand to display a menu.    
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index, Middle & 
Thumb 
One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to click and hold to select and move the hologram saying,  
“Like a computer screen.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram.  
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pinch the hologram and toss away.  
 
5: Select 2D Whole 
Body 
Iconic None None No None No 
 Participant chose to look at the hologram they wanted to choose and blink.  
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Whole 
Body 
Iconic None None No None No 
 Participant chose to look at the hologram but also would like to press a button on 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant chose to display the main menu by pinching their right hand frontward.  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to use their index and middle finger to tap the hologram to select it.  
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point with their index fingers to resize the hologram.   
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram from right to left with their left palm to 




5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index and 
Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to select by pointing their right index and middle finger and dragging the 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index and 
Middle 
One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed to swipe up and down with their index and middle finger. They said 
they chose this because by using the two fingers, “It would not interfere with regular 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant chose to lift up their palm to display the main menu. They said, “It made 
sense as something they would normally do.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pick up the hologram with both hands to grab the hologram and 
move it.  
3: Resize 3D Surface  Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch the air with their right hand to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is similar to how I would resize pictures on my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram with their right palm from right to left to 




5: Select 2D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 





6: Scroll 2D Mimic Deictic Open All One Pronation No 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Open All Two Pronation No 
Participant chose to use two hands to push out the main menu into their space.  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination  No 
 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their right hand. 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All Two  Pronation  No 
 Participant pinched with their right hand to resize the hologram.  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with their left hand to remove the hologram. They said it 
was like “erasing something”.    
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped with their index finger to select a hologram.  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index  One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger and very slowly pulled down the menu. 
They said, “I would select and pull the menu down. Since the menu is still in the 
Cloud, I needed to pull it down to my space.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation  No 
 Participant lifted with their index and middle finger together to select the object. Participant 
said the hologram needed a base for it to exist on and they felt, as the hologram would move 
with their hand and be able to tell where their hand is to place it. 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant moved their hand toward the hologram and pinched. Participant said, “I feel like 
this is what I would normally do for an iPad to pinch to resize.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from left to right to remove the hologram. They said this idea 
spawned from the movie, Minority Report because that is what the main character does 
to swipe things away.   
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped at the hologram on a 2-D menu with their right index finger by 
following the curser. They said, “I can see the dot and that is what I assumed would be 
the thing to click like a mouse." 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their index finger and scrolled while also moving their index finger 
down. They said they could see the scroll option on the menu and thought that if they 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant chose to lift their right hand in an upward motion to make the main menu 
appear. They said, “It is like lifting things.”   
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to lift the hologram because they felt like they needed 
to lift it normally. 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant used two hands to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I do with my 
smartphone so that is why this made sense.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left, with right palm in full swipe motion to remove the 
hologram. They said, “This is what they do with their smartphone.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger and tapped at hologram on the 2-D 
menu. They said, “Felt like I needed to tap on the menu similar to a tablet.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed their right index finger and then tapped and moved down to scroll. 
They said, “I wanted to select the menu, and tap and then scroll down similar to a 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and then up. They then let their 
hand stay in one position for a moment. They said, “I felt like the menu could pop up in 
my hand.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant grabbed the hologram. They said, “This is how I would pick up a normal 
thing.”  
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant pinched to resize. They said, “This is how I would react with my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from left to right with right hand motion to remove hologram. They 
said, “This made sense for it to go away.”  
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their right index finger to select the hologram. They said, “I  
would select it with a mouse and then point at it to move it.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and pulled down the 
menu. They said, “I did this similar to how I would on a computer screen.”   
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 The participant lifted the hologram with their hand. They said, “This felt natural because it 
is how one would pick up real things.”  
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant moved both hands out and in to resize the hologram. They said, “This is how I 
would move with a mouse on a computer.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with left palm to remove the hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would move something out of the way in real life.”  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant pinched to choose a hologram. They said, “This is what I would do with a 
mouse on a computer.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their index finger and moved their index finger down to scroll to other 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant moved their hand swiping from right to upper left. They said, “I felt like I am  
trying to sweep something into my space to see.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant lifted the hologram. They said, “It felt natural to pick up something like I would 
naturally.”  
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant used two hands to move in and out to resize the hologram. They said. “It is not 
similar to a phone but it would be a bigger movement.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with left hand to remove the hologram. They said, “This is 
how I swipe photos on my phone to remove them so that is why it makes sense.”  
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “This is 
how I would choose something on a phone.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their index finger and moved their index finger up and down to scroll to 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant extended their arms forward and with open palms moved back and forth. They 
said, “This movement represented open to make something appear.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant pulled hologram toward them. They looked at their palm at the end of the gesture 
to see if they selected the hologram. They said, “This makes sense to me because I want to 
bring the hologram closer.” 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant moved their hands back and forth to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
similar to a smartphone; however, it is bigger so two hands are needed.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with right hand to remove the hologram. They said,  




5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Three Times 





6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed both their index and middle fingers to swipe up. They said, “This is how I 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant extended their right arm forward with their index finger pointing to make a menu 
appear. They said, “I was thinking of something like a home button that I could tap and then 
scroll down almost like my smartphone.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their palm upward. They said, “It made sense to 
reach out and pick up physically even though it is a hologram.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant used one hand to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I 
would do on my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left with their right to remove the hologram. They said, “In 





5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their right index to choose a different hologram. They said, “This is 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger to scroll. They said, “This is what I would do on 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant pulled a menu screen with their right index finger. They said, “It is similar to a 
menu on a smartphone.” 
2: Select 3D Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant double tapped to select the hologram with their right index finger. They said, “I 
double tapped because I was thinking of a computer screen where I would tap and drag 
something.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant pointed both index fingers to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I do 
to zoom in pictures on my phone.” 
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant swiped with right hand from right to left to remove the hologram. 
They said, “This also has to do with pictures. This is how I would get rid of photos on my 
phone.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped with their right hand on the 2D menu. They said, “I did this because this 
is how I would tap on things on a computer. The curser made me think I should tap on it 
like a mouse.” 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select the hologram and then scrolled 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant swiped across their body from right to left to display a menu. They said, “I felt like 
I needed to pull a menu out of somewhere.”  
2: Select 3D Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant double tapped to select the 3D hologram. They said, “I did so because of 
computers.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant resized the hologram with both index fingers pointed. They said, “I did this 
because this is what I am used to doing on my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from right to left to remove the hologram from their space. 
They said it made sense to swipe it to the side so it is out of the way.  
 
 
5: Select 2D Sweeping Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe up with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. 
They said, “This is what I do on my phone.” 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped and scrolled with their right index and middle fingers. They said, “I am 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant lifted their right hand forward with palm upward. They said, “It felt kind of like 
a showmanship thing suggesting, here we have it.” 
2: Select 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped the 3D hologram with their right index finger. They also made a clicking 
sound with their mouth when they tapped. They said, “I am directing my attention and 
energy toward to select it.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index & 
Index/Thumb 
One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right index finger. They 
also made a clicking sound when they pointed. They tried to resize the 
hologram with their index finger and thumb, while also making a clicking 
sound. They said, “I am used to this from working on computers.”  
4: Remove 3D Mimic Deictic Open All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant pointed at the hologram with their right index finger while making 
a clicking sound. They tossed the hologram over their shoulder while also 
making a clicking sound. They said, “I am getting rid of it so it made sense 
to get it out of there.”  
 
5: Select 2D Whole 
Body 
Iconic N/A None None N/A Twice 
 Participant chose to blink their eyes twice to select a hologram from the 2D hologram 
menu. They did not use any other part of their body to gesture. They said, “Blinking 
was another way of focusing my attention to select it.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Mimic Iconic Fist  None One None Twice 
 Participant extended their right hand, created a fist and then moved their hand up and 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Deictic Fist None One Pronation No 
Participant moved their right hand forward and created a fist palm to display the main menu 
into their space. They said, “It reminded me how I would use a menu on an iPad or tablet.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
 Participant extended their arms to scoop up the hologram with two hands. They said, 
“The hologram looks visual compared to the screens, so it makes me want to pick it up.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination  
& Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to push their hands together to shrink the hologram. They said, “It looks 
like it’s right in front of me instead of a screen so like a stuffed animal, it makes me want to 
try to smoosh it.” 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant swiped from left to right with their right hand to remove the hologram. They 
said, “Since the hologram is here, it made sense to move it out of the way.”  
  
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their left index finger to choose a 2D hologram. 
They said, “This is more like an iPad or a tablet, so it is more similar to what I am 
familiar with as opposed to the 3-dimensional animal down here.” 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic  Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their index finger to scroll down. They said, “This feels more like 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Open All Two Supination No 
Participant moved both hands upward to display a main menu. They said, “It is from using 
my smartphone. When I want to see a menu, I swipe up.” 
 
2: Select 3D Whole 
Body 
Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
 Participant walked toward the hologram and attempted to pick up the hologram with 
their whole body. They said, “I felt like if I got close to it, I could move it.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant pinched with their right fingers to resize the hologram. They said, “I feel like it 
is similar to zooming in or zooming out on a tablet.”  
 
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram with their right hand to the left. They said, “I 
feel like it is similar to clearing a screen on my phone.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their index finger to choose a hologram. They 
said, “This is what I would do on my phone.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant scrolled by moving their right hand and index finger up and down. They said, 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Metaphoric Folded Index Two Pronation No 
Participant used both index fingers to form a square shape for the menu. They said, “I 
wonder if I have seen this in a movie before and I figure the menu would be shaped 
this way.” 
2: Select 3D Surface  Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to double tap to select the hologram with their right index finger. They 
said, “It is like a mouse so I would double tap to select something.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open Index and 
Thumb 
One Pronation No 
 Participant pinched the hologram to resize it with their right index finger and thumb. They 
said, “The pinch just makes sense to make something larger or smaller.” 
4: Remove 3D Surface Deictic Open Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to double click to select the hologram with their right hand; however, 
they then chose to say “toss away” to the side still pointing with their index finger. They 
said, “This reminds me of how I would double click on a computer and drag it to a 
trashcan on the screen.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to double-tap on the menu item to choose a different hologram with 
their right index finger. They said, “This is also based on a computer.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant chose to double click on the page down button on the 2D interface. They said, 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation No 
The participant moved with open palms outward. They said, “By doing this, I felt like the 
menu would just pop up.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic  Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
 Participant chose to lift the hologram with two hands cupped. They said, “It looks like 
the hologram is on the ground so this is how I would pick up an object like that.” 
 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to move their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “This 
is what I would do on an iPad or phone so that is why I resized it that way.”  
4: Remove 3D Whole 
Body 
Iconic N/A None None None No 
 Participant chose to kick the hologram to move it out of the way. They said, “Since the hologram was by 
my  feet, it made sense to kick it out of the way.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger and then moved their finger around in 
straight lines following the 2D menu. They said, “This is how I would use my phone.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to move their right index finger in a scrolling motion. They said, “This is 

















Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Open All One Pronation No 
Participant moved their right hand and pinched open a menu. They said, “This is what I 
would do on a tablet.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic  Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their right index and thumb. They said, “I felt I 
could interact with the object and pull it toward.”  
3: Resize 3D Mimic Deictic Open All Two Supination No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving their hands in and 
out. They said, “I felt I would be able to feel the hologram and move it back and forth like a 
scale.”  
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use their index finger and thumb to pick up the hologram and then 
toss it to the side. They said, “I felt I could pick it up and swipe it away.”   
  
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with a right extended index finger to choose a different hologram. They 
said, “This is how I would do so on a computer.” 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to move their index finger in a scrolling motion. They said, “That clicking 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation No 
Participant moved both of their hands out from the center of their body to make the menu 
appear. They said, “I felt I was opening it like a large book.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic  Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to cup their hands together and lift the hologram. They said, “This is how 
I would lift up a dog so it made sense to lift this way.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Iconic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving their hands from in 
and out and pinching while pointing with their index fingers. They said, “This is how the 
photo zoom works on my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe with their right hand from right to left to remove the 
hologram. They said, “I felt like I could just swat away the hologram.”  
5: Select 2D Whole Body Iconic Folded N/A None None Twice 
 Participant chose to use a double blink to select the object from the menu. They said, 
“If you are correlating with the dot, I feel like lining it up and a double blink would be 
different enough from a regular blink to select.” 
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to move their right index finger and arm in a scrolling manner. They 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination No 
Participant cupped their hands in a book shape to display the main menu. They said, “It 
made sense to have a menu in my hands sort of like a book.”  
2: Select 3D Symbolic  Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to fold their right hand and pull up to pick up the hologram with a slow-
moving motion. They said, “It made sense to move it that way.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to fold their right hand to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
how I would do so in Google Maps.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed at the hologram, and toss it. They said, “This is what I do on my  
iPhone.”  
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “This is what 
I do on touchscreens.”  
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to move their right index finger in a scrolling motion with their arm 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Whole Body Iconic N/A None None None No 
Participant said, “I would rather have an exaggerated blink with my eyes with a 
strong double blink to display the main menu.” They said, “I felt the program should 
notice if you are looking at a location long enough and thus would show a menu.”  
 
2: Select 3D Mimic  Iconic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point with both index fingers to move and select the hologram and 
move it toward them. They said, “Although I know I cannot touch it, I felt like I could 
move it that way like on a screen.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant approached with two open palms and pinched to resize the hologram. They 
said, “This is how I resize on my phone.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Open All One Supination No 
 Participant swiped from the left to the right to remove the hologram. They said, “This 
is how I would get rid of things on my phone.” 
 
5: Select 2D Whole Body Deictic N/A None None None No 
 Participant chose to hover over an object and then gaze to select the hologram. 
Once they felt it was selected, they chose to move their head to move the hologram. 





6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to hover on the scroll bar and then move their right index finger in a 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant held up their left hand in a stop gesture to place a menu in their view. They 
said, “This just seemed natural.”  
 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch their left index finger and thumb together to lift the hologram. 
They said, “It felt like the best way to move the hologram normally.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving them in and out. 
They said, “I was thinking of how I would open things on my phone to make them 
larger.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their left hand to remove the hologram. 
They said, “It made sense and this was the best way to swipe it away.”  
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their left index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “It makes 
sense to point to identify things.” 
6: Scroll 2D Mimic Iconic Open Index One Supination No 
 Participant pointed their right palm and move down to scroll to other holograms. 









Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping  Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant swiped their right hand from right to left to make a main menu appear. They 
said, “It made sense to swipe it out of midair.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All Two Supination No 
 Participant chose to cup both hands to lift the hologram. They said, “It makes sense to pick 
it up since it is sort of like a real thing.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Middle & Thumb One Supination No 
 Participant chose to snap to make the object bigger or smaller. They said, “I think I 
saw something like this on TV before.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant swiped their hands in and out to erase the hologram. They said, “Moving 
using an eraser made sense.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “It 
made sense to point sort of like a tablet.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Open Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed their right index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “It is similar 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic  Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant held up their right hand and with palm open pinched at the air to get the menu. 
They said, “It is the natural thing to do if I want to grab at something.” 
 
2: Select 3D Symbolic Iconic Folded Pinky, Ring, 
Middle, Index 
One Supination No 
 Participant used their right hand to beckon the hologram to come here. They said, “It 
seemed natural to beckon an object to come toward me.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch their right hand to resize the hologram. They said, “iPhone” 
while doing so. They said, “I felt like this is the normal way of doing digital things.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand and move the hologram to the side. They 
said, “It is similar to tapping and sliding on a phone.”  
 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “This just felt 
like the thing to do.”  
 
 
6: Scroll 2D Whole Body Deictic None None None None No 
 Participant said they would “tap and then scroll with their eyes.” They said, “I felt if I 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant held up their right hand and with their palm in a fist pulled down. They said, “It 
makes sense to try to pull a menu down to see it.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab and move the hologram. They said, “It seemed natural to pick it 
up and move a hologram this way even though it was a hologram.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch their right hand to make the hologram smaller. They said, 
“This is based on what I would do on a computer.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand and move the hologram to the left side. 
They said, “This is what I would do on a computer; I would move something out of the 
way.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded All One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed with their right hand and double clicked on a hologram to choose a 
different one. They said, “Typically when I am selecting something on a computer, I 
would double tap.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded All One Pronation Twice 
 Participant tapped, however, then they chose to pinch and flick to scroll up and down. 
They said, “This made sense because it is similar to a computer scroll bar is on the side 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Symbolic Iconic Folded Thumb and Middle One Pronation No 
Participant chose to snap with their left hand to display the menu saying, “Sort of like a 
clap-on option.” They said, “It seemed like a futuristic version of a clap-on and maybe it 
is something I saw on T.V.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to reach out with their right hand and grab the hologram to move it. 
They said, “If holograms are going to be in our reality they should react as such.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch with both their index fingers to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is a similar gesture to what we have on touchscreen as is. If we are crossing over 
into this, we should keep it similar to what we had previously in the crossover. A lot of 
technology is compared to that of an original typewriter.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab and toss the hologram and put it in the virtual trash. They said, 
“Again, it is kind of like a more interactive version of what you are doing on a computer 
where you would click on it and use a command to trash. Therefore, using a command 
trash and putting it in a trash makes sense here.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a hologram. 
They said, “This is familiar to other technology I have used.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation Twice 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “This is 





Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant chose to pinch with their right hand to display the main menu. 
They said, “It felt like magic, sort of like abracadabra.”  
2: Select 3D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point with their index finger to move the hologram to a different 
location. They said, “This made sense because it is how I would physically push it out of 
the way.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to move back and forth to resize the hologram. They 
said, “It made sense to do this since it looked like it was there.” 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their left hand to remove the hologram. 
They said, “It makes the most sense and the best way to get rid of the hologram.” 
 
5: Select 2D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe from left to right to choose a different hologram. They said, “I 
thought this would move me to different holograms in my space.”  
 
6: Scroll 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index  One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to scroll up with their right index finger pointing and moving upward.  






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All Two Supination No 
Participant swiped up with both hands open to display the main menu. They said, “I felt like 
they were presenting the menu.” 
2: Select 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram with their left hand to move it closer them. They 
said, “I felt like I could move the hologram physically to another location.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use both hands to resize the hologram by moving it in 
and out. They said, “This is what I would do on a computer.”  
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to remove the hologram by swiping from right to left with their right 
palm. They said, “It would be out of sight and out of mind.”  
 
5: Select 2D Mimic Iconic Folded Index, Middle, 
Ring, Pinky 
One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram and then 
beckoned it toward them. They said, “It’s an Italian gesture I would do and that makes 
sense.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to scroll up and down with their right palm. They said, “The scrolling is 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation No 
Participant crossed both arms over their chest to get the main menu to appear. 
They said, “I was thinking of something not related to anything else.” 
 
2: Select 3D Symbolic Iconic Folded Index & Thumb One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch the hologram with their right index and thumb to select it. 
They said, “This is the most relatable to how I would touch or move something in real 
life.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to use both of their index fingers to pinch the hologram and resize it. 
They said, “This ties into the fact that I work with 3D modeling on a computer and 
usually you’ll pick on the two corners to enlarge it.” 
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right palm to remove it. They 
said, “This is like a drawing surface, I would swipe it off sort of like a touch screen.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram. They said, “This is 




6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index & Middle One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to flip up the menu by scrolling up with their right index and middle 








Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant chose to point with their right index finger to display the main menu. They 
said, “This is how I would pull down a menu on my phone.” 
2: Select 3D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point their right index finger to select the hologram and move it. They 
said, “This is how I would point at something in real life.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All Two Pronation to 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to pinch both of their hands to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
how I would resize things on a computer.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface  Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right palm to remove the hologram. 
They said, “This is how I would swipe on my phone.”  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram from the 2D 
menu. They said, “This is how I would tap on my smartphone.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Supination Twice 
 Participant chose to scroll down while pointing their left index finger to scroll on the menu 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Mimic Iconic Open Index, Pinky, 
Middle, Ring 
One Supination No 
Participant used their right hand to beckon the menu screen with their index, middle, 
ring and pinky fingers. They said, “I felt like I needed to beckon it to come forward and 
appear.” 
2: Select 3D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to tap the hologram with their right index finger to select it. They said, 
“This is how I would point at most things to choose them.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch their right hand in an open and closed pinch to make the 
hologram larger or smaller. They said, “This is how I would resize photos on my phone.” 
4: Remove 3D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to point with their right index finger to select the hologram and then 
drag and drop it to a virtual trash can to delete it. They said, “This is based on what I 
would do on a computer.”  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Iconic Folded Index and All One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger and then pulled back once they thought 
they selected it. They said, “I felt like I had to click on it like on a computer and pull it 
back to be in my space.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant scrolled using their right index finger to scroll down on the 2D menu. They 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant held up their left index finger to pull down the menu. They said, “This is how 
I would pull down on my phone menu.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with their right hand and pull it back toward 
them. They said, “Grabbing it seemed like the natural thing to do since it is a hologram 
and in my space.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to move their right hand back and forth pinching to resize the object. 
They said, “This is how I resize things on Mac computers.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe with their right hand from left to right to remove the 
hologram. They said, “This is how I swipe on my phone.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “It just 
made sense to point at it this way.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed to scroll with their right middle finger scrolling up and down on the 
2D holographic menu. They said, “I was following the pointer on the headset and used 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
Participant moved both hands alternating to open up the menu. They said, “This is how 
I would open a window on a computer.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant tried to move their hands around the hologram to lift the object. They said, 
“This is how I would do so in real life if it were real.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metaphoric Open All Two Pronation  No 
 Participant tried to resize the hologram with both palms parallel to each other, and then 
they tried to pinch the hologram with their index fingers from both hands. They said, 
“This is how I resize on my phone.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open 
& 
Folded 
All & Index Two Supination  
& Pronation 
No 
 Participant pulled with their left hand acting as a guide to remove the hologram to the 
right with their right hand. They said, “My hand guided the hologram so I could swipe it 
away to the side.” 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed at the menu with their right index finger to choose a hologram. 
They said, “This is how I would point at a screen.” 
 





All & Middle Index Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 The participant used their left hand as a guide and moved with their right hand. This 
time they used their middle and index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “This is 












Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Deictic Open All One Pronation No 
Participant held up their right hand and swiped from right to left to make the menu appear. 
They said, “I felt like I had to swipe it into view.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pick up the hologram and move with their right hand. They said, 
“This is how I would pick up something in real life.” 
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to use two hands to attempt to resize the hologram. They said, “I do 
not know why this makes sense; it just does.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram and push it to the side. They said, “This is how I 
would swipe photos on my phone.”  
 
 
5: Select 2D Symbolic Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram from the 2D 
menu. They said, “It just made sense to point at it.”  
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their right index finger to scroll down. They said, “This is how I scroll 




















Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Iconic Open All Two Pronation No 
Participant held up two hands to open the menu. They said, “Swiping because I am trying to 
make it appear.”  
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to grab the hologram with their right hand and pull it toward them. They 
said, “It felt natural to pull it toward me.”  
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I would do on 
my tablet.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch and move the hologram to the left side. They said, “This is 
what I would do on a computer.”  
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a hologram. They 
said, “This is what I would do on my tablet.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch to scroll with their right hand. They said, “I would pinch to 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Surface Metaphoric Folded Index One Pronation No 
Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right index finger to make the 
menu appear. They said, “It seems like there is clearly a vision where I am seeing 
where a hologram could be so it makes sense to pull from the edge of that. Maybe it is 
similar to what I do on my smartphone.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Supination No 
 Participant chose to lift up the hologram with their right palm. They said, “I guess because 
this is augmented reality and since I’m seeing it, picking up and moving it feels natural.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “I guess this is what I would 
do on my laptop. To resize things, I pinch and that feels natural because I already do it.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch and toss the hologram to the left side and 
then to crumple the hologram and throw it away. They said, “I suppose 
I feel like it is like the trashcan idea. Grab it crumple it up and toss it 
away.” 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Deictic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to click on the hologram. They said, “When I 
am on that menu, I already have the cursor like a computer and a click or a point makes 
sense to me.” 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Deictic Folded All One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to pinch or grab at the scroll bar and move up and down to scroll. They 
said, “I think it is the augmented reality thing and because I am using a computer with a 










Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant moved their right hand from left to right with palm up to open a menu. They 
said, “I had to swipe it into view.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with their right hand. When they felt they 
selected the hologram, they pulled it back toward them. They said, “Grabbing it seemed 
like the natural way to pull it to me.”  
3: Resize 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “I am not 
sure why I moved this way; it just makes sense.”  
4: Remove 3D Surface Metamorphic Open Index & All Two Supination  
& Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to tap and toss the hologram to the side. They 
said, “It is how I get rid of photos on my phone.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their index finger to double tap to choose a hologram. They 





6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant chose to tap with their right index finger, however, then chose to pinch to 







Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant pushed their hands out to swipe a menu into their view.    
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Pronation & 
Supination 
No 
 Participant chose to lift up the hologram and bring it closer to them. They said, “I felt like it 
was there so I picked it up.” 
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “This is like 
smartphones.” 
4: Remove 3D Mimic Iconic Open All Two Supination  
& Pronation 
No 
 Participant chose to try to make it smaller and then move it out of the 
way. They said, “It is sort of like minimizing a computer window.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a hologram. 
They said, “It is because of social media.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorp
hic 
Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant tapped and scrolled with their index finger. They said, “This is how I scroll 






Question Type Class Pose Fingers Hand Palm Repeat 
1: Main Sweeping Iconic Open All One Supination No 
Participant swiped to move the main menu into their space. They said, “I felt like it 
needed to come from somewhere.” 
2: Select 3D Mimic Iconic Open All One Pronation  No 
 Participant chose to lift up the hologram to move it around. They said, “It seemed real 
enough to move.”   
3: Resize 3D Surface Metamorphic Open All Two Supination & 
Pronation 
No 
 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “This makes 
sense to how you resize windows on a computer.” 
4: Remove 3D Sweeping Metamorphic Open All Two Pronation No 
 Participant chose to swipe the hologram out of their space. They said, “I felt like swiping 
is natural to other technology.” 
 
 
5: Select 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed with their right index finger to tap to choose a hologram. They 
said, “This makes sense because of my smartphone.” 
 
6: Scroll 2D Surface Metamorphic Folded Index One Pronation No 
 Participant pointed their right index finger and scrolled. They said, “This is also due to 





APPENDIX C: CODED DATA 
Question 1, Scenario 1 
 Question 1: Main Menu Causation Coding 
1 Participant opened their palms and moved them upward to display the main menu. UPWARD > DAILY 
2 Participant pointed with their right hand and karate chopped the main menu to appear. 
They suggested they would, “Bring it down in front of them.” 
“BRING IT DOWN IN 
FRONT OF THEM” > 
DAILY > MOVEMENT 
3 Participant pulled the menu down with their right index finger.  PULL > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
4 Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and then moved up. They let 
their hand stay in one position for a moment. They asked, “Will this click?”. 
“CLICK” > TECH 
5 Participant pointed with their right index finger to “click a button”. “CLICK A BUTTON”  
>TECH 
6 Participant used their middle and index finger to select and then suggested they would 
swipe up. 
“SWIPE UP” > 
TECH>MOVEMENT 
7 Participant moved their right hand to pull down the menu. PULL > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
8 Participant pointed their right index finger in a diagonal from bottom right to top left to 
display a main menu. 
POINTED > TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
9 Participant pointed with their left index finger to point to a menu location. POINT > TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
10 Participant waved their hand to make the main menu appear. WAVE > SYMBOLIC 




12 Participant swiped with their left hand from left to right to make the main menu appear. SWIPE >AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
13 Participant pulled down with their left hand from up to down. PULLED > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
14 Participant moved their right palm upward in a sweeping motion to display the menu. 
They said, “I would swipe up or down because that is what I do on my iPhone.” 
 
“WHAT I WOULD DO ON 
MY IPHONE” > SWIPE > 
TECH + S-PHONE 
15 Participant pulled both of their hands out in a parallel manner to open up a main menu. PULLED >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
16 Participant chose to make the menu appear by putting their hands together and pushed 
their palms out. 
PUSHED > DAILY > 
MOVEMENT 
17 Participant lifted their right hand up to display the menu. LIFTED> DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
18 Participant lifted their right hand up to display the menu. LIFTED> DAILY  > 
MOVEMENT 
19 Participant used two hands to pull open the main menu by placing hands at alternating 
positions. 
 PULL > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
20 Participant held up their left hand and pulled down to open the main menu. PULLED > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
21 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right hand to open the main 
menu. They said, “It was similar to swiping away.” 
“SWIPING AWAY” > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 
22 Participant chose to swipe back and forth from right to left with their right hand to 
open the main menu. 
SWIPE >BACK AND 
FORTH>DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
23 Participant pulled open the main menu with alternating palms.   PULLED > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
24 Participant swiped back and forth from right to left with their right hand saying they 
would “swipe”. 
SWIPE BACK AND 
FORTH > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
25 Participant crossed hands and then pulled them apart in a square shaped by their 
index finger and thumb to create a menu. 
SQUARE > AUG 
>MOVEMENT 




27 Participant chose to swipe back and forth using their right hand to display a main 
menu. 
SWIPE BACK AND 
FORTH> DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
28 Participant chose to pull the menu down. They said “boom” when finished. PULL > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
29 Participant pulled alternating hands to display a main menu. PULL > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
30 Participant used their right hand and formed a fist. They said, “I needed to make the 
main menu appear.” 
“APPEAR”> AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
31 Participant pushed out with two hands to display the main menu. PUSHED> DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
32 Participant lifted their hand to display the main menu. LIFTED> DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
33 Participant used a fist to display the main menu. They said, “I felt like it was similar to 
how a computer where there are options on the right-hand corner, so it made sense to 
make a fist to call those options.” 
“HOW A COMPUTER 
WORKS WITH OPTIONS” 
> TECH + COMP > FIST > 
MOVEMENT 
34 Participant used their right index finger draw a square and then circle where they 
wanted to go in their menu screen.   
SHAPE> AUG > 
MOVEMENT 
35 Participant chose to lift up with their right hand to display a menu. LIFT > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
36 Participant chose to display the main menu by pinching their right hand frontward. PINCH > TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
37 Participant chose to lift up their palm to display the main menu. They said, “It made 
sense as something they would normally do.” 
LIFT > DAILY 
>MOVEMENT 
38 Participant chose to use two hands to push out the main menu into their space. PUSH > AUG > 
MOVEMENT 
39 Participant pointed with their index finger and very slowly pulled down the menu. They 
said, “I would select and pull the menu down. Since the menu is still in the Cloud, I 
needed to pull it down to my space.” 
“MENU IS IN THE CLOUD 
AND NEEDS TO BE 
PULLED INTO MY 
SPACE” > TECH > PULL  
40 Participant chose to lift their right hand in an upward motion to make the main menu 
appear. They said, “It is like lifting things.”   
“IT IS LIKE LIFTING 
THINGS”> 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 
41 Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and then up. They then let 
their hand stay in one position for a moment. They said, “I felt like the menu could pop 
up in my hand.” 
“MENU COULD POP UP 
IN MY HAND” > AUG + 
MOVEMENT 
42 Participant moved their right hand out with an open palm and pulled down the menu. 
They said, “I did this similar to how I would on a computer screen.”  
“HOW I WOULD DO SO 
ON A COMPUTER 
SCREEN” > TECH + 
COMP > PULL  
43 Participant moved their hand swiping from right to upper left. They said, “I felt like I am  
trying to sweep something into my space to see.” 
“TRYING TO SWEEP 
SOMETHING IN MY 
SPACE TO SEE” > DAILY 
> SWIPE  
44 Participant extended their arms forward and with open palms moved back and forth. 
They said, “This movement represented open to make something appear.” 
“REPRESENTS MAKING 
SOMETHING APPEAR” > 
BACK & FORTH > AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
45 Participant extended their right arm forward with their index finger pointing to make a 
menu appear. They said, “I was thinking of something like a home button that I could 
tap and then scroll down almost like my smartphone.” 
“A HOME BUTTON THAT 
I COULD TAP AND 
SCROLL DOWN, 
ALMOST LIKE A SMART 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > POINT + 
SCROLL 
46 Participant pulled a menu screen with their right index finger. They said, “It is similar to 
a menu on a smartphone.” 
“SIMILAR TO WHAT I DO 
ON MY SMART PHONE” 
> TECH + S-PHONE > 
PULL  
47 Participant swiped across their body from right to left to display a menu. They said, “I “I NEED TO PULL THE 
191 
 
felt like I needed to pull a menu out of somewhere.” MENU FROM 
SOMEWHERE” >SWIPE> 
AUG  
48 Participant lifted their right hand forward with palm upward. They said, “It felt kind of 
like a showmanship thing suggesting, here we have it.” 
“LIKE A SHOWMANSHIP 
THING SUGGESTING 
HERE WE HAVE IT.” > 
LIFT > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT 
49 Participant moved their right hand forward and created a fist palm to display the main 
menu into their space. They said, “It reminded me how I would use a menu on an iPad 
or tablet.” 
“HOW I WOULD USE A 
MENU ON A IPAD OR 
TABLET.” > FIST > TECH 
+ TAB  
50 Participant moved both hands upward to display a main menu. They said, “It is from 
using my smartphone. When I want to see a menu, I swipe up.” 
 
“FROM USING MY 
SMART PHONE, WHEN I 
SEE A MENU, I SWIPE 
UP” > UPWARD > TECH 
+ S-PHONE  
51 Participant used both index fingers to form a square shape for the menu. They said, “I 
wonder if I have seen this in a movie before and I figure the menu would be shaped 
this way.” 
“HAVE SEEN THIS IN A 
MOVIE BEFORE, I 
FIGURE A MENU IS 
SHAPED LIKE THIS” > 
SQUARE > SCIFI + 
MOVIE  
52 The participant moved with open palms outward. They said, “By doing this, I felt like the 
menu would just pop up.” 
“THE MENU WOULD POP 
UP” > AUG + MOVEMENT 
53 Participant moved their right hand and pinched open a menu. They said, “This is what I 
would do on a tablet.” 
“WHAT I DO ON A 
TABLET” > PINCH > 
TECH + TAB  
54 Participant moved both of their hands out from the center of their body to make the 
menu appear. They said, “I felt I was opening it like a large book.” 
“I FELT LIKE I WAS 
OPENING A LARGE 
BOOK” > DAILY + BOOK  
55 Participant cupped their hands in a book shape to display the main menu. They said, 
“It made sense to have a menu in my hands sort of like a book.” 
“HAVE MENU IN MY 
HANDS LIKE A BOOK” > 
DAILY + BOOK  
56 Participant said, “I would rather have an exaggerated blink with my eyes with a strong 
double blink to display the main menu.” They said, “I felt the program should notice if 
you are looking at a location long enough and thus would show a menu.”.  
“THE PROGRAM 
SHOULD NOTICE IF I’M 
LOOKING AT A 
LOCATION LONG 
ENOUGH” > AUG + 
BLINK 
57 Participant held up their left hand in a stop gesture to place a menu in their view. They 
said, “This just seemed natural.”  
 
“THIS FEELS NATURAL” 
> STOP HAND > 
SYMBOLIC 
58 Participant swiped their right hand from right to left to make a main menu appear. They 
said, “It made sense to swipe it out of midair.” 
“SWIPE OUT OF MIDAIR” 
> SWIPE > AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
59 Participant held up their right hand and with palm open pinched at the air to get the 
menu. They said, “It is the natural thing to do if I want to grab at something. 
“NATURAL TO GRAB AT 
SOMETHING” > PINCH > 
DAILY + GRAB 
60 Participant held up their right hand and with their palm in a fist pulled down. They 
said, “It makes sense to try to pull a menu down to see it.” 
“PULL THE MENU DOWN 
TO SEE IT” > PULL 
>DAILY> MOVEMENT 
61 Participant chose to snap with their left hand to display the menu saying, “Sort of like a 
clap-on option.” They said, “It seemed like a futuristic version of a clap-on and maybe it 
is something I saw on T.V.” 
“MAYBE I SAW IT ON 
T.V.” > TECH > SCIFI + 
TV. 
62 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand to display the main menu. 
They said, “It felt like magic, sort of like abracadabra.” 
 
“IT FEELS LIKE MAGIC, 
LIKE ABRA-CADABRA” > 
AUG > PINCH 
63 Participant swiped up with both hands open to display the main menu. They said, “I felt 
like they were presenting the menu.” 
“I’M PRESENTING THE 




64 Participant crossed both arms over their chest to get the main menu to appear. 
They said, “I was thinking of something not related to anything else.” 
 
“SOMETHING NOT 
RELATED TO ANYTHING 
ELSE” > AUG + 
MOVEMENT 
65 Participant chose to point with their right index finger to display the main menu. They 
said, “This is how I would pull down a menu on my phone.” 
“PULL DOWN A MENU 
ON MY PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > PULL 
66 Participant used their right hand to beckon the menu screen with their index, middle, 
ring and pinky fingers. They said, “I felt like I needed to beckon it to come forward 
and appear.” 
“BECKON TO COME 
FORWARD AND 
APPEAR.” > SYMBOLIC > 
MOVEMENT 
67 Participant held up their left index finger to pull down the menu. They said, “This is 
how I would pull down on my phone menu.” 
“PULL DOWN A MENU 
ON MY PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > PULL 
68 Participant moved both hands alternating to open up the menu. They said, “This is how 
I would open a window on a computer.” 
“OPEN A WINDOW ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP  
69 Participant held up their right hand and swiped from right to left to make the menu 
appear. They said, “I felt like I had to swipe it into view.” 
“SWIPE IT INTO VIEW” > 
SWIPE > AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
70 Participant held up two hands to open the menu. They said, “Swiping because I am 
trying to make it appear.” 
“SWIPING TO MAKE IT 
APPEAR” > SWIPE > 
AUG> MOVEMENT 
71 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right index finger to make the 
menu appear. They said, “It seems like there is clearly a vision where I am seeing 
where a hologram could be so it makes sense to pull from the edge of that. Maybe it is 
similar to what I do on my smartphone.” 
“SIMILAR TO MY SMART 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > 
MOVEMENT 
72 Participant moved their right hand from left to right with palm up to open a menu. They 
said, “I had to swipe it into view.” 
“SWIPE IT INTO VIEW” > 
SWIPE > AUG> 
MOVEMENT 
73 Participant pushed their hands out to swipe a menu into their view.   PUSHED> SWIPE > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 
74 Participant swiped to move the main menu into their space. They said, “I felt like it 
needed to come from somewhere.” 
“NEEDED TO COME 
FROM SOMEWHERE” > 
SWIPE > APPEAR> 
AUG>MOVEMENT 
 
Question 2, Scenario 2 
 
 Question 2: Select 3D Causation Coding 
1 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right hand to select it. POINT >SYMBOLIC 
MOVEMENT 
2 With their right hand, the participant attempted to grab the hologram. They said, “I 
would try to actually grab it.” 
“TRY TO ACTUALLY GRAB 
IT” > DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
GRAB 
3 With an open palm, participant tried to lift the hologram with both hands. LIFT >DAILY> MOVEMENT 
4 With two hands in an open position, the participant tried to pick up and move the 
hologram 
PICK UP >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
5 Participant pointed with their right index and middle fingers to choose the object. 
 
POINT > SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
6 Participant pointed with their middle and index finger to select the object. POINT >SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
7 Participant formed a stopping motion with their right hand to select the hologram. STOP HAND > SYMBOLIC 
8 Participant pointed with their left index finger to select the object. POINT >SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
9 Participant grabbed the hologram with their left hand GRABBED > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 




11 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose the hologram POINT > SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
12 Participant grabbed at the hologram and then lifted with two open hands. GRAB > DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
13 Participant tapped at the hologram with their left hand. TAP > TECH> MOVEMENT 
14 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram. POINT > SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
15 Participant lifted their right palm out to have the hologram position on their palm LIFT >DAILY> MOVEMENT 
16 Participant grabbed at the hologram with their right hand and with a fist motion 
pulled the hologram back to them. 
GRAB > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 
17 Participant chose to drag with both hand the object toward them. DRAG > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 




19 Participant chose to hold their right hand over the hologram and then retrieved it by 
pulling back. They said, “I would hold to confirm and select it.” 
“I HOLD MY HAND OVER 
TO CORFIRM AND SELECT 
IT” > TECH > MOVEMENT 
20 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right index finger to select it.  POINT >SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
21 Participant chose to point at the hologram to select it with their right index finger. POINT >SYMBOLIC 
MOVEMENT 
22 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with both hands simultaneously and 
quickly bring their hands back toward their body.  
GRAB >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
23 Participant said, “I would try to pick up the hologram normally and grab it.” “PICK UP THE HOLOGRAM 
NORMALLY” > GRAB> 
DAILY  
24 Participant chose grab at the hologram to pick it up. GRAB >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
25 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right middle and index finger. POINT >SYMBOLIC> 
MOVEMENT 
26 Participant chose to grab the hologram with their right hand and pull back. GRAB > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT 
27 Participant chose to pinch at the hologram with their right hand. PINCH > TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
28 Participant chose to try to lift the hologram with their hands. They said , “I would 
lift the hologram as I would a dog.” 
“LIFT IT LIKE A DOG” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
29 Participant chose to pinch the hologram with their right index, middle and thumb 
and then turned their wrist to move the hologram. 
PINCH > TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
30 Participant chose to use their right index and thumb to double click, they said, “It 
is like a computer.” 
“LIKE A COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE 
CLICK  
31 Participant chose to pinch the hologram to select it and pick it up. PINCH >TECH> 
MOVEMENT 
32 Participant chose to use their right hand to grab the hologram. GRAB >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
33 Participant chose to select and hold the hologram in a clicking motion. They said, 
“It is like a mouse click.”  
“LIKE A MOUSE CLICK” > 
TECH + COMP > CLICK 
34 Participant chose to use two hands to grab the hologram and pick it up saying 
they did not want it to slip out of their hands. 
“DID NOT WANT IT TO SLIP 
OUT OF MY HANDS” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
GRAB 
35 Participant chose to click and hold to select and move the hologram saying,  
“Like a computer screen.” 
“LIKE A COMPUTER 
SCREEN” > TECH + COMP 
> CLICK 
36 Participant chose to use their index and middle finger to tap it to select it. TAP > TECH>MOVEMENT 
37 Participant chose to pick up the hologram with both hands to grab the hologram 
and move it. 
GRAB >DAILY> 
MOVEMENT 
38 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their right hand. LIFT > DAILY> MOVEMENT 
39 Participant lifted with their index and middle finger together to select the object. 
Participant said the hologram needed a base for it to exist on and they felt, as the 
“MOVE WITH MY HAND” > 
LIFT > DAILY 
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hologram would move with their hand and be able to tell where their hand is to 
place it. 
40 Participant chose to use two hands to lift the hologram because they felt like they 
needed to lift it normally. 
“TO LIFT IT NORMALLY” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
41 Participant grabbed the hologram. They said, “This is how I would pick up a 
normal thing.”  
 
“PICK UP A NORMAL 
THING” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > GRAB 
42 The participant lifted the hologram with their hand. They said, “This felt natural 
because it is how one would pick up real things.”  
 
“PICK UP REAL THINGS” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
43 Participant lifted the hologram. They said, “It felt natural to pick up something 
like I would naturally.”. 
“PICK UP NATURALLY” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
44 Participant pulled hologram toward them. They looked at their palm at the end of 
the gesture to see if they selected the hologram. They said, “This makes sense to 
me because I want to bring the hologram closer.” 
 
“BRING IT CLOSER” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
PULL 
45 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their palm upward. They said, “It made 
sense to reach out and pick up physically even though it is a hologram.” 
“PICK UP PHYSICALLY” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
46 Participant double tapped to select the hologram with their right index finger. They 
said, “I double tapped because I was thinking of a computer screen where I 
would tap and drag something.” 
“THINKING OF A 
COMPUTER SCREEN” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE 
TAP> TAP AND DRAG 
47 Participant double tapped to select the 3D hologram. They said, “I did so 
because of computers.” 
“BECAUSE OF 
COMPUTERS” > TECH + 
COMP > DOUBLE TAP 
48 Participant tapped the 3D hologram with their right index finger. They also made a 
clicking sound with their mouth when they tapped. They said, “I am directing my 
attention and energy toward to select it.” 
“CLICKING SOUND” > TECH 
> TAPPED > MOVEMENT 
49 Participant extended their arms to scoop up the hologram with two hands. They 
said, “The hologram looks visual compared to the screens, so it makes me want 
to pick it up.” 
“MAKES ME WANT TO PICK 
IT UP” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
50 Participant walked toward the hologram and attempted to pick up the hologram 
with their whole body. They said, “I felt like if I got close to it, I could move it.” 
“IF CLOSE TO IT, I CAN 
MOVE IT” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
51 Participant chose to double tap to select the hologram with their right index finger. 
They said, “It is like a mouse so I would double tap to select something.” 
“IT’S LIKE A MOUSE” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE 
TAP 
52 Participant chose to lift the hologram with two hands cupped. They said, “It looks 
like the hologram is on the ground so this is how I would pick up an object like 
that.” 
“PICK UP AN OBJECT” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
53 Participant chose to lift the hologram with their right index and thumb. They said, “I 
felt I could interact with the object and pull it toward.” 
“INTERACT AND PULL 
TOWARD” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
54 Participant chose to cup their hands together and lift the hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would lift up a dog so it made sense to lift this way.” 
“LIFT UP A DOG” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
55 Participant chose to fold their right hand and pull up to pick up the hologram with a 
slow-moving motion. They said, “It made sense to move it that way.” 
“THIS MAKES SENSE” > 
SYMBOLIC > MOVEMENT 
56 Participant chose to point with both index fingers to move and select the hologram 
and move it toward them. They said, “Although I know I cannot touch it, I felt like I 
could move it that way like on a screen.” 
“MOVE IT LIKE ON A 
SCREEN” > TECH & COMP 
> POINT  
57 Participant chose to pinch their left index finger and thumb together to lift the 
hologram. They said, “It felt like the best way to move the hologram normally.” 
“BEST WAY TO MOVE IT 
NORMALLY” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > PINCH & 
LIFT 
58 Participant chose to cup both hands to lift the hologram. They said, “It makes 
sense to pick it up since it is sort of like a real thing.” 
“IT’S LIKE THE REAL 
THING” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
59 Participant used their right hand to beckon the hologram to come here. They said, 
“It seemed natural to beckon an object to come toward me.”  
“SEEMS NATURAL TO 
BECKON AN OBJECT” > 
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SYMBOLIC > BECKON 
60 Participant chose to  grab and move the hologram. They said, “It seemed natural 
to pick it up and move a hologram this way even though it was a hologram.” 
“SEEMS NATURAL” > DAILY 
+ MOVEMENT > GRAB 
61 Participant chose to reach out with their right hand and grab the hologram to move 
it. They said, “If holograms are going to be in our reality they should react as 
such.” 
“HOLOGRAMS IN OUR 
REALITY SHOULD REACT” 
> DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
GRAB 
62 Participant chose to point with their index finger to move the hologram to a 
different location. They said, “This made sense because it is how I would 
physically push it out of the way.” 
“PHYSICALLY PUSH OUT 
OF THE WAY” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > POINT 
63 Participant chose to swipe the hologram with their left hand to move it closer them. 
They said, “I felt like I could move the hologram physically to another location.” 
“MOVE TO ANOTHER 
PLACE” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > SWIPE 
64 Participant chose to pinch the hologram with their right index and thumb to select 
it. They said, “This is the most relatable to how I would touch or move something 
in real life.” 
“TOUCH OR MOVE 
SOMETHING IN REAL LIFE” 
> DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
PINCH 
65 Participant chose to point their right index finger to select the hologram and move 
it. They said, “This is how I would point at something in real life.” 
“POINT AT SOMETHING IN 
REAL LIFE” > SYMBOLIC + 
MOVEMENT > POINT 
66 Participant chose to tap the hologram with their right index finger to select it. They 
said, “This is how I would point at most things to choose them.” 
“POINT AT THINGS TO 
CHOOSE THEM” > 
SYMBOLIC + MOVEMENT > 
POINT 
67 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with their right hand and pull it back 
toward them. They said, “Grabbing it seemed like the natural thing to do since it 
is a hologram and in my space.” 
“GRABBING SEEMS 
NATURAL” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > GRAB 
68 Participant tried to move their hands around the hologram to lift the object. They 
said, “This is how I would do so in real life if it were real.” 
“DO SO IN REAL LIFE” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
69 Participant chose to pick up the hologram and move with their right hand. They 
said, “This is how I would pick up something in real life.” 
“PICK UP IN REAL LIFE” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > LIFT 
70 Participant chose to grab the hologram with their right hand and pull it toward 
them. They said, “It felt natural to pull it toward me.” 
“NATURAL TO PULL IT 
TOWARD ME” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > GRAB 
71 Participant chose to lift up the hologram with their right palm. They said, “I guess 
because this is augmented reality and since I’m seeing it, picking up and 
moving it feels natural.” 
“SEEING IT, PICKING UP 
AND MOVING IT FEELS 
NATURAL” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
72 Participant chose to grab at the hologram with their right hand. When they felt they 
selected the hologram, they pulled it back toward them. They said, “Grabbing it 
seemed like the natural way to pull it to me.” 
“GRABBING IT SEEMS 
NATURAL” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > GRAB 
73 Participant chose to lift up the hologram and bring it closer to them. They said, “I 
felt like it was there so I picked it up.” 
“IT IS THERE SO I PICKED 
IT UP” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > LIFT 
74 Participant chose to lift up the hologram to move it around. They said, “It seemed 
real enough to move.”   
“REAL ENOUGH TO MOVE” 
> DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
LIFT 
 
Question 3, Scenario 2 
 Question 3: Resize 3D Causation Coding 
1 Participant said, “I would select with my right hand similar to how I previously tried 
and then I would pinch to resize.” 
PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
2 Participant moved both hands in a pinching motion to resize hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would do so on a phone.” 
“THIS IS WHAT I DO ON 
A PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > RESIZE 
3 Participant moved both hands back and forth to resize the hologram. They resized 
the hologram by moving their hands in a diagonal together. 





4 The participant moved their right hand toward the hologram and pinched to resize, 
then they used both hands to try to move it. They repeated this motion twice. 
PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
5 Participant tapped at the object with their right index and middle finger and then with 
two hands together tried to pull it apart to resize. 
PULLED> 
DAILY>RESIZE 
6 Participant pinched with their middle finger and their thumb to resize the object PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
7 Participant used both hands to resize the hologram by moving back and forth to 
resize. 
BACK & FORTH > 
DAILY>MOVEMENT > 
RESIZE 
8 Participant pinched the hologram with their left hand to resize. PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
9 Participant pinched the hologram to expand its size with both hands. PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
10 Participant moved both hands out to resize the hologram and then back in again. 
They said, “It was like zooming in on something on a phone or tablet.” 
“ZOOMING IN ON 
SOMETHING ON A 
PHONE OR TABLET” > 
TECH + S-PHONE + 
TAB > RESIZE 
11 Participant pinched with their middle finger and thumb with both hands to resize the 
object. 
PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
12 Participant pinched and moved their hands to resize the hologram saying, “like a 
smartphone” 
“LIKE A SMART 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > RESIZE 
13 Participant pinched to resize the hologram with two hands using their index fingers 
to resize. 
PINCH > TECH>RESIZE 
14 Participant pinched with their right hand to resize the hologram. PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
15 Participant chose pinch with their right hand to resize the hologram. PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
16 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by pinching. PINCHING> TECH> 
RESIZE 
17 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand to resize the object. PINCH  > TECH> 
RESIZE 
18 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram with both hands. They used their 
thumb and index finger to resize.  
PINCH  > TECH> 
RESIZE 
19 Participant said, “I would point to the corner of the hologram with my fingers and I 
would drag from the corner to resize the hologram like a computer.”  
 
“DRAG FROM CORNER 
LIKE A COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP > 
RESIZE 
20 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving them back and 
forth. They said, “I would also use two hands to rotate the hologram in the same 
way.” 
BACK & FORTH > 
DAILY> RESIZE 
21 Participant chose to move their hands back and forth to resize the hologram. BACK & FORTH > 
DAILY> RESIZE 
22 Participant chose to try to pinch the hologram with their right hand to resize PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
23 Participant said, “I would base it on how I would resize on a computer so I would 
go over to the hologram and pull at it with two fingers.”. 
“BASED ON HOW I 
RESIZE ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
24 Participant chose to pull out with two hands to resize and then retract by putting their 
hands back together. They said, “This is similar to a tablet.” 
“SIMILAR TO A TABLET” 
> TECH + TAB > 
RESIZE 
25 Participant chose to pinch their hands together and then again formed the square 
shape with their index and thumb to resize the hologram. 
PINCH > SQUARE 
>AUG >RESIZE 
26 Participant chose to pinch with two hands to resize the hologram PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
27 Participant chose to pinch their hands together and then apart to resize the 
hologram. 
PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
28 Participant chose to select the hologram with their right index finger and then used 
two hands to resize the hologram. They said, “This is similar to how I would do so 
on a Mac keyboard.” 
“SIMILAR TO A MAC 
KEYBOARD” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
29 Participant used their right middle finger, thumb to pinch to resize the hologram PINCH > TECH>RESIZE 




31 Participant chose to use both hands to pinch and resize the hologram. They said, 
“Similar to a phone.” 
PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
32 Participant chose to use two hands to sweep out and in to resize the hologram. SWEEP > DAILY> 
RESIZE 
33 Participant chose to use two hands to pinch to resize the hologram. PINCH >TECH> RESIZE 
34 Participant chose to pinch the hologram and said, “This is how they work on their 
tablet.” 
 
“THIS IS WHAT I 
WOULD DO ON A 
TABLET” >PINCH> 
TECH + TAB > RESIZE 
35 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram. PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
36 Participant chose to point with their index fingers to resize the hologram.   POINT > SYMBOLIC> 
RESIZE 
37 Participant chose to pinch the air with their right hand to resize the hologram. They 
said, “This is similar to how I would resize pictures on my phone.” 
“HOW I WOULD RESIZE 
PICTURES ON MY 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > RESIZE 
38 Participant pinched with their right hand to resize the hologram. PINCH > TECH> 
RESIZE 
39 Participant moved their hand toward the hologram and pinched. Participant said, “I 
feel like this is what I would normally do for an iPad to pinch to resize.” 
“WHAT TO DO FOR AN 
IPAD” > TECH + TAB > 
RESIZE 
40 Participant used two hands to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I do 
with my smartphone so that is why this made sense.” 
“THIS IS WHAT I DO ON 
MY SMARTPHONE” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > 
RESIZE 
41 Participant pinched to resize. They said, “This is how I would react with my 
phone.” 
“REACT WITH MY 
PHONE” >PINCH>TECH 
+ S-PHONE > RESIZE 
42 Participant moved both hands out and in to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
how I would move with a mouse on a computer.” 
“HOW I WOULD MOVE 
A MOUSE ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
43 Participant used two hands to move in and out to resize the hologram. They said. “It 
is similar to a phone but is a bigger movement.” 
“SIMILAR TO A PHONE 
BUT BIGGER” > TECH + 
S-PHONE > RESIZE 
44 Participant moved their hands back and forth to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is similar to a smartphone; however, it is bigger so two hands are needed.”. 
“SIMILAR TO A SMART 
PHONE BUT BIGGER” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > 
RESIZE 
45 Participant used one hand to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what 
I would do on my phone.” 
“I WOULD DO THIS ON 
MY PHONE” > TECH + 
S-PHONE > RESIZE 
46 Participant pointed both index fingers to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
what I do to zoom in pictures on my phone.” 
“USED TO DOING ON 
THEIR PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > RESIZE 
47 Participant resized the hologram with both index fingers pointed. They said, “I did this 
because this is what I am used to doing on my phone.” 
“USED TO DOING ON 
MY PHONE” > TECH + S 
– PHONE > RESIZE 
48 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right index finger. They also 
made a clicking sound when they pointed. They tried to resize the hologram with 
their index finger and thumb, while also making a clicking sound. They said, “I am 
used to this from working on computers.” 
“USED TO THIS FROM 
COMPUTERS” > TECH 
+ COMP > RESIZE 
49 Participant chose to push their hands together to shrink the hologram. They said, 
“It looks like it’s right in front of me instead of a screen so like a stuffed animal, 
it makes me want to try to smoosh it.” 
“SMOOSH IT SINCE IT’S 
IN FRONT OF ME” > 
DAILY + MOVEMENT > 
RESIZE 
50 Participant pinched with their right fingers to resize the hologram. They said, “I feel 
like it is similar to zooming in or zooming out on a tablet.”.  
 
“ZOOMING IN OR OUT 
ON A TABLET” > TECH 
+ TAB > RESIZE 
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51 Participant pinched the hologram to resize it with their right index finger and thumb. 
They said, “The pinch just makes sense to make something larger or smaller.” 
“JUST MAKES SENSE 
TO PINCH” > TECH > 
RESIZE 
52 Participant chose to move their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is what I would do on an iPad or phone so that is why I resized it that way.” 
“IPAD OR PHONE” > 
TECH + S – PHONE + 
TAB > RESIZE 
53 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving their hands in 
and out. They said, “I felt I would be able to feel the hologram and move it back and 
forth like a scale.” 
“MOVE LIKE A SCALE” 
> DAILY + MOVEMENT 
> RESIZE 
54 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving their hands 
from in and out and pinching while pointing with their index fingers. They said, “This 
is how the photo zoom works on my phone.” 
“PHOTO ZOOM ON MY 
PHONE” > TECH + S – 
PHONE > RESIZE 
55 Participant chose to fold their right hand to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would do so in Google Maps.” 
“DO SO ON GOOGLE 
MAPS” > TECH + 
INTERNET > RESIZE 
56 Participant approached with two open palms and pinched to resize the hologram. 
They said, “This is how I resize on my phone.” 
“RESIZE ON MY 
PHONE” > TECH + S – 
PHONE > RESIZE 
57 Participant chose to use two hands to resize the hologram by moving them in and 
out. They said, “I was thinking of how I would open things on my phone to make 
them larger.” 
“HOW I OPEN THINGS 
ON MY PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > RESIZE 
58 Participant chose to snap to make the object bigger or smaller. They said, “I think I 
saw something like this on TV before.” 
“I THINK I SAW THIS ON 
TV” > SCIFI + TV > 
RESIZE 
59 Participant chose to pinch their right hand to resize the hologram. They said, 
“iPhone” while doing so. They said, “I felt like this is the normal way of doing digital 
things.” 
“iPhone” > TECH + S – 
PHONE > RESIZE 
60 Participant chose to pinch their right hand to make the hologram smaller. They said, 
“This is based on what I would do on a computer.” 
“BASED ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE  
61 Participant chose to pinch with both their index fingers to resize the hologram. They 
said, “This is a similar gesture to what we have on touchscreen as is. If we are 
crossing over into this, we should keep it similar to what we had previously in the 
crossover. A lot of technology is compared to that of an original typewriter.” 
“SIMILAR GESTURE TO 
TOUCH SCREENS” > 
TECH + S-PHONES + 
TAB > RESIZE 
62 Participant chose to use two hands to move back and forth to resize the hologram. 
They said, “It made sense to do this since it looked like it was there.” 
“IT LOOKS LIKE IT IS 
THERE” > DAILY + 
MOVEMENT > RESIZE 
63 Participant chose to use both hands to resize the hologram by moving it in and out. 
They said, “This is what I would do on a computer.” 
“WHAT I DO ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
64 Participant chose to use both of their index fingers to pinch the hologram and resize 
it. They said, “This ties into the fact that I work with 3D modeling on a computer 
and usually you’ll pick on the two corners to enlarge it.” 
“3D MODELING ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
65 Participant chose to pinch both of their hands to resize the hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would resize things on a computer.” 
“RESIZE ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
66 Participant chose to pinch their right hand in an open and closed pinch to make the 
hologram larger or smaller. They said, “This is how I would resize photos on my 
phone.” 
“RESIZE PHOTOS ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > RESIZE 
67 Participant chose to move their right hand back and forth pinching to resize the 
object. They said, “This is how I resize things on Mac computers.” 
“RESIZE ON MAC 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
68 Participant tried to resize the hologram with both palms parallel to each other, and 
then they tried to pinch the hologram with their index fingers from both hands. They 
said, “This is how I resize on my phone.” 
“RESIZE ON MY 
PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > RESIZE 
69 Participant chose to use two hands to attempt to resize the hologram. They said, “I 
do not know why this makes sense; it just does.” 
“DO NOT KNOW WHY” 
> SYMBOLIC > RESIZE 
70 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “This is what I would 
do on my tablet.” 
“WHAT I DO ON MY 




71 Participant chose to pinch to resize the hologram. They said, “I guess this is what I 
would do on my laptop. To resize things, I pinch and that feels natural because I 
already do it.” 
“WHAT I DO ON MY 
LAPTOP” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
72 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “I am 
not sure why I moved this way; it just makes sense.” 
“JUST MAKES SENSE” 
> SYMBOLIC > RESIZE 
73 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “This is 
like smartphones.” 
“THIS IS LIKE 
SMARTPHONES” > 
TECH + S-PHONES > 
RESIZE 
74 Participant moved their hands in and out to resize the hologram. They said, “This 
makes sense to how you resize windows on a computer.” 
“RESIZE ON A 
WINDOWS 
COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > RESIZE 
 
Question 4, Scenario 2 
 Question 4: Remove 3D Causation Coding 
1 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram and swiped from right to left with 
their left hand to remove the hologram, They said, “Similar to a phone”. 
SWIPE  > TECH + S-PHONE> 
REMOVE 
2 Participant took both hands and grasped over the hologram to collapse it. GRASP > DAILY> REMOVE 
3 Participant swiped from left to right with their right hand to remove the 
hologram.  
 
SWIPE> PUSH> DAILY> 
REMOVE 
4 Participant swiped from left to right with right palm in full swipe motion to 
remove hologram. They said, “I would swipe like on a tablet.” 
 
“I WOULD SWIPE LIKE ON A 
TABLET” > SWIPE > TECH + 
TAB> REMOVE 
5 Participant grabbed at the object with their right hand and then tossed it away GRAB > DAILY > TOSS  
6 Participant swiped from right to left with their right hand to sweep the hologram 
away. 
SWIPE > DAILY> REMOVE 
7 Participant swiped from right to left with their right hand and then closed their 
hand over the hologram. Once they had it, they tossed it over their shoulder. 
SWIPE > DAILY >TOSS 
8 Participant swiped from right to left in a sweeping motion. SWIPE > DAILY> REMOVE 
9 Participant used two hands to lift the object and move it away. LIFT > DAILY > MOVE 
10 Participant used their right hand to grasp the hologram and then said they 
would drop it in a trashcan. 
“DROP IN TRASHCAN” > DAILY  
> TRASHCAN > REMOVE 
11 Participant said they “swipe and erased” from left to right and said they would  
“push the hologram away.” 
“PUSH THE HOLOGRAM 
AWAY”> SWIPE AND ERASE> 
DAILY> REMOVE 
12 Participant grabbed at the hologram with their right hand and then tossed it 
away to the side. 
GRAB > DAILY >TOSS 
13 Participant tossed the object to the left side. TOSSED> DAILY 
14 Participant tossed the hologram to the side.  TOSS> DAILY 
15 Participant swiped from right to left to remove the hologram, They said, “Like a 
phone.” 
SWIPE > TECH + S-PHONE> 
REMOVE 
16 Participant chose to pinch the hologram and shake it to remove the object. PINCH > SHAKE >DAILY> 
REMOVE 
17 Participant chose to drag and drop to remove the object with their right hand. 
They asked if there was a virtual trashcan, they could toss it in. Participant 
asked if there was a trashcan in the system.  
 
“IS THERE A VIRTUAL 
TRASHCAN?” > TECH > 
TRASHCAN > REMOVE 
18 Participant chose to grab the hologram with their right hand and toss it to the 
right. 
GRAB > TOSS> DAILY 
19 Participant chose to swipe to the left to move the hologram to the side. SWIPE >MOVE> DAILY REMOVE 
20 Participant chose to pinch and toss away the hologram with their right hand, 
and tossed to the right and said, “Trashcan or something similar.” 
“TRASHCAN OR SOMETHING 
SIMILAR” > DAILY > TRASHCAN 
> PINCH + TOSS  
21 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right palm. They said, 
“Similar to tech.” 




22 Participant chose to remove the hologram by swiping it to the side to move it. SWIPE >MOVE> DAILY> 
REMOVE 
23  Participant said, “It would make sense to pick it up and put it to the side.” “PICK IT UP AND PUT IT TO THE 
SIDE” > DAILY > MOVE 
24 Participant chose to tap and select the hologram with their right hand and toss 
it out. 
TAP > TECH > TOSS 
25 Participant chose to tap and grab with their right hand and then toss the 
hologram to the right. 
TAP > GRAB > TECH > TOSS 
26 Participant chose to select the hologram with their right hand by pinching and 
then smacked their right hand with their left hand to remove the hologram. 
PINCH > SMACK > DAILY > 
REMOVE 
27 Participant chose to double-tap with their right index and middle finger to select 
the hologram and then toss it away to the right. 
DOUBLE TAP > TECH > TOSS 
28 Participant chose to grab the hologram and toss it to the side GRAB > DAILY >TOSS 
29 Participant chose to grab and turn the hologram; however, this time reverse 
the direction they turned their hand, “Like a knob.” 
GRAB > TURN > DAILY> 
REMOVE 
30 Participant chose to select in the same way from question two by double 
tapping their index and middle finger and then chose to toss away the 
hologram. 
DOUBLE TAP > TECH > TOSS 
31 Participant chose to swipe the hologram out of the way with their middle and 
index fingers. They said, “It was like a phone.” 
 
“LIKE A PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
32 Participant chose to swipe the hologram away with their right hand from right to 
left to move the hologram out of the way. 
SWIPE > MOVE> 
DAILY>REMOVE 
33 Participant chose to wave the hologram out of the way with their right palm from 
left to right. 
WAVE > SYMBOLIC >REMOVE 
34 Participant chose to swipe the hologram away. SWIPE > DAILY> REMOVE 
35 Participant chose to pinch the hologram and toss away.  PINCH > TOSS> DAILY 
36 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram from right to left with their left 
palm to make an erasing movement and erase the hologram. They said, as 
they “would with an eraser.” 
“LIKE AN ERASER” > DAILY > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
37 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram with their right palm from right to 
left to push it to the side. 
SWIPE > PUSH> DAILY> 
REMOVE 
38 Participant swiped from right to left with their left hand to remove the hologram. 
They said it was like “erasing something”.     
SWIPE > DAILY> REMOVE 
39 Participant swiped from left to right to remove the hologram. They said this idea 
spawned from the movie, Minority Report because that is what the main 
character does to swipe things away.   
 
“INFLUENCED BY MINORITY 
REPORT” > TECH > SCIFI + 
MOVIE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
40 Participant swiped from right to left, with right palm in full swipe motion to 
remove the hologram. They said, “This is what they do with their 
smartphone.” 
“WHAT I DO WITH MY 
SMARTPHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
41 Participant swiped from left to right with right hand motion to remove hologram. 
They said, “This made sense for it to go away.” 
“MADE SENSE TO GO AWAY” > 
SYMBOLIC > SWIPE > REMOVE 
42 Participant swiped from right to left with left palm to remove the hologram. They 
said, “This is how I would move something out of the way in real life.” 
“MOVE SOMETHING OUT OF 
THE WAY IN REAL LIFE” > DAILY 
> SWIPE > MOVE 
43 Participant swiped from right to left with left hand to remove the hologram. 
They said, “This is how I swipe photos on my phone to remove them so that 
is why it makes sense.” 
“SWIPE PHOTOS ON PHONE” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > SWIPE > 
REMOVE 
44 Participant swiped from right to left with right hand to remove the hologram. 
They said,  “This is similar to how I would swipe on a smart phone.” 
“SWIPE ON SMART PHONE” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > SWIPE > 
REMOVE 
45 Participant swiped from right to left with their right to remove the hologram. 
They said, “In Iron Man, this is what he did so that is why I chose to do this.”  
 
“IRON MAN, HE DID THIS” > 
TECH > SCIFI + MOVIE > SWIPE 
> REMOVE 
46 Participant swiped with right hand from right to left to remove the hologram. 
They said, “This also has to do with pictures. This is how I would get rid of 
photos on my phone.” 
“GET RID OF PHOTOS ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 




47 Participant swiped from right to left to remove the hologram from their space. 
They said it made sense to swipe it to the side so it is out of the way.  
 
“SWIPE OUT OF WAY” > DAILY > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
48 Participant pointed at the hologram with their right index finger while making a 
clicking sound. They tossed the hologram over their shoulder while also 
making a clicking sound. They said, “I am getting rid of it so it made sense to 
get it out of there.” 
“GETTING RID OF IT” > DAILY + 
TECH> POINT + TOSS  
49 Participant swiped from left to right with their right hand to remove the 
hologram. They said, “Since the hologram is here, it made sense to move it 
out of the way.” 
“MOVE IT OUT OF THE WAY” > 
DAILY > MOVE 
50 Participant chose to swipe away the hologram with their right hand to the left. 
They said, “I feel like it is similar to clearing a screen on my phone.” 
“CLEARING A SCREEN ON A 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
51 Participant chose to double click to select the hologram with their right hand; 
however, they then chose to say “toss away” to the side still pointing with their 
index finger. They said, “This reminds me of how I would double click on a 
computer and drag it to a trashcan on the screen.” 
“REMINDS OF COMPUTER AND 
TRASHCAN” > TECH + COMP > 
TRASHCAN > DRAG + DROP 
52 Participant chose to kick the hologram to move it out of the way. They said, 
“Since the hologram was by my  feet, it made sense to kick it out of the way.” 
“BY MY FEET, KICK IT” > DAILY > 
MOVE 
53 Participant chose to use their index finger and thumb to pick up the hologram 
and then toss it to the side. They said, “I felt I could pick it up and swipe it 
away.”   
“PICK IT UP AND SWIPE AWAY” 
> DAILY > TOSS  
54 Participant chose to swipe with their right hand from right to left to remove the 
hologram. They said, “I felt like I could just swat away the hologram.” 
“SWAT AWAY THE HOLOGRAM” 
> DAILY > REMOVE 
55 Participant pointed at the hologram, and toss it. They said, “This is what I do 
on my  iPhone.” 
“DO ON IPHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > POINT + TOSS 
56 Participant swiped from the left to the right to remove the hologram. They said, 
“This is how I would get rid of things on my phone.” 
 
“GET RID OF THINGS ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
57 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their left hand to remove the 
hologram. They said, “It made sense and this was the best way to swipe it 
away.”   
“BEST WAY TO SWIPE AWAY” > 
SWIPE > SYMBOLIC > REMOVE 
58 Participant swiped their hands in and out to erase the hologram. They said, 
“Moving using an eraser made sense.” 
“USING AN ERASER” > DAILY > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
59 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand and move the hologram to the 
side. They said, “It is similar to tapping and sliding on a phone.” 
“SIMILAR TO TAP AND SLIDE ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 
PINCH > REMOVE 
60 Participant chose to pinch with their right hand and move the hologram to the 
left side. They said, “This is what I would do on a computer; I would move 
something out of the way.”.  
“ON A COMPUTER, MOVE OUT 
OF THE WAY” > TECH + COMP > 
PINCH > REMOVE 
61 Participant chose to grab and toss the hologram and put it in the virtual trash. 
They said, “Again, it is kind of like a more interactive version of what you are 
doing on a computer where you would click on it and use a command to 
trash. Therefore, using a command trash and putting it in a trash makes sense 
here.” 
“TRASHCAN ON A COMPUTER” 
> TECH + COMP > TRASHCAN > 
GRAB + TOSS 
62 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their left hand to remove the 
hologram. They said, “It makes the most sense and the best way to get rid of 
the hologram.”  
“GET RID OF HOLOGRAM” > 
DAILY > SWIPE > REMOVE 
63 Participant chose to remove the hologram by swiping from right to left with their 
right palm. They said, “It would be out of sight and out of mind.” 
“OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND” 
> SYMBOLIC > SWIPE > 
REMOVE 
64 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right palm to remove it. 
They said, “This is like a drawing surface, I would swipe it off sort of like a 
touch screen.” 
“SWIPE LIKE A TOUCH SCREEN” 
> TECH + S-PHONE + TAB > 
SWIPE > REMOVE 
65 Participant chose to swipe from right to left with their right palm to remove the 
hologram. They said, “This is how I would swipe on my phone.” 
“SWIPE ON PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
66 Participant chose to point with their right index finger to select the hologram “DO ON A COMPUTER” > TECH 
+ COMP > TRASHCAN > DRAG + 
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and then drag and drop it to a virtual trashcan to delete it. They said, “This is 
based on what I would do on a computer.” 
DROP 
67 Participant chose to swipe with their right hand from left to right to remove the 
hologram. They said, “This is how I swipe on my phone.” 
“SWIPE ON PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
68 Participant pulled with their left hand acting as a guide to remove the hologram 
to the right with their right hand. They said, “My hand guided the hologram so I 
could swipe it away to the side.” 
“SWIPE AWAY TO SIDE” > 
SWIPE > DAILY> REMOVE 
69 Participant chose to swipe the hologram and push it to the side. They said, 
“This is how I would swipe photos on my phone.” 
“SWIPE ON PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > SWIPE > REMOVE 
70 Participant chose to pinch and move the hologram to the left side. They said, 
“This is what I would do on a computer.” 
“DO ON A COMPUTER” > TECH 
+ COMP > PINCH + MOVE 
71 Participant chose to pinch and toss the hologram to the left side and then to 
crumple the hologram and throw it away. They said, “I suppose I feel like it is 
like the trashcan idea. Grab it crumple it up and toss it away.” 
“TRASHCAN IDEA, CRUMPLE UP 
AND THROW AWAY” > DAILY > 
PINCH & TOSS 
72 Participant chose to tap and toss the hologram to the side. They said, “It is 
how I get rid of photos on my phone.” 
“GET RID OF PHOTOS ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 
TAP + TOSS 
73 Participant chose to try to make it smaller and then move it out of the way. They 
said, “It is sort of like minimizing a computer window.” 
“MINIMIZING A COMPUTER 
WINDOW” > TECH + COMP > 
MOVE 
74 Participant chose to swipe the hologram out of their space. They said, “I felt like 
swiping is natural to other technology.” 
“SWIPING NATURAL TO 
TECHNOLOGY” > TECH > SWIPE 
> REMOVE 
 
Question 5, Scenario 3 
 
 Question 5: Select 2D Causation Coding 
1 Participant chose to tap with their left hand to select a hologram. TAP > TECH>SELECT 
2 Participant chose to tap with their right hand to select a hologram from the 2D 
menu. 
TAP > TECH>SELECT 
3 Participant tapped the menu with their right index finger to choose a different 
hologram. 
 
TAP > TECH>SELECT 
4 Participant pointed with their index and middle finger to point to the 2D 
holographic menu. They said, “I would just point”.   
 
“JUST POINT” > SYMBOLIC > 
POINT 
5 Participant tapped at the 2D menu to select an object. TAP > TECH>SELECT 
6 Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their right index finger to select an 
object 
POINT > SYMBOLIC>SELECT 
7 Participant pointed with their right index, middle, ring and pinky finger with 
open palm to select an object from the menu. 
POINT > SYMBOLIC > SELECT 
8 Participant pointed with their index finger, then moved around the menu. POINT > SYMBOLIC 
9 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select the hologram.  TAPPED > TECH> SELECT 
10 Participant reached out with their right index, middle and ring finger where the 
curser is and then closed their hand to a fist to select. They said, ”Like on a 
tablet.” 
“LIKE ON A TABLET” > TECH + 
TAB > FIST 
11 Participant tapped on the 2D menu with their right index finger. TAP >TECH> SELECT 
12 Participant tapped on the 2D menu with their right index finger. TAP > TECH>SELECT 
13 Participant pointed their right index finger to choose a hologram from the 2D 
menu. They said, “I’m trying to click it like a computer, but nothing is 
happening.” 
“TRYING TO CLICK ON IT LIKE A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + COMP > 
CLICK 
14 Participant pointed at the menu with their right index finger to select the 
hologram. 
POINT > SYMBOLIC>SELECT 
15 Participant tapped with their right middle and index finger to select an object 
from the menu. 
TAP >TECH SELECT 
16 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select a hologram. TAP > TECH> SELECT 
17 Participant chose to click with their right index finger and then drag the “LIKE WHEN ON A COMPTUER” > 
TECH + COMP > CLICK + DRAG  
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hologram next to them to select an object from the menu, they said, ”Like 
when on a computer.” 
 
18 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select from the menu. POINT > SYMBOLIC>SELECT 
19 Participant chose to grab the hologram and pull it toward them with their right 
hand. 
GRAB + PULL >DAILY> SELECT 
20 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram. They 
said, “I would point at it and then move my hand down to where it should 
go.” 
 
“POINT AT IT AND MOVE HAND 
TO WHERE IT GOES” > AUG > 
POINT + MOVE 
21 Participant chose to choose a hologram from the 2D menu by pinching with 
their right hand and then moving it over horizontally and down. 
PINCH >TECH> MOVE 
22 Participant tapped with their right index finger to look around and then select. TAP > TECH> SELECT 
23 Participant chose to do a head tap to select the hologram based on the 
curser. They said, “It’s like a mouse.”  
 
“LIKE A MOUSE” > TECH + COMP 
> HEAD TAP 
24 Participant pointed to double tap to choose a hologram. They said, “It is like 
a computer tap.” 
“LIKE A COMPUTER TAP” > TECH 
+ COMP > DOUBLE TAP 
25 Participant tapped with their right index and middle finger together to choose 
from the hologram. 
TAP > TECH> SELECT 
26 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. POINT >SYMBOLIC> SELECT 
27 Participant tapped with their right index finger to choose a different hologram. TAP> TECH> SELECT 
28 Participant chose to click with their right index finger to select a hologram. 
They said, “It is like on a computer.” 
“LIKE ON A COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > CLICK 
29 Participant chose to pinch with their left hand at an upward angle and then 
pull it back to them by bending their wrist toward them. 
PINCH > TECH 
30 Participant chose to click with their right index and thumb. They said, “This 
feels natural like a mouse.” 
“THIS FEELS NATURAL LIKE A 
MOUSE” > TECH + COMP > CLICK 
31 Participant tapped with their right hand to choose a different hologram from 
the 2D menu. 
TAP > TECH> SELECT 
32 Participant pointed to select the hologram from the menu POINT > SYMBOLIC> SELECT 
33 Participant chose to select by clicking the hologram with their thumb and 
index and middle fingers saying like a mouse.  
“LIKE A MOUSE” > TECH + COMP 
> CLICK 
34 Participant tapped at the hologram with their right index finger to select it. TAP> TECH> SELECT 
35 Participant chose to look at the hologram they wanted to choose and blink.  BLINK >AUG > SELECT 
36 Participant chose to select by pointing their right index and middle finger and 
dragging the hologram into their space. They said, “This is similar to how I 
do so on tablets.” 
“SIMILAR TO TABLETS” > TECH + 
TAB > POINT 
37 Participant chose to poke with their whole right hand to select a hologram 
from the menu. 
POKE > DAILY> SELECT 
38 Participant tapped their left index finger to select a hologram. TAP > TECH> SELECT 
39 Participant tapped at the hologram on a 2-D menu with their right index finger 
by following the curser. They said, “I can see the dot and that is what I 
assumed would be the thing to click like a mouse." 
“CLICK LIKE A MOUSE” > TECH + 
COMP > TAP 
40 Participant pointed with their right index finger and tapped at hologram on the 
2-D menu. They said, “Felt like I needed to tap on the menu similar to a 
tablet.” 
“SIMILAR TO A TABLET” > TECH + 
TAB > TAP 
41 Participant pointed their right index finger to select the hologram. They said, 
“I  would select it with a mouse and then point at it to move it.” 
“SELECT WITH MOUSE” > TECH + 
COMP > POINT 
42 Participant pinched to choose a hologram. They said, “This is what I would do 
with a mouse on a computer.” 
“MOUSE ON A COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP < PINCH 
43 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a hologram. They 
said, “This is how I would choose something on a phone. “ 
“CHOOSE SOMETHING ON 
PHONE” > TECH + S-PHONE > 
POINT 
44 Participant pointed their right finger to choose a hologram. They said, “I did 
this because of my smartphone.” 
“DID BECAUSE OF 
SMARTPHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > POINT 
45 Participant pointed their right index to choose a different hologram. They “DO ON THEIR PHONE” > TECH + 
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said, “This is what I do on my phone.” S-PHONE > POINT 
46 Participant tapped with their right hand on the 2D menu. They said, “I did this 
because this is how I would tap on things on a computer. The curser made 
me think I should tap on it like a mouse.” 
“CURSOR IS LIKE A MOUSE” > 
TECH + COMP > TAP 
47 Participant chose to swipe up with their right index finger to choose a different 
hologram. They said, “This is what I do on my phone.” 
“DO ON THEIR PHONE” > TECH + 
S-PHONE > SWIPE 
48 Participant chose to blink their eyes twice to select a hologram from the 2D 
hologram menu. They did not use any other part of their body to gesture. They 
said, “Blinking was another way of focusing my attention to select it.” 
“BLINKING IS A WAY TO FOCUS 
MY ATTENTION” > AUG > DOUBLE 
BLINK 
49 Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their left index finger to choose a 2D 
hologram. They said, “This is more like an iPad or a tablet, so it is more 
similar to what I am familiar with as opposed to the 3-dimensional animal 
down here.” 
 
“SIMILAR TO IPAD OR TABLET” > 
TECH + TAB > POINT 
50 Participant pointed at the 2D menu with their index finger to choose a 
hologram. They said, “This is what I would do on my phone.” 
“WOULD DO ON THEIR PHONE” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > POINT 
51 Participant chose to double-tap on the menu item to choose a different 
hologram with their right index finger. They said this also based on a 
computer. 
“BASED ON A COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE TAP 
52 Participant pointed with their right index finger and then moved their finger 
around in straight lines following the 2D menu. They said, “This is how I 
would use my phone.” 
“USE THEIR PHONE” > TECH + S-
PHONE > POINT 
53 Participant pointed with a right extended index finger to choose a different 
hologram. They said, “This is how I would do so on a computer.” 
“DO ON A COMPUTER” > TECH + 
COMP > POINT 
54 Participant chose to use a double blink to select the object from the menu. 
They said, “If you are correlating with the dot, I feel like lining it up and a 
double blink would be different enough from a regular blink to select.” 
“DOUBLE BLINK TO SELECT” > 
AUG > SELECT 
55 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, 
“This is what I do on touchscreens.” 
“DO ON TOUCH SCREENS” > 
TECH > POINT 
56 Participant chose to hover over an object and then gaze to select the 
hologram. Once they felt it was selected, they chose to move their head to 
move the hologram. They said, “This made sense to move the 
hologram.” 
 
“MOVE THEIR HEAD TO MOVE 
THE HOLOGRAM” > AUG > 
HOVER + MOVE 
57 Participant pointed with their left index finger to choose a hologram. They 
said, “It makes sense to point to identify things.”. 
“POINT TO IDENTIFY THINGS” > 
SYMBOLIC > POINT 
58 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a hologram. They 
said, “It made sense to point sort of like a tablet.” 
“POINT SORT OF LIKE A TABLET” 
> TECH + TAB >  
POINT 
59 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, 
“This just felt like the thing to do.” 
“FELT LIKE THE THING TO DO” > 
SYMBOLIC > POINT  
60 Participant pointed with their right hand and double clicked on a hologram to 
choose a different one. They said, “Typically when I am selecting 
something on a computer, I would double tap.” 
“SELECTING ON COMPUTER 
THEY WOULD DOUBLE TAP” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE TAP 
61 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a 
hologram. They said, “This is familiar to other technology I have used.” 
 
“FAMILIAR TO OTHER 
TECHNOLOGY” > TECH > POINT + 
DOUBLE TAP 
62 Participant chose to swipe from left to right to choose a different hologram. 
They said, “I thought this would move me to different holograms in my 
space.”  
 
“THOUGHT IT WOULD MOVE TO 
DIFFERENT HOLOGRAMS” > 
SWIPE > DAILY 
63 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram and 
then beckoned it toward them. They said, “It’s an Italian gesture I would do 
and that makes sense.” 
“ITALIAN GESTURE THEY WOULD 
DO” > BECKONED> SYMBOLIC > 
POINT 
64 Participant pointed with their right index finger to select the hologram. They 
said, “This is the most natural to what I would do in real life with a 
technology device.” 
“NATURAL IN REAL LIFE WITH 
TECHNOLOGY DEVICE” > TECH > 
POINT 
65 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram “TAP ON SMARTPHONE” > TECH 
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from the 2D menu. They said, “This is how I would tap on my smartphone.” + S-PHONE > POINT 
66 Participant pointed with their right index finger and then pulled back once 
they thought they selected it. They said, “I felt like I had to click on it like on 
a computer and pull it back to be in my space.” 
“CLICK ON IT LIKE ON A 
COMPUTER” > TECH + COMP > 
POINT + CLICK 
67 Participant pointed with their index finger to choose a hologram. They said, “It 
just made sense to point at it this way.” 
“MADE SENSE TO POINT” > 
SYMBOLIC > POINT 
68 Participant pointed at the menu with their right index finger to choose a 
hologram. They said, “This is how I would point at a screen.” 
“POINT AT A SCREEN” > TECH > 
POINT 
69 Participant pointed with their right index finger to choose a different hologram 
from the 2D menu. They said, “It just made sense to point at it.” 
“MADE SENSE TO POINT” > 
SYMBOLIC > POINT 
70 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a 
hologram. They said, “This is what I would do on my tablet.”.  
“DO THIS ON MY TABLET” > TECH 
+ TAB > DOUBLE TAP  
71 Participant pointed with their right index finger to click on the hologram. They 
said, “When I am on that menu, I already have the cursor like a computer 
and a click or a point makes sense to me.” 
“CURSOR LIKE  A COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP > POINT + CLICK  
72 Participant pointed with their index finger to double tap to choose a hologram. 
They said, “It is because of computers.” 
“BECAUSE OF COMPUTERS” > 
TECH + COMP > DOUBLE TAP  
73 Participant pointed with their right index finger to double tap to choose a 
hologram. They said, “It is because of social media.” 
“BECAUSE OF SOCIAL MEDIA” > 
TECH + SOCIAL > DOUBLE TAP  
74 Participant pointed with their right index finger to tap to choose a hologram. 
They said, “This makes sense because of my smartphone.” 
“BECAUSE OF SMARTPHONE” > 
TECH + S-PHONE > TAP  
 
Question 6, Scenario 3 
 
 Question 6: Scroll 2D Causation Coding 
1 Participant chose to tap with their right hand to select it and then with two hands to scroll down. TAP > 
TECH>SCROLL 
2 Participant pointed their index finger and then tapped the Page Down button, saying, “Like a 
tablet.” 
“TAP LIKE A 
TABLET” > TECH 
+ TAB > POINT + 
TAP 
3 Participant tapped and scrolled right index finger and moved their finger down to scroll. TAPPED > 
TECH> SCROLL 
4 Participant tapped right index and middle finger to scroll down, however, to scroll up they 
pushed up their whole hand. 
TAPPED> 
SCROLL DOWN > 
WHOLE HAND > 
SCROLL UP> 
TECH + DAILY 
5 Participant swiped up to scroll up with their middle finger to scroll on the menu. SWIPE UP> 
TECH>  
6 Participant tapped with right index and middle finger and then scrolled down in one motion. TAP> TECH> 
SCROLL DOWN 
7 Participant swiped their right hand down to scroll SWIPED > 
TECH> SCROLL 
DOWN 
8 Participant swiped their left thumb up and down to scroll. SWIPED > 
TECH> SCROLL 
DOWN 
9 Participant swiped with their right index finger to scroll up and down. SWIPED> TECH  
10 Participant pinched their fingers to scroll down.  PINCH > TECH 
11 Participant tapped both index and middle fingers to scroll up and down with their right hand TAP > TECH 
12 Participant tapped on the hologram menu with their right index finger and then scrolled up with 
their right thumb. They said they would tap it as if it is a “touch screen, but away from me.” 
“LIKE A TOUCH 
SCREEN BUT 
AWAY” > TECH > 
TAP + SCROLL 








15 Participant tapped to scroll with their right index and middle together. TAPPED> TECH> 
SCROLL 
16 Participant tapped to scroll up and down with their right middle and index finger. TAPPED > 
TECH>SCROLL 
17 Participant tapped to move their right index and middle finger in a scrolling motion. TAPPED> TECH 
18 Participant chose to scroll with their right hand by pushing up with palm up. WHOLE HAND > 
DAILY>SCROLL 
19 Participant chose to scroll up or down with their right hand using their middle and index fingers. 
They said, “I would swipe up or down quickly, like a click.”  
CLICK > TECH> 
SCROLL  
20 Participant chose to point at the hologram with their right hand to select it and then scrolled 
with their right thumb and index finger. They said, “The scrolling would be similar to 
scrolling like on the scroll button on the HoloLens device 
“SCROLLING 
LIKE ON THE 
SCROLL 
BUTTON ON THE 
HOLOLENS” > 
DAILY + TECH > 
SCROLL 
21 Participant chose to tap at the hologram with their right hand to select it and then scroll TAPPED> TECH> 
SCROLL 
22 Participant chose to swipe from left to right with their right index finger. They said, “This is how 
they would do so on a phone.” 
“HOW I WOULD 
DO ON A 
PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > 
SWIPE 
23 Participant chose to line up their head with the hologram choice, point at it with their right index 
finger and swiped down with their right palm. 
WHOLE HAND > 
SWIPED> DAILY> 
SCROLL 
24 Participant tapped their right index finger to scroll up and down. TAPPED >TECH> 
SCROLL 
25 Participant tapped to scroll with their right hand using there middle and ring fingers. TAPPED > 
TECH> SCROLL 
26 Participant tapped to scroll with right index and middle fingers TAPPED > 
TECH>SCROLL 
27 Participant swiped up their right palm to scroll up and down. SWIPED UP> 
DAILY>SCROLL 
28 Participant chose to scroll up with their right index finger to scroll up. They said, “It was kind 
of, like how I would do so on a phone.” 
“KIND OF LIKE A 
PHONE” > TECH 
+ S-PHONE > 
SCROLL 
29 Participant tapped to scroll with their left middle and index fingers to scroll up and down TAPPED> TECH> 
SCROLL 
30 Participant chose to click to select the scroll bar with their right index and thumb and then 
scrolled with their hand pinched. They said, “This makes sense because it is similar to how 
one would click on something with a mouse before scrolling on the scroll bar.”   
“CLICK ON A 
MOUSE ON 
SCROLL BAR” > 
TECH + COMP > 
CLICK AND 
SCROLL 
31 Participant chose to swipe with their index right finger up and down to scroll. SWIPE > TECH> 
SCROLL 
32 Participant swiped up and down with their index finger. SWIPED UP> 
TECH>SCROLL 
33 Participant chose to swipe with their open hand up and then scroll with their index finger 
swiping down.   
SWIPED DOWN> 
TECH 
34 Participant swiped their index finger up and down to scroll SWIPED> 
TECH>SCROLL 
35 Participant chose to look at the hologram but also would like to press a button on the side of 








36 Participant pointed to swipe up and down with their index and middle finger. They said they 
chose this because by using the two fingers, “It would not interfere with regular movements and 
is similar to technology.” 
“SIMILAR TO 
TECHNOLOGY” > 
TECH > POINT + 
SCROLL 
37 Participant chose to swipe up and down with their whole hand to scroll on the menu. WHOLE HAND > 
TECH>SCROLL 
38 Participant chose to select the scroll bar by pulling down to scroll with their index finger. PULLING > 
DAILY> SCROLL 
39 Participant pointed their index finger and scrolled while also moving their index finger down. 
They said they could see the scroll option on the menu and thought that if they had the dot on 
the scroll then they could select and scroll similar to a mouse.   
“DOT ON THE 
SCROLL IS 
SIMILAR TO A 
MOUSE” > TECH 
+ COMP > POINT 
+ SCROLL 
40 Participant pointed their right index finger and then tapped and moved down to scroll. They 
said, “I wanted to select the menu, and tap and then scroll down similar to a computer 





TECH + COMP > 
TAP + SCROLL 
41 Participant tapped with their right index finger to scroll down. TAPPED > 
TECH>SCROLL 
42 Participant pointed their index finger and moved their index finger down to scroll to other 
holograms. They said, “This is also, what I would do on a computer.” 
“WHAT I WOULD 
DO ON A 
COMPUTER” > 
TECH + COMP > 
POINT + SCROLL 
43 Participant pointed their index finger and moved their index finger up and down to scroll to 
other holograms. They said, “This is how I would do so on my phone.” 
“HOW TO DO SO 
ON MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
44 Participant pointed both their index and middle fingers to swipe up. They said, “This is how I 
would swipe up on a smartphone with these fingers.” 
“SWIPE UP ON A 
SMARTPHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
45 Participant pointed with their index finger to scroll. They said, “This is what I would do on my 
phone.” 
“THIS IS WHAT I 
DO ON MY 
PHONE” < TECH 
+ S-PHONE < 
POINT + SCROLL 
46 Participant tapped with their right index finger to select the hologram and then scrolled down. 
They said, “This is also what I do on a computer.” 
“THIS IS WHAT I 
DO ON A 
COMPUTER” < 
TECH + COMP < 
TAP + SCROLL 
47 Participant tapped and scrolled with their right index and middle fingers. They said, “I am so 
used to my phone and it made sense to tap and then swipe as I would on my phone.” 
“SWIPE LIKE ON 
MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < TAP + 
SWIPE 
48 Participant extended their right hand, created a fist and then moved their hand up and down to 
scroll. They said, “This was relating to a physical wheel I was pulling up and down.” 
“RELATING TO A 
PHYSICAL 
WHEEL I WAS 
PULLING UP 
49AND DOWN” < 
DAILY < SCROLL  
49 Participant pointed their index finger to scroll down. They said, “This feels more like dragging 
on an iPad screen.” 
“DRAG IT LIKE 
ON AN IPAD” < 
TECH + TAB < 
POINT + SCROLL 
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50 Participant scrolled by moving their right hand and index finger up and down. They said, “This 
is what I would do on my phone.”   
“WHAT I WOULD 
DO ON MY 
PHONE” < TECH 
+ S-PHONE < 
SCROLL 
51 Participant chose to double click on the page down button on the 2D interface. They said, 
“This is also similar to how I would react on a computer.” 
“SIMILAR TO A 
COMPUTER” < 
TECH + COMP < 
DOUBLE CLICK 
52 Participant chose to move their right index finger in a scrolling motion. They said, “This is 





PHONE < MOVE 
+ SCROLL 
53 Participant chose to move their index finger in a scrolling motion. They said, “That clicking 





< TECH + COMP 
< MOVE + 
SCROLL 
54 Participant chose to move their right index finger and arm in a scrolling manner. They said, 
“Click and drag made sense to them.”   
“CLICK AND 
DRAG MAKES 
SENSE” < TECH 
+ COMP < MOVE 
+ SCROLL 
55 Participant chose to move their right index finger in a scrolling motion with their arm extended. 
They said, “This is what I would do on my phone.” 
“THIS IS WHAT I 
WOULD DO ON 
MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < MOVE 
+ SCROLL 
56 Participant chose to hover on the scroll bar and then move their right index finger in a 





USE A MOUSE 
ON A 
COMPUTER” < 
TECH + COMP < 
HOVER + 
SCROLL 
57 Participant pointed their right palm and move down to scroll to other holograms. 






WHOLE HAND < 
SCROLL 
58 Participant pointed their right index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “It is similar to 
what I would do on a tablet.” 
“SIMILAR TO 
WHAT I DO ON A 
TABLET” < TECH 
+ TAB < POINT + 
SCROLL 
59 Participant said they would “tap and then scroll with their eyes.” They said, “I felt if I focused 
with my eyes, I would be able to scroll that way.” 
“IF I FOCUS 
WITH MY EYES, I 
CAN SCROLL” < 
AUG < TAP AND 
SCROLL 
60 Participant tapped, however, then they chose to pinch and flick to scroll up and down. They 
said, “This made sense because it is similar to a computer scroll bar is on the side of a 
“SIMILAR TO A 
COMPUTER 
SCROLL BAR” < 
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page.” TECH + COMP < 
POINT + SCROLL 
61 Participant pointed with their right index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “This is again 




TECH < POINT + 
SCROLL 
62 Participant chose to scroll up with their right index finger pointing and moving upward.  
They said, “This made sense for how I would point at something and move it up.”   
.   
“HOW I POINT AT 
SOMETHING 
AND MOVE IT” < 
SYMBOLIC< 
POINT + SCROLL 
63 Participant chose to scroll up and down with their right palm. They said, “The scrolling is 
similar to what I would do on a computer.”  
“SIMILAR TO 
COMPUTER” < 
TECH + COMP < 
WHOLE HAND < 
SCROLL 
64 Participant chose to flip up the menu by scrolling up with their right index and middle finger. 
They said, “This is similar to a tablet.” 
“SIMILAR TO 
TABLET” < TECH 
+ TAB < FLIP + 
SCROLL 
65 Participant chose to scroll down while pointing their left index finger to scroll on the menu up 
and down. They said, “This is how I scroll on my phone when I am reading.”  
“SCROLL ON 
PHONE WHEN 
I’M READING” < 
TECH + S- 
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
66 Participant scrolled using their right index finger to scroll down on the 2D menu. They said, 
“This is what I do on my phone.” 
“HOW I SCROLL 
ON MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
67 Participant pointed to scroll with their right middle finger scrolling up and down on the 2D 
holographic menu. They said, “I was following the pointer on the headset and used that a 
guide to scroll like a mouse.” 
 
“POINTER ON 
THE HEADSET IS 
LIKE A MOUSE” < 
TECH + COMP < 
POINT + SCROLL 
68 The participant used their left hand as a guide and moved with their right hand. This time they 
used their middle and index finger to scroll up and down. They said, “This is similar to 
scrolling on a computer.” 
“SIMILAR TO 
SCROLLING ON 
A COMPUTER” < 
TECH + COMP < 
SCROLL 
69 Participant pointed their right index finger to scroll down. They said, “This is how I scroll on a 
phone.” 
“HOW I SCROLL 
ON MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S-
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
70 Participant chose to pinch to scroll with their right hand. They said, “I would pinch to scroll 
on a phone.” 
“PINCH ON A 
PHONE” < TECH 
+ S – PHONE < 
PINCH + SCROLL 
71 Participant chose to pinch or grab at the scroll bar and move up and down to scroll. They said, 
“I think it is the augmented reality thing and because I am using a computer with a scroll bar, 




SCROLL BAR” < 
TECH + COMP < 
PINCH + SCROLL 
72 Participant chose to tap with their right index finger, however, then chose to pinch to scroll. 
They said, “It is similar to my phone.” 
“SIMILAR TO MY 
PHONE” < TECH 
+ S – PHONE < 
PINCH + SCROLL 
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73 Participant tapped and scrolled with their index finger. They said, “This is how I scroll on 
social media on my phone.”. 
“SCROLL ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
ON MY PHONE” < 
TECH + S – 
PHONE < 
SCROLL 
74 Participant pointed their right index finger and scrolled. They said, “This is also due to my 
smartphone use.”   
“DUE TO SMART 
PHONE USE” < 
TECH + S – 
PHONE < POINT 
+ SCROLL 
 
 
 
